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Monitor MORE with equipment from UNIVERSAL RADIO! 

LQWE 

HF-150 
There has qulte Hteralty rtevet betofe been a receler like the Lowe HF-150. 
because onfy now have technology and engineering been combined in such an 
effective compact package. Coverage Is from 30 kHz to 30 MHz with variable 
tuning rate accordlng to speed rotation of the main tuning knob. Modes are AM, 
AM Synchronous, USB and LSB (also for CW/RTTY/FAX). The dual conver- 
sion design features selectabie 1F bandwidths of 2.5 and 7 kHz. 60 Memories 
store frequency and mode. Dospiteils fu^-srzeperformance, the HF-150 «s oniy 
7.8'W x 3"H x 6.5'D and opérâtes from internai AA celte or 12 VDC. Ali métal 
light alloy case, See WRTHWpg. 585 for more info, or write Universa) for a full 
spec. sheet. ff youVe waited for communications recerver performance in something portable, yourwaltte over, Made ki England 1 yearIknltedwarranty 
Lowe HF-150 List $699.95 Order 90150 $599.95 (+$7) 

UNIVERSAL DECODERS 

„ m m m M » m «lyay jT 
® m m m m «ri :M 

. m m m m m m m 

If you are only listening to your shortwave radio you are mtesing hait the fun. With the addition of a 
Universal décoder and monitor you can see the 
world The shortwave spectrum te filled with inter- 
estlng text messages and photos that you can 
intercept and dtepiay. If thte sounds interesting to 
you, request our two free pamphlets: Ustening to Radioteletype and Receiving FAX on Your Short- 
wave Radio. Shown above is the military grade 
Universal M-8000 which décodés modes not previ- 
ously available. Contact us today for Information on 
the full line of Universal decoders 

You can monitor: ♦ Coastal Station Trafflc ♦ Ship Telexes ♦ Press Reports ♦ Press Photos ♦ SatellliB Photos ♦ Weather Maps ♦ Undass. Military Traffic ♦ Diplomatie Trafflc ♦ Ham Messages ♦ Weather Reporta ♦ Research Traffic ♦ PacKei Messages ♦ Radio Bulletins 

S | Visit our new location! ^ 
 nv- 
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SONY 
ICF-SW55 ..«f 
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Sony's newest model, the ICF-SW55, is already receiving rave 
reviews. The SW55 covers longwave, AM, FM and shortwave with 
excellent performance. Fourtuning methods are available; preset 
station tuning, direct tuning, manual tuning and scan tuning. H 
features keypad entry, LSBAJSB réception, signal strength display, 
low battery light, local-DX sensitlvity switch, fast/slow/lock tuning, 1 
kHz display resolution and station name tuning. The sophisticated 
alpha-numeric data memory system stores up to 5 frequencies per 
title (125 max). It has a unique dual display world time clock with 
alarm, sleep and 5-event timer. External jacks for antenna, 
earphones, recorder and remote. With AC adapter, AN61 wind-up 
antenna, stereo earphones, wave handbook, soft radio case, and 
hard case to carry the complété system. 7%" x 5" x 1 Vi" ( 1 Lb 14 oz). 
Requires four AA cells (not supplied). One year limited warranty. 
List $429.95 Order90972 $369.95 (+$5) 

?COM 
R-7100 

We have recently received our first shipment of the sophisticated 
new Icom R-7100 VHF-UHF receiver. This radio covers from 25 to 
2000 MHz in the following modes: AM. AM-W, FM. FM-W, FM-N, 
USB and LSB. Nine tuning steps are featured: .1,1,5,10,12.5, 
25,100 and 1000 kHz. The R-7100 has a nine bank, 900 channel 
memory. A multifunction clock-timer provides convenience. The 
analog S-Meter will help you precisely tune stations. Other useful 
features ipclude; VSC, NB/AFC, keypad entry, illuminated LCD 
display to 100 Hz., dimmer, attenuator, squelch, dial lock and V*' 
headphonejack. 120/240 VAC. One year limited warranty. (Note: 
this radio does nof receive SW). Spécifications subject to change. 
List $1383.00 Order92331 $1139.00 (+$13) 

USED RECEIVERS 
Universal carnes an extensive line of used portable and communications 
recetvers. Send a self-addressed stamped envelope to receive our list 

♦ HUGE CATALOG ♦ 
Our new 100 page catalog 
is bigger than ever, with 
everything that is new for 
the listener, ham or scan- 
ner enthusiast Available 
FREE by fourth class mail 
or for $1 by first class mail. 

Universal Radio... 
Serving Listeners Since 19421 

STORE HOURS 
Monday - Friday 10:00-5:30 
Except Thuraday 10:00-8:00 
Saturday 10:00-3:00 
Sunday -CLOSED- 

Vlaa, Mastercard or Dlacover card. Prlces & spécifications subject to change 

universal 
radio inc. 

Universal Radio, Inc. 
6830 Americana Pkwy. 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 
43068 U.S.A. 

800 431-3939 Orders 
614 866-4267 Information 
614 866-2339 Facsimile 



NASWA 

Notes 

Bob Brown KW3F 
238 Cticklewood Circle 

Lansdale, PA 19446 
CompuServe 74756,1557 

GEnie R.SROWNl 06 
Pocket KW3F @ WB3JOE 

Hello again. Well, itlooks like my begging 
paid off. As you will see in the next few 

pagesIreceivedquiteafewMusings.Hopefully 
this will be Ihe start of some inleresling com- 
mentary for this column. If you see some 
interesting commenls wilhin these musings, 
please feel free to kecp Ihe dialog going by 
sending in your musing. Olherwise, check the 
beginningof the Musing column for next month's 
theme. 

In addition lo ail the Musings, I received a 
couple of features, some station profiles, and 
some lelters from members looking for editing 
guidelines for features and station profiles,Things 
are looking up, keep 'em coming! 

Thanks Ted! 
Due to personal reasons, Tech Topics edilor 

Ted Benson is resigningfrom the NASWA edit- 

ing team. Ted has been editingTech Topics since 
the July 1988 issue of FRENDX. On behalf of 
NASWATd like to extend my thanks for ail the 
bouts of hard work Ted put inlo producingTech 
Topics. Thanks Ted! 

Late Night DXing Aid 
Congratulations to Easy Listening edilor Ri- 

chard Cuff and his wife Suzanne on the birth of 
their first child! Catherine Margaret Cuff was 
born June 3rd, 1619 UTC and both mother and 
daughler are doing well. We should start seeing 
reports of late night and early morning SW 
programs from Richard real soon. 

Because we havesomany Musings, l'mgoingto 
keep this part of Notes short this month. Have a 
good month and be sure to write in with any 
inputs for this column. 

73 - Bob 

Welcome to the following new NASWA members - 

Ahmad Abdallah, Lockport, NY 
Mark Anderson, Prescotl, Ml 
David Bendf, Alexandria, IN 
Shcldon Bernick, Media, PA 
Denny & Cathy Braun, Eden Prairie, MN 
Richard Brooke Jr, Jacksonville, PL 
Tom C. Brown Jr., Jackson, MS 
John C. Clampeft, Watertown, CT 
Robert A. D'Amato, Bourne, MA 
Robert N. A. Degerberg, Gladwyne, PA 
John M. Domokos, Moundsville, WV 
Jennifer Enright-Ford, Oconomowoc, W1 
Shawn S. Fahrer, Howard Beach, NY 
Sergio Fernandez, Miami, FL 
Mr. James Francis, Brooklyn, NY 
Allan Garshowitz, Vancouver, BC 
Mr. Sandy Geiger, Roogersville, TN 
Mr. Raymond Goldfarb, Laguna Hills, CA 
John A. Gutosky, Weatherly, PA 
Dennis Honkomp, Florissant, MO 
Dr. David R. Hughes, Keswick, ONTARIO 
Mark Humenyk, Weston, ONTARIO 
Richard E. Jenkins, South Glens Falls, NY 
John B. Kinsellagh, Brookline, MA 
Michael Lucchtefeld, Austin, TX 

Tom McKeough, Beaumont, ALBERTA 
Bill Miller, Granada Hills, CA 
Clyde Nolan Jr, Greensboro, NC 
Michael S. Page, Flint, MI 
Eddy E. PoIIock, Capitola, CA 
Antonino J. Provvidenti, East Syracuse, NY 
Charles A. Rathbun Jr., Minden, LA 
Daniel C. Ritter, Allentown, PA 
Patrick W. Rogcrs, Westport, CT 
Peter Rosenthal, Flagstaff, AZ 
Gary Waiter Schortje, Raritan, NJ 
Hord Shahir, Hibernia, NJ 
James Silliman, Paul Smiths, NY 
Trevor Stanley, Flagstaff, AZ 
William Stout, Harrisburg, IL 
James D. Strader, Middleborough, MA 
Robert C. Sullenberger, Venice, FL 
Lester Swanson, Carrollton, TX 
Dave Valko, Dunlo, PA 
Ronald C. Waterfall, Hatboro, PA 
Charles Watson, Florissant, MO 
FrankWheeler, Pomona, KS 
Glenn Wilkerson, Seguin, TX 
Ronnie Wilson, Austin, TX 
William Wolfrcys, Dorchester, MA 

^ Our Motto is - "Unity and Friendsliip" ^ 
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Upcoming HamFests 

July 25 

July 25-26 

July 25-26 

July 26 

August 1 

August 1-2 

August 2 

August 2 

August 2 

August 2 

August 7-9 

August 8 

August 8 

August 8-9 

August 9 

August 9 

August 14-16 

August 15 

August 15-16 

August 16 

August 16 

August 15-16 

August 16 

Coos County Radio Club, Coos Bay/North Bend, OR, Cari Siminow, WA6JOW 
1005 Augustine St., Coos Bay, OR 97420 
Western Carolina ARS, Waynesville, NC, Keith Clark, KC4Q1E 
P O Box 16816, Asheville,NC 28816 
Oklahoma State Convention, Oklahoma City, OK, Frank Tassone, AA5GI 
902 Royal Way, Edmond, OK 73034 
Ashtabula County ARC, Ashtabula, OH, Darlene Stenback, N8APY 
722 Lyndon, Ashtabula, OH 44004 
Voice of Aladdin ARC, Columbus, OH, Jimmy Caines, KB8KME 
1056 Erickson Ave., Columbus, OH 43227-1241 
Missouri State Convention, Springfield, MO, Linda Baxter, KA0/NXI 
2616 W Woodlawn, Springfield, MO 65803 
Skyview Radio Society, New Kensington, PA, HughTumbull, W3ABC 
6903 Rhode Island Ave., Collège Park, MD 20740 
Fox River Radio League, Sugar Grove, IL, Genie Stevenson, KB9COM 
1744 S7thAve.,St Charles, IL 60174 
Shanandoah Valley ARC, Berry ville, VA, Guy Black, W4PSJ 
1201 Woodside Dr., Winchester, VA 22601 
Portage Amateur Radio Club, Randolph, OH, Joanne Solak, KJ30 
9971 Diagonal Rd., Mantua, OH 44255 
Texas State Convention , Austin TX, Joe Makeever, W5EBJ 
8609 Tallwood Dr., Austin, TX 78759 
Delta County ARC, Escanaba, MI, L. Les Elder, N8NHD 
P O Box 923, Escanaba, MI 49829 
Tri-State ARA, Huntington, WV, Ezra Taylor 
4408 West River Rd., Huntington, WV 25704-1148 
Central Oregon Radio Amateurs, Bend, OR, Mary Winter, N7RGD 
17870 Plainview Rd., Bend, OR 97701-9130 
Hamfesters Radio Club, Inc., Peotone, IL, Robert Truhlar, W9LNQ 
1701 W 101 St., Chicago, IL 60643 
Mid-Atlantic ARS, Warrington, PA, Robert Van, WI3S 
3332 Hazelwood Ave., Dovvnington, PA 19335 
Rocky Mountain Division Conveniton, Park City, UT, Richard Fisher, NS7K 
1510 Celia Way, Layton, UT 84041 
Ithica ARC, Ithica, NY, Ross Boyer, N2ISU 
520 Etna Rd., Apt A, Ifhica, NY 14850 
Alabama State Convention, Huntsville, AL, DonTunstill, WB4HOK 
1215 Dale Dr., Huntsville, AL 35801 
Western Illinois ARC, Quincy, IL, Jim Funk, N9JF 
Rt 1, Box 151 A, Liberty, IL 62347 
Cedar Valley ARC, Cedar Rapids, IA, Dick Isard 
2818 Southland Dr., SW, Cedar Rapids, IA 52314 
Duke City Hamfest, Albuquerque, NM, Joe Knight, W5PDY 
Albuquerque, NM 87112 
MIT Radio & Electronics Society, Cambridge, MA, Steve Finberg, W1GSL 
P O Box 82, Cambridge, MA 02139 
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Musings 

This column provides a forum wheras members can express comments, ideas, and thoughts aboul 
NASWA or the SIV radio hobby. Please feel free to comment on anythingpresenled this monlh (or 
previous months), or use next monlh 's the me as a basis for your discussion. Next month's theme is 
- "DXandSWMedia Programs on SIV- The Good, The Mot So Good, and IVhy". The monthly theme 
is only used as a suggestion for discussion. Any olher items of interest to members may be also 
submitled. Because I edil this column, Pli jump in with responses where appropriale. 

Bruce VVinkelman 
Please reconsider the recent cover change for the JOURNAL. The "old" cover in use during 1991 
projected a professional, clean ' image that I find more appropriale. The current covers are 
probably more expensive lo print and give a "gosh-golly-gee-whiz" look to the JOURNAL. Photos, 
QSLs,schedulesetccanbe included oninsidepages—e.g, "QSLofthe Monlh". ATableofContents 
on the front cover would be valuable if a blank cover is undesirable. 

Listeners Notebook continues to be the most valuable column to me on a month-to-month basis. 
KUDOS TO DAN FERGUSON!! NASWANotes gives valuable général club information as do 
the Spécial Evenls/Hamfest listings and the Musings are a great idea. Personally, the Easy Listening 
column is the least useful to me as I seldom devote lime loprogram listening but is a great resource 
for those members that listen lo SWprogramming. African/Asian/Latin American Destinations are 
a good source for setting up targel lists and planning a DX session. 

AH in ail, the JOURNAL is well done and a crédit to ail that are involved in ils publication month 
afler monlh. I doubt that the général membership appréciâtes the amount of hard work it takes to 
gel the JOURNAL in Ihe mailboxes of members every month. The amount of valuable DX 
information I get each month is considérable and a real benefit to me in this great hobby. Thanks 
to everyone involved! 73. 

-- Pve heen asked ahout a table of contents many limes Bruce. Unforlunately, because the final book 
is assembled ahout 1 hour priât lo going lo ihe printer it is virlually impossible lo include a table 
of contents. The cover isprintedabouti weekpriorlo the edilorsdeadline, whichis the lastSaturday 
of Ihe month, and is picked up by Bill ahout 3 days prior to the deadline. Al that lime Bill's wife 
applies ail the mailing labels to the covers. 1 show up at Bill's on Salurdaywith ail the columns I 
paste up and we assemble those with the ones that are mailed in from the other editors. The caméra 
ready copy then goes lo the printer. Once printed, the insides and labeled covers are collated 
together, stapled, andprepared for mailing. By Ihe way, thepiclure covers do not cost any more than 
the previous cover. We went hack to piclure covers because of numerous requests from the 
membership lo do so. 

Jon Klinedinst, RD #1 Box I60IIH, Dover, PA 17315 
The main reasonl continue to subscribe to the Journal isTom Sundstrom's English Schedules. With 
Tom's schedule, ail 1 have to do is key in the frequency of a broadeast station in order to do program 
listening. Before I was a NASWAmember, I would spend 3-4 months of the year compiling my own 
English schedule, and it was not nearly as complété as Tom's schedule. Tom's schedule is updated 
every month while my own schedule was updated in June and December only. Tom's schedule tells 
when a broadeast begins so you don't miss anything while my schedule only told what was heard 
during a one hour time period. 

I also like the NASWA Portraits column. It is nice to read how other S WLs got starled in the hobby. 
II is also interesting to read aboul what equipment they use and what countries they have verified, 

I also read the Musings every month. I find the conversational type writing easy to read and very 
interesting. Of course, the SWL subject matler is what makes the letters interesting. 
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I also like the Equipmenl Review Column when what is being evaluated catches my fancy. I think 
the listings of your new members adds a nice touch to the Journal. I watch the listings for new 
members in my area. I also rcad Listener's Notebook for DX tuning tips. 

The only thing I can truly say that 1 don't like about the Journal is ail the abbreviations in some 
columns. These abbreviations are like a foreign language to me. I will never take the time to learn 
them. 1 guess they are necessary to save space and money. Tm sure they are not a barrier to some 
people, but l'm sure Tm not the only person who doesn't like them. 

-- NoJon, you're not the firstperson to he confused by the abbreviations and they do take some time 
geltingused to. Do you have a listing explaining the abbreviations ? If not, one can be obtained fiom 
Headquarters. The editors have been asked to adhéré to the list so that we can maintain some 
consistancy to the abbreviations. And yes, they are necessary to make maximum use of the space 
available. 

Chai lie Gaharan, 504 Thoroughbred, Thibodaux, LA 70301 
Just a note to let you know what a greal club I think NASWA is. I have been SWLing for about 25 
years and a member of several radio clubs (even the old Newark News Radio Club) and have seen 
sample club bulletins of several others and 1 think NAS WAis the most helpful and professional one 
of them ail. You guys do a great job with loday's Journal. 1 particularly like and find very helpful 
Listener's Notebook (which I read completely every month) and Sundstrom's English Schedules. 
I also enjoy Musings and NASWAPortraits (but not those portraits that are so long they are divided 
into monthly parts). I would like very much to see some type of Question-Answer column started 
in the Journal. But overall it is great, and I look forward anxiously each month to receiving mine. 
Keep up the great work. 

- We thought that Listeners Classroom would he the question/answer column but that didn't quite 
work asplanned. l'd like to see something like that also. Any other members have ideas about this? 

Allan Garshowitz, #504 - 1350 Broughton St., Vancouver, BC, CANADA V6G 2X3 
Your publication seems interesting and I wish to receive it, starting with May, or even April, I 
suppose, if that's when your biannual "complété schedule" is printed. 

I seem to notice very little inlerest evinced in the listening community of shortwave in the lechnical 
and practical side of getting shortwave broadcasters on the air... 

This seems extraordinarily odd, to be more concerned with one's own postcard collection than with 
the countries and stations one is listening to; and most strange, consideringthe avid exchange of such 
information one hears on the ham bands. 

Surely these are the most intereslingshacks, so 
called, in the world. 1s there something dull 
about antennas and transmitters and genera- 
tors, about the production of shortwave pro- 
gramming and the obstacles such broadcasters 
-- particularly the small, low-powered and 
underfunded services — face? 1 don't think so. 

A broadcast engineer who would have been 
engaged in a number of projects Worldwide 
could throw a great deal of light on the prob- 
lems and various historiés, some of stations 
that are no longer with us. 

A fascinating book could be made out of the 
development of Radio Moscow alone, ils vari- 

' ANARC SWL Ham Net s 

Tune in Sunday mornings at 10 A. M. 
EasternTime on 7240 LSB for the latest in 
shortwave listening , DX tips, and up to 
the minute hobby news. Contributers share 
their DX tips via their own amateur radio 
stations or by telephoning a "gateway" 
station who then broadcasts the relayed 
tips. Net Controls Bob Brown KW3F and 
Dave Kirby N8JQX host an always lively 
gang of DX monitors. (Best heard in the 
igastem half of NAm) ^ 
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ous installations and equipments, and the stratégies of providing global service -- but perhaps I am 
overestimating the degree of raplure possible... 

My own interest in this dérivés from being at an early stage in the process of investigating the 
possibilities of setting up such a station on the SW band, the prospect having met with some 
enthusiasm. 
Please, then, consider doingmore "inside" articles on the broadeasters; it should be a regularfeature. 

— l'd love toAllan. Unfortunately, I can 't force the peu to thepaper for people. Ifyou or any other 
member has input on the topicyou've outlined, please submit them. l'm sure other members would 
like to see such articles. Weallhave to remember that this is a club lhat relies on member input for 
il'sfeatures. We don'lpay for articles. So ifsomething "should" be a regularfeature it's only lhat 
because someone has volunteered to do it. 

Joe Buch N2JB, 2008 Mozart Circle, Virginia Beach, VA 23454 
Today (June 1) the news média were cheering the latest news from the inventor's laboratories. A 
new light bulb, the biggest advance since Edison invented the carbon coated bamboo filament, is 
being trumpeted as saving up to 75% of the energy required of an incandescent bulb for the same 
light output. So what, you ask? You normally listen to the radio by the dim glow of the panel lamp! 
Well, it's not that easy. The noise generators currently being marketed by the lighling industry have 
contributed to the décliné of médium wave AM radio in this country. These new lamps may be the 
final straw that will cause us ail to take up stamp collecting. 

Not beingsatisfied with light dimmers and touch sensitive lamps that creale havocon the S W bands, 
the lighling industry is now ready to foist a new plague on the radio listener. This new bulb works 
so efficiently because it contains a radio transmitler which générales an electromagnetic field that 
interacts with a gas anda phosphor coating to make light. None of the reports I have seen to date 
have indicaled the frequency of the transmitler lhat will be used, but Murphy will undoubtedly do 
his best to ensure that if the transmitler is not in the middle of one of our favorite bands, then it will 
have to be so rich in harmonies that it will clobber us anyway. 

What can we do? Who knows. The FCC has been oblivious to the threal that previous lighling 
developments have posed to the radio listener. They go to great lengths to ensure computers and 
video monitors don t émit incidental radiation while ignoring the harmonic-rich buzz-saw jammers 
masquerading as touch control lamps in discount stores. Maybe the National Association of 
Broadeasters will finally wake up to the insidious Ihreat posed by these devices. They usually wield 
enough clout with the FCC to get their attention. On the other hand, their past reaction to higher 
urban noise pollution has simply been to request higher night time power levels. The ostrich would 
be proud of that kind of approach to a threat. 

Slay tuned for more détails. Don't take this new development lighlly, (Did I say that?) 
— Oh boy. .just what we need, more noise. Arggh! 

Michael Lawson, 5124 Whitmore Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45238 
In the araounf of time that I have been receiving the Journal (less than a year), I have been pleased 
with it. The articles have been quite informative and entertaining to read; that combination tends to 
be a rarity in my experience. The latest info on OXing and the schedules always keep me informed 
on what is happening. I suppose one indication of that is lhat I will reach for the Journal first and 
then Passport second when I am confronted with a signal unfamiliar to myself. 

While I am admittedly a rookie in serions Shortwave Listening(and therefore have a limited araount 
of knowledge in past issues of FRENDX and The Journal), I feel that the Journal is an excellent 
vehicle for examining the electronics of radio. The recent article on filters explained in a couple of 
pages what look me a week to decipher out of a few engineering texts. With the readership the 
Journal has, there must be many people who are able to share the technical knowledge gained over 
many years of conslructing various shortwave equipment. Hopefully, this sharing of knowledge 
would help those who (like me) have a genetic defect known as "tinkeritis". 
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I have this bizarre desire to constmct my own shortwave receiver. This is probably due to a tinker 
gene that I seem to have inherited from my mother's side of the family, but I think that this desire 
also has something to do with a dissatisfaction of the price gap between portables and good 
tabletops. 1 had thought of buildingshortwave kits, but their overall lack of performance (as detailed 
in Passport and others) sleered me into starting from scratch. Once that décision was made, I 
discovered that there is not a great deal of easily accessible info in the way of radio design (much 
less shortwave design). Secrets of RF Circuit Design by Joseph J. Carr was helpful, but was lacking 
in advanced design techniques as well as concepts such as PLL and multiple superhet design. 

While I would be grateful for advice on my search (believe me, 1 know that I am not going to corne 
close to the JRCs, ICOMs and Drakes for a long while, if ever), I hope that more technical articles 
could be written with the tinkerer in mind. 

- Perhaps some members reading this can help Mtke 

Barry Schwartz, 72-22 153 St., Apt. 211, Flushing, NY 11367 
As a relative novice in this hobby, I have found the Destinations, Tropical Band Loggings and the 
International Band Loggings columns to be the most helpful, Those columns help me to plan out 
when to listen. 

Ireally have nodislikes concerning the Journal. I read through each issue - there's always something 
of interest. It is better than the trade publications as well - the Journal seems to be much more 
personal and friendly. 

I do have a suggestion: Each issue should have a chart of some sort showing when (best time of day) 
to listen to the Tropical Bands (120,90,75,60 meter bands) and what area one can expect to receive 
for the time of year or month the chart is published.This would be very helpful to us novices! Yes, 
I did read the sériés of articles recently published in the Journal about those bands. However, a chart 
would be very helpful. 

That's about it. Thanks for reading this and I hope the staff will take my suggestion under 
considération. 

— Iprésumé you mean something like a seasonality chart. J'vebeen talkingwith !! ans Johnson about 
that, perhaps well see something soon. 

Jim Clar, 41 Vick ParkA, Rochester, NY 14607 
As a new NASWA member I have found the Journal to be an invaluable resource. The "Asian/ 
African/Latin American Destinations", the "QSLReports", and the "Loggings" columns have been 
particularly helpful. In fact, the Journal has been so useful to me as a means of formulating a plan 
of "directed" listening that I truthfully do not know how I got along so long without it! In short, 1 
can only say that I have (so far) found very little that I dislike with regard to the Journal in particular 
and NASWA in général. Before joining NASWA 1 sampled a fair number of other club bulletins 
and found the Journal to be just about the best of the lot -1 am also a member of ODXA and ACE. 
I would like to say that, in what little contact I have had with fellow NASWAns, I have found 
members themselves to be friendly, courteous and, beyond that, more than willing to help out 
answering questions, providing information, etc. 

I do, however, have a number of suggestions which 1 think just might work to make a good thing 
even better. (Bear in mind that these suggestions are made with only four monlhs under my belt as 
a NASWA member.) 

I. Aseparate column for Pirate/Clandestine loggings and station info. This is a rich and exciting area 
of the SW hobby which seems to receive only a minimum of attention in the pages of the Journal. 
I realize that for a long time Pirate radio activity was looked down upon by the purist but it seems 
to be a phenomenon that is here to stay. Why not exploit it as a means of generating some interesting 
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new conlribulions? 

II. Ayear-end QSL"Survey" or "Index"; thaï is, a cumulative listing of the stations reported in Ihe 
pages of the Journal and including relevant information such as type of verification(s) issued, 
average length of response time, enclosures, vérification signers, etc. This would, I believe, be an 
invaluable lool for Ihe DX'er and QSL collecter. It would save having to page through back issue 
after back issue in order to find the latest vérification policy/history of a given station. This would 
most probably have to be issued as a separale publication. (It may well be thaï you already do 
somelhing along these lines. If so, please disregard my comments.) 

III. Institute a Letters column or Open Forum of some sort. I think your new direction with the 
Musings section is a slep in the right direction, but feel that there is still a need for something which 
would promote more interaction among the members themselves wilhin the pages of the Journal. 
(There are, however, a number of dangers here which the editor of such a column would need to look 
out for: vacuous correspondence and the griping/bickering which can sometimes crop inlo 
lettercols.) 

IV. Find an ongoing method of cncouraging new members (those who are perhaps long on 
enthusiasm but short on direction) to contribute material to the Journal. Another problem here is, 
of course, that many of us who would be willing to offer something for the Journal feel that they 
perhaps lack the experience or knowledge necessary to produce something that would be of value 
to more seasoned hobbyists. What you need is an "ice breaker" of sorts to get newer members 
involved and, at the same time, to help them overcome their initial reluctance. Perhaps this could 
be accomplished by publishinga list of suggested topics or by sponsoring a contest of some sort(?). 

In any case, Bob, I apologize for laking up so much of your time. I do hope that, whatever you think 
of these ideas, they might perhaps serve to spark a thought or two -- or at least some new angles - 
- as you continue to grapple with what 1 bet is an ongoing/nagging problem. In my profession I 
coordinate the efforts of a number of volunteer groups and thus know jusl how difficult it is to find 
people willing to get the job done and to keep them interesled over the long haul. Your comment' 
about sleepless nights really hit home for me as 1 often spend "sack time" tossing and turning, 
wondering who 1 will ever find to head up this committee or work on that project, etc. (Il does, 
however, lead to lots of nice DX catches during the wee hours!) 

Lct s addtess these onc at a time. (!) Suicc there is already a club dedicated to pirates and 
clandestines (A.C.E., P.O. Box 11201, Shawnee Mission, KS 66207-0201), I think that any activity 
weprésent here should be limiled to non-domestic pirates (Euro-pirates) and clandestines. A.C.E. 
covers the domestic pirate scene very well and because of the multitude of dômes tic pirates itdoesn 't 
make much sense to dupïicate the A. CE. efforts here. (2) Great idea! Now ail we need is a volunteer 
to coordinate this effort. The Ontario DX Association offers an African andAsian QSL Summary. 
Perhaps we should see about offering them through the .VASiVA Company Store and coordinating 
efforts to help the cause for the hobby. (3) I think that we can make that happen with Musings or 
perhaps a Question/Answer column as stated earlier. Let's see how this goes. (4) I agree that new 
members feel intimida ted and hésitant to jump in.Anyother members have any ideas on how tosolve 
this one? 

David L. Thompson, 923 - 18th Street, Golden, CO 80401 
Tm an old guy, a semi-retired engineer, but relatively new to the shortwave hobby. Materials from 
beginners could occasionally be interesting for the Journal. They might expose common errors and 
give more experienced lisleners some good targets for advice and criticism. At any rate, you are free 
to use or not use this letler as you see fit. 

My receiver is a Sony 2010, and my antennas are a long wire and an Eavesdropper, both in the attic. 
I use a little Realistic speaker switch to go back and forth between the two antennas and to eut a 
ground wire in and out. The Eavesdropper is usually best for 19 meters and the longwire for 
everything else, although there are occasional exceptions both ways. Sometimes Ihings are better 
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with the ground connected, and sometimes not. It's an unusual location, Golden, Colorado being 
right at the eastem edge of the Rockies. 

As a final note on equipment, I find the 2010 to be capable of much better Sound quality than is 
provided by ils built-in speaker. I have wired in some exlernal speakers and switch between them 
according to réception conditions and program content. Most of my "easy listening" is done in the 
daytime. I like to start with news from the Far East (Australia, Japan and China) early in the moming 
and then catch France, Moscow, Sweden, Netherlands, Israël, Cuba, Bulgaria, VGA, and the BBC 
later in the day as time permits. Once in a while I do some DXing at night and have logged about 
60 countries, which I know is not a big deal. For reasons of equipment, location, personal 
incompétence, or ail three, 1 have never had much luck below 49 mcters. 

Fd like to hear from anybody with advice or anybody who also likes to lislen in the daytime. 

Jim Feeley, 6046 Courtside Dr, Norcross, GA 30092 
Thankstoatipfrom GlennFIauser's World of Radio, Eve beenlisteningfor the past week, absoluteiy 
enthralled, to a nightly weather update broadcasl to yachts sailing in the Atlantic, Caribbean and 
Pacific. It apparently is from an océan liner, "Soulhbound II", based in Bermuda. The operalor is 
"Herb" and he maintains a nightly schedule on 12353 USB from about 2300 UTC until 0100 UTC. 
He also has announced he is on 6224 USB at around 2230 UTC but 1 have not listened to that. 
"Herb" establishes contact with individua! yachts and gives them the upcoming 24 hourforecast for 
where they're sailing. Eve been amazed at how good réception has been here in Atlanta even with 
yachts near the Azores and in the Pacific. "Herb" really cornes booming in. Lasl night, one yacht 
near the Azores reported he was battlinga whale while at the same time sailing in 30-40 knot winds! 
For armchair travelers this is as close as we'U get to being there. 

Paul Graveline 
Being a memberof the Boston Area DXer(The BADGuys) hasitsbenefitsand surprises. Members 
have learned to stand by their téléphonés not only for fast breaking DX tips but also for unexpecled 
events. Last September Vasily Slrelnikov of Radio Moscow and Jonathan Marks of Radio 
Netherlands made an unannounced visit to a BAD Guys meeting. 

A quick round of phone calls on the weekend of June 6/7 aierted local DXers that once again 
Jonathan Marks would be visiting Boston for a brief time. So on June 9 a spécial and hastily called 
meeting of the BAD Guys was convened with Jonathan as the spécial guesl. He was on his way to 
New York City to attend the International Radio Festival at which the English service of Radio 
Netherlands was to be presented with a prestigious award. 

During the evening Jonathan stressed that RN is a public service broadcaster and not govemment 
run and that the audiences rise in crisis situations like the Soviet Coup or the Gulf War. RN gets 
65,000 letters per year. 

Here is a run down of some of the points which Jonathan made during the meeting. High power long 
and médium wave services in Europe will continue despite their grcat operating expense because 
in many countries it is the only feasible means of reaching the entire population in an national 
emergency. Some of the receiver manufacturers get very upset with him when he gives an 
unfavorable review of a particular set on Media Network. He also mentioned that he writes ail the 
receiver reviews and pamphlets which are available free of charge from RN. Probably the most 
successful broadcast organization in Europe is CTL organization from Luxembourg because they 
have been able to penetrate the various countries in the local language. Vasily is setting up an FM 
station called "Radio Seven" in Moscow where the western 88-108 Mhz. FM band is rapidly being 
accepted. Al one time BBC Monitoring Service had 5-6 people just assigned to recording Soviet 
frequencies. Now this information is delivered to various organizations on a computer disk from 
Moscow! France has a tremendous number of pirate stations. 
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Jonathan discussed the satellite situation relating lhat S W audiences (especially in South America) 
were dwindling rapidly and that RN was now going to use a satellite feed to distribute their Spanish 
and Dulch programs to the Caribbean and South America. 

Some personal observations: it struck me that many of the topics which Jonathan discussed that 
evening were not related to short wave radio. It is clear that international broadcasling organizalions 
are now beginning to expand their audience numbers by relying less on SW and more on many of 
the newer technologies which can provide more reliabilily with a higher quality signal. But it also 
seems apparent that if Europeans are reluctant to give up the wide coverage provided by long and 
médium wave stations, many of the big nations will also be reluctant to give up the independence 
of being able to get their signal across national boundaries which only shortwave provides for the 
foreseeable future. 

My thanks to BAD Guy Paul McDonough for use of his meeting notes in preparing this report. 

Calendar Of Events 
Jul 17 - Meeting, Boston Arca NASWA Chapter, GTE Labs, Wallham, Mass. For additional 

information please contact Paul Graveline (508) 470-1971, or via modem on Tom's 
BBS, (617) 698-8649 (300/1200/2400 baud), (617) 698-8734 (9600). 

Jul 17 - Meeting, Philadelphia Area NASWA Chapter. Kulpsville Holiday Inn, Kulpsville, PA. 
7:30 PM Contact Dan Cashin (215)446-7831 

Jul 18 - The Miami Valley DX Club (Ail band orientation) meels on the third Saturday of each 
month at 1 PM. Locations vary but are announced in advance. For info, call the M VDXC 
Newsline at (614) 471-9973 (24 hrs.) Or, send a SASE to MVDXC, Box 292132, 
Columbus, OH 43229-8132 

Jul 21 - Meeting,N.E.OhioSWLs.CuyahogaCountyLibrary,9089BrecksvilleRd.,Brecksville, 
OH (Rt. 21, just South of Rt. 82). 7:00 PM. Contact Mike Fanderys (216) 661-2443 

Aug 1 - The First Meeting of the Central Ohio Shortwave Club, 1:30PM at Universal Radio, 
Conférence Room, 6830 Americana Pkwy., Reynoldsburg, OH 43068. Contact John 
Davis (614) 967-3481 evenings. 

Aug 1 - The next meeting of the DC area NASWA folks will be on Saturday August 1,2-4 p.m. 
The meeting place is tentatively scheduled for the Conférence Room of the Ballston 
Partnership, Ballston, VA. (This is next to the Ballston métro train station.) Ail are 
welcome. Please call Sally Ward at 703/960-4140 to confirm the meeting location. 

Mcnibers are invited to submit items to be included in this calendar to Bob Brown. 
• — —  

WftNTED: National N. C. 190 receivor. Bill Suigor, Route 1, Box 142A, 
Bridgeport, WV 26330. Phonu (304) 842-4635. 
WANTED: Help! I need parts for my Sony ICF-6800 (front foot assembly, 
tisbt bulbs, etc.) Does anyone bave a Sony ICF—6800 in poor condition 
or broken that he uould sell me for a parte radio? Early or late 
production okay. Some Sony ICF-6700 parts might uork. Sony can't help 
me anymoro. Tony Bonanno, 30 Tomahawk Trail, Eastham, MA 02642. Phone 
(508) 240-1654 (Cape Cod, MA) 
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DXer's 

Forum 

Please submit ail contributions to: 
Bob Brown KW3F 

238 Cricklewood Circle 
Lansdale, PA 19446 

CompuServe 74756,1557 
GEnie R.BROWN106 

Packet KW3F @WB3JOE 

This month Mark Hoersten takes us on a vist to Ecuador and a tour of HCJB. Mark Sieden does 
a review of the JPS NIR-10 Digital Noise Reducing Audio Filter. Thanks to Hans Johnson for 
making arrangments with David Sharp of DX South Florida for permission to reprint an 
interesting article about a Cuban clandestine organization. Attention NASWA Mcnibers! I 
need your articles to keep these pages full! Of parlicular interest are DXing tips and techniques, 
station profiles, antenna construction articles, and anything else rclated to DXing the shortwave 
bands. 

A Nostalgie Visit to HCJB 

by Mark Hoersien' 

During a recent trip to Ecuador I had the 
opportunity to visit with Rich McVicar, host 
of the DX Partyline at HCJB. Like many 
Shortwave Listeners, HCJB was my first 
station verified outside of North America. It 
was because of HCJB that I even knew where 
Ecuador was. So my desire to visit the station 
was somewhat nostalgie. 

1 did not make any arrangements with the 
station prior to my trip to Ecuador. I had my 
World Radio TV Handbook with me which I 
used to look up their address. That was not 
much help since the only address listed is their 
post office box. But noticing that a Quito 
téléphoné number was provided, I decided to 
give them a call for some help with locating 
the station and maybe even a tour. I dialed the 
number and asked the station switchboard 
operator if I could speak with Rich McVicar 
and was put right through to his office. The 
next thing I knew 1 was talking with the host 
of the DX Partyline. At first this seemed a 
liltle strange. I was used to hearing his voice 
each week via shortwave, but having him 
answer back caught me off guard. After 
explaining that I was a long time listener to 
HCJB, especially the DX Partyline, we made 
arrangements for me to stop by the station at 
2:00pm the next day. 

The following day I caught a cab from the 

' 8326 Summit Dr. 
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 

hôtel for the trip to the radio station. 1 showed 
the cab driver a piece of paper with the letters 
HCJB on it along with the name of the street 
that Rich had given me. Many of the cabs in 
Quito do not have meters so it was necessary 
to establish the price with the driver before 
proceeding. The fare for the 20 minute ride 
was 3000 Sucre, or about $2.25. 

The driver let me out in front of the main 
gâte of the station complex. Contrary to what 
I expected the station is not located on some 
remote mountain top, but is surrounded by the 
Quitometropolitanarea. Thestreets arebusy 
with taxis and other traffic associated with a 
city of more than 1.5 million people. There is 
even a modem shopping ccnternearby. I was 
later told that the location was not al ways th is 
urbanized. When the station was first built it 
was located away from the city, but over the 
years the urban sprawl of Quito has grown to 
surround it. Tlie city of Quito is over 9100 feet 
above sea level, so the station is located in the 
mountains. 

At the guard station I asked to have Rich 
McVicar called to let him know that 1 had 
arrived at the station. Rich walked in a few 
minutes later, got me my visitor's badge, and 
we were off on our tour of HCJB. 

The tour started with the main control room 
where ail the prerecorded programs are play ed 
and fed to the transmittersite that is located 15 
miles east of Quito at Pifo. Then we spent 
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some time in the English Language section 
meeting people and touring their studios. 
Rich took me to Studio 9 where he tapes the 
DX Partyline each week. Afterrecordingthe 
program in the studio hedoes the final ediling 
on the lape in his office by cuttingand splicing 
to get the program to the proper length. 

Another interesting stop on the tour was the 
English correspondence department. This is 
where ail the letters are opened and read. The 

i 

1 de Mayo 1964 
LOjito.ECUADOR 

English service reçoives any where from 30 to 
100 letters per day. HCJB is famous for their 
beautiful QSL cards. A new card is issued 
every two months, and each year the theme of 
the sériés changes. Showing me some of the 
past QSLcards, Rich happened to pull oui the 
Equalorial Monument card from the 1987 
sériés on tourism in Ecuador. Having stood 
ontheequatormyself the day before, 1 decided 
this card would be a great souvenir of my visit 
to HCJB and Ecuador. So after returning 
home 1 sent in a réception report, requesting 
it be verified with this card. 

We then walked over to some of the other 

language services, stopping in at the German, 
Japanese, Russian, and Spanish sections. Each 
languageservice is operated like a small radio 
station within HCJB. They have their own 
staff to handle programming and listencr 
correspondence. The one thing they ail have 
in common is a friendly atmosphère. Each 
area welcomed me warmly and was anxious 
to show me their opération. 

The highlight of the visit was when Rich 
offered to locale my ANDEX application 
from back when 1 joined the station sponsored 
shortwave club in 1974. Digging through 
some boxes in the archive closet he was able 
to quickly find the "H" file. Then after a few 
seconds of flipping through old application 
forms, he produced my original 1974 
application. It was nice to discover that after 
18 years my lies with the station were still 
intact. 

We completed a fascinating aftemoon by 
walking down to the corner store for soft 
drinks and some DX talk. Then 1 caught a cab 
back to the hôtel with a copy of my ANDEX 
application and an HCJB pennant tucked 
under my arm. Most importanlly 1 left with a 
stronger interest in shortwave listening and 
some new friends in Quito. 

If you are interested in collecting past QSL 
cards from HCJB, they have a list of which 
cards are still available going back to 1976. 
Some of the past sériés will be of spécial 
interest to shortwave lisleners. The 1989 
sériés features Ecuadorian Stamps, 1983 is 
telecommunicationsofEcuador, andthe 1981 
and 1977 card sets focus on HCJB staff and 
facilities. 

They have recently changed their address 
in order to have the mail routed through a post 
office doser to the station so listener's letters 
will arrivea few dayssooner. The new address 
is: 

HCJB 
English Service 

Casilla 17-17-691 
Quito 

Ecuador 

Hardware Bits 
by Alan Johnson 
LOWE RECEIVERS - This British line of receivers is finally heing dislribuled in the United States. Both 
the HF-150 and the HF-225 are being carried by Electronic Equipaient Bank and Universal Radio. The 
approximate base price for the T50 is $600 and for the '225 is $750. Outboard tuning keypad is optional 
at about $90 additional. These receivers are noled for their compact size and outstanding audio fidelity. 
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The JPS NIR-10 Digital Noise 

Reducing Audio Filter 

Reviewed hy: Mark Sieden 

There are two types of advances in radio 
design. One is technological, which relates 
directly to how the signal is received and 
processed into audio. Examples of this type of 
technology are superheterodyne receiver 
circuitry, the phase lock loop, synchronous 
détection, passbandshift, variable bandwidth 
control, single sideband circuitry and noise 
blanking. The second type of advance is 
ergonomie; lhat is, devices thaï make il easicr 
to use the radio. Examples include keypad 
frequency entry, receiver memory, digital 
frequency readout and similar "user friendly " 
features. 

Advances in technology comeslowly. Radio 
has been around for along time and lias gone 
through considérable évolution and 
development. New ideas in technology are 
few and far between; while advances in 
ergonomics continue to arrive at a good pace. 
Now, there is a new technological feature that 
is clearly the wave of the future in terms of 
improving the quality of the received signal. 
It is called digital signal processingand digital 
audio processing. 

In simple terms, the incoming signal is 
broken down intoa digital format, is processed 
to remove noise and is then reassembled for 
your ears, less the noise. Presently, there are 
no général coverage receivers that either 
processtheincomingsignaloroutgoingaudio 
digitally. But there is an outboard audio filter 
- the JPS NIR-10 - that processes audio from 
your receiver in that fashion. The good news 
is that it works very well. The bad news is that 
it's relatively expensive. If you're a serious 
DXer, once you try it, you won't be happy 
until you have one. 

The N1R-10 is a small black box that 
connects to the audio output jack of your 
receiver via a simple cable with RCA 
connectors available at any Radio Shackstore. 
Another cable connects the NIR-K) to your 

• P.O. Box 112007 
Miami, FL 33111-2007 

external speaker. There is also a headphone 
jack on the NIR-10. Installation is a snap. If 
you are "technically proficient" enough to 
connect an external speaker to your radio, 
you can hook up the NIR-10. 

On the front panel of the NIR-10 is a mode 
switch that allows you to select the noise 
réduction mode, the bandpass filter mode or 
the bypass mode. Next to that is a bandpass 
switch with wide, médium and narrow sellings 
and then,- next to that, a dual purpose knob. 
The dual purpose knob allows the operator to 
select the degree of noise réduction in the 
noise réduction mode, or to place the bandpass 
shift in a particular segment of the audio 
output, dependingon whether the modeswitch 
is in noise réduction or bandpass position. 
Finally, there is a volume control that sets the 
volume for eitheryourspeaker or headphones. 

In addition to the bandpass shift and noise 
réduction capabilities of the NIR-10, there is 
also a dynamite auto notch filter that kills hets 
(including multiple hets) almost 
instantaneously, witliout the "whooshing" 
présent in some other auto notch products. It 
is opérable in both the bypass and noise 
réduction modes, but not in the band pass shift 
mode. 

To use the NIR-10, dial in a signal on your 
radio and turn the NIR-10 on in the bypass 
mode. Turn your receiver's volume up until 
the red "peak" light on the NIR-10 goes on 
intermittently during audio peaks. Use the 
NIR-10's volume control to set the volume 
for your speaker or headphones. Now, listen 
to your signal. If there is noise, such as line, 
atmospheric or ignition noise, turn up the NIR 
levei control until it either disappears or is 
reduced to an acceptable level. If there is 
"monkey chatter' coming from an adjacent 
signal, select the band pass mode and shift the 
band pass through the audio until it disappears 
or is reduced. Hets? Simply select the bypass 
or noise réduction mode and they disappear. 
The réduction in noise (includingatmospheric 
noise) and monkey chatter is simply amazing. 
And the het killer is more effective than the 
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notch filler on any of my receivers. 
Sound too good to be true? It almost is. But 

like any mechanical device, it is not perfect. 
First of ail, there isno"true"bypass position. 
The auto notch slill opérâtes in the bypass 
mode and does have a small effect on audio 
quality.When you don't need the unit, the 
only way to really "bypass" it is to turn it off 
entirely. 

As issued, the bandwidths in the bandpass 
mode are too narrow. The "narrow" position 
is 250Hz, the "médium" is 600Hz and the 
"wide" is 1800Hz. Only the wide is suitable 
for voice communications and it is fairly 
narrow. Fortunately, this can be remedied. 
For $35 JPS will supply the extra EPROMS 
programmed to your choice of three 
bandwidths, ail the way up to 3400Hz. My 
own NIR-10 now sports a 3400Hz widlh in 
the "wide" slot, a 2400Hz widlh in the 
"médium" and 18001 Izin the "narrow". Much 
better for voice signal réception. The new 
EPROMS are simple plug in changes and no 
technical skill is required to install them. 

To reduce noise, JPS programmed its device 
to be sensitive to the frequency range of 
human speech. In the noise réduction mode, 
when the signal is "reassembled", only what 
is perceived as speech cornes through. As a 
resuit, music gcts clobbcrcd pretly badly and 
the speech itself lias a very compulcr-like 
digital quality about it. No problem if you're 
listening to voice utilities or for a faint 1D on 
a SWBC DX station, but definilcly not the 
ticket for program listening. 

Static crashes are reduced somewhat but 
not entirely. JPS is, however, working on a 

device to be user installable in the NIR-10 
that will eliminate static crashes. Target price 
is about $20 for the upgrade and availability 
is to be within 4 to 6 months. 

Last, the NIR-10can only be used with onc 
radio and speaker at a timewilhoutphysically 
disconnecling it and reconnecting it to another 
radio and speaker. DX South Florida's 
electronic genius, Russ Scotka, built a small 
box forme that allows the NIR-10 to be used 
by up to three radios and three speakers with 
a simple flick of a switch. Now I can run the 
NIR-10 through the 535D, the 515 and the R- 
71A with no disconnects and reconnects 
whatsoever, and select which of my three 
speakers Td like to hear the audio on just as 
easily. 

TheNIR-lOwilInotpullasignaloutofpure 
noise. It will only work on improving a signal 
that is a couple of decibels above the noise 
floor. But it's allowed me to catch IDs 1 
wouldn't have heard without it and has made 
DXing more pleasant and lesstiring. Ail in ail, 
a highly recommended device. 

The cost is $395, plus $12 for the power 
supply unit. Contact JPS Communications,Inc, . 
P.O. Box 97757, Raleigh,NC 27624-7757. 
Tel.(919) 790-1011. 

Russ Scotka will make you up an audio 
switching device to use your N1R-10 (or 
other) audio filler with multiple receivers and 
speakers for less than $60, plus shipping. If 
interesled, contact him at P.O. Box 112007, 
Miami, FL 33111-2007. 

PROFILE: Federaciôn Mundial de Presos a Politico de Cubanos 
THE ORGANIZATION AND THEIR STATION 
By: David Sharp Copyright: 1992 

South Florida, called home by many Cuban exile communities, gave birth last year to a new, 
previously unknown organization, the "Federaciôn Mundial de Ex-Presos a Politico de Cubanos" 
or "Worldwide Fédération of Ex-Cuban Political Prisoners". 

Like many other exile groups, the Fédération operated a clandestine radio station, first heard by 
DXSF'er Terry Krueger shortly afler the Soviet coup attempt last year. Soon, other DXSF'ers, 
myself included, heard the station, which broadeast (predictably) anti-Castro commentaries. 

The station broadeast near 7089.1 kHz, on Mondays-Wednesdays-Fridays at 8:30pm local, 
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which is almost identical to the old Alpha 66 schedule. Réception in the Tampa area was always 
at local level. 

During the inception of these broadcasts, Terry and 1 noticed coverage of the Federation's 
activities on local télévision, most notably channel 13 ( although channel 8 devoted some lime 
also). Even Bob Graham took time front his busy Washington schedule to visit the Fédération, 
which was also covered by local press. 

In my desire to acquire more information about the group (and hopefully their station), I called 
varions Hispanic groups and our three Spanish-speaking radio stations. Ironically, they ail 
seemed ignorant of the Federation's activities. I suspect they just didn'l want an "Anglo" to be 
involved with their affaire. 

Meanwhile, Terry was investigating press reports and télévision coverage regarding the 
Fédération, and the commentator of the station was located. While he had more than a passing 
interest in our réception of his station, he claimed the broadcast, while originaling in Tampa, was 
sent via Telco to Santo Domingo for broadcast. A very interesting morning, with his broken 
English and my less-than-fluent Spanish! 

Strong réception of the station, and studio (not Telco) audio quality indicated the station was not 
in Santo Domingo — this was confirmed on November 19,1991, as that was when the station was 
closed by the FCC. Terry just happened to be monitoring that night, and knew something was 
out-of-the-ordinary when the transmilter remained on with open carrier after the program-proper 
was over. During pas! broadcasts, the transmitter always went off immediately after the 
program's conclusion. 

. Prompted to call the FCC monitoring site in Vero Beach, Terry received confirmation that the 
Tampa FCC field office closed the Fédération down on November 18 local time. The transmitter 
was in an industrial area called Drew Park, just east of Tampa International Airport. 

It's interesting to note that my brother (who now lives in Bogota) used to live in Drew Park, and 
told me that many years ago "a Cuban group was adapting an old movie theater for radio 
broadcasting". Whether this is the Federation's transmitter site remains to be seen. 

The Fédération has since returned to the air, first heard by David Crawford in late January, 1992 
on 7417,6 kilohertz. Reliable sources "in the know" have told me that for whatever reason, the 
FCC has turned a "blind eye" so long as the Federation's station stays clear of the ham bands. 
There has also been spéculation that élection year politics played a part in the Federation's return, 
that the governraent does not want to alienate the large (mostly Republican) Cuban exile 
community in Florida. 

A contact of mine in the broadcast industry offered his technical expertise to the Fédération. 
Supposedly, they have a studio hidden in the back of a business on a major Tampa thoroughfare, 
and use simple equipment consisting of a turntable, mixer and possibly a cart machine. This 
contact will remain anonymous per his request. 

The January 14,1992 Tampa Tribune sheds some light on the Fédération. Supposedly, there are 
nearly 10,000 members in the group; the Fédération claims il had conducted "dozens of non- 
belligerent, inlelligence-gathering missions inside Cuba for the last several years." The président 
of the Fédération also said two of the three men recently capturcd by Cuban authorities shortly 
after landing in rubber rafts on the norlh coast of Cuba belonged to their group, although they "had 
no lies to the mission." 

Copyright 1992. This article maynolbe reprnduced wilhoul the expressed wrillen consent of the author. Spécial 
lhanks to Hans Johnson for oblaining permission for reproduction in The Journal. 
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Easy 

Listening 

The Best Laid Plans... 
Oh, well. Just when Ithought 1 was caughtup 

enough to restore&j.vv Listening to its normal 
three pages, my wife's doclor decided our baby 
—our first child — should be born five weeks 
early. That décision severely disrupted my 
schedule and relocated my shack during June, 
but we're now just about back on track. 

Thanks for your patience during these past 
two months. Your patience will be rewarded in 
the months to corne. 

The Games of the XXVth 
Summer Olympiad 

Expect many of your favorite stations to aller 
theirprogram schedules from mid-July to mid- 
August, as they feature spécial reports during 
the games themselves. The July issue of the 
BBC'sprogramjoumal, LondonCalling,features 
an eight-page spécial section on the Olympics, 

The BBC will feature spécial programming 
on spécial frequencies targeted to Africa ( 15070 
kHz), the Middle East (also 15070 kHz), and 
SouthAsia (5975 kHzuntil 1800, then 3915 kHz 
from 1830 to 2030). The spécial program, 
Barcelona Beat, will feature news and interviews 
interspersed with music appropriate for the 
occasion. 

Worldwide, catch up with the day's events - 
before you see the results on télévision - on 
Olympic Sportsworld, daily from July 25th 
through August 9th from 2009 through 2030. 
Spécial Sunday éditions ofSportsworld will air 
from 1515 to 1600 on July 26th and August 2nd. 

Other BBC sports coverage with Olympic 
content includes Sports Roundup, daily at0315, 
0945,1245,1745,and 2245, The 1245broadcast 
does not air Sundays. Sportsworld airs 
Saturdays from 1400 to 1700. Sports 
International, with interviews and 
commentaries, airs Wednesdays 2215 with 
repeats Thursdays at 0230 and 0630. 

BBC World Service Highlights 

July Sth and weekly thereafter: Keep to the 
Path Through Europe takes a radio ramble 
through much of the interesting landscape of 

Richard D. Cutf 
213 Parkview Avenue 

Allentown, PA 18104-5323 
GENie R.CUFF 

MCI Mail 375-4854 
CompuServe 71207,1604 

Prodigy NCHT70A 

Europe. For example, stroll across the Baltic 
flatlands and scale the Pyrenees. 0445, with 
repeats Mondays at 1445, Wednesdays at 0815, 
and Thursdays at 1915 (June 23rd and 30th 
only). 

July 6th and weekly thereafter: Journey to the 
Center of the Universe is a new 13-part sériés, 
hosted by Martin Redfern, looking at current 
théories on the sun, our solar System, and the 
expanse beyond. The latest théories on the Big 
Bang will be explored as well. 0415 and 0915, 
repeated Wednesdays 1515. 

July 6th and weekly thereafter: For most of us, 
tradition and ritual in the USA date back, perhaps, 
300 years to Colonial times. Over in Britain, 
history spans more than 1000 years. Rites and 
rituals established in pagan times continue loday. 
Rites of Man looks at traditions as diverse as the 
Helston Furry Dance andtheTar-barrel Guisers 
of Allendale in Northumbria. 0615, with repeats 
Tuesdays 1445 and Fridays 0415. 

July 7th and weekly thereafter: Put on your 
thinking caps and pull out the stops, as Back to 
Square One utilizes a quiz format in a six-part 
sériés to explore the origins of some of the 
colorful expressions in the English language. 1 
definitely plan to record this sériés, as I am 
fascinated by the topic. Mondays at 1715 with 
repeats Tuesdays at 0030 and Wednesdays at 
0830. 

The Henry Wood Promenade Concerts return in 
July, as the BBC will air portions of27 concerts 
over the 29-day festival. Overall, the festival 
features 66 concerts by 37 orchestras, 23 choirs, 
128 soloists, and 51 conductors. Here'sa sample: 

1830 July 17lh: Werdi'sRequiem opensthe98th 
season, with the combined forces of the BBC 
Singers, the London Symphony Chorus, and the 
BBC Symphony Chorus and Orchestra. 

1830 July 23rd: Pianist John Lill and the BBC 
Welsh Symphony Orchestra, with Richard 
Hickox conducting, perform Beethoven's 
Emperor Concerto. 
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0815 and 2315 July 28th: lanTracey and BBC 
Philharmonie, under new principal conductor 
Yan Pascal Tortellier, play Saint- Saens' Organ 
Symphony . 

Advance information: Aspiring writers living 
outside the British Isles are invited to enter 
original, unpublished plays into the World 
Service Playwriting Compétition 1992. 
Deadline is November 30, 1992, and entries 

should be sent to the World Service Drama 
Playwriting Compétition at the usual Bush House 
address. Rules and régulations apply; if you'd 
like a copy of the rules, please send me a self- 
addressed, stamped envelope, and l'Il send a 
copy your way. 

Until next month, 

73 DE Richard 

World Atlas for Windows by Software Toolworks 

Reviewed by: Richard O. Wallace 

This program is unlike any other program for radio enthusiasts.lt doesn't have a scanning feature nor 
hooks up to the radio. It is an atlas and combined database of each country, plus a user defined area 
where you can put your own statistics and create bar graphs. 

The System hardware requirement for the Windows version is IBM PC/clone with 286 or better CPU, 
1 MB of ram or better, 6 MB of hard disk space, VGA graphies card. The software requirements are 
DOS 3.1 or better and Windows 3.0.1 imagine thatthere other versions ofthe same program outthere, 
but since I have Windows, that's what Pli write about. 

World Atlas is an atlas with a lot of features. The database for each country is fairly recent; there are 
stats from 1991 on it. The information is from various sources; from PAO to The World Fact Bookby 
the CIA. The left side of the screen lias the information icon where you can access this information. 

Information is broken up into standard catégories such as: Geography, people, éducation, health, 
government, crime, economy, agriculture, communications, and travel. 

Communications will get you the information in WRTH such as how many FM, AM and SW radio 
stations are in that country. It will also tell you which satellite it's hooked up to, how many radios and 

' TVs are in the country, and sometimes what future acquisitions might be. There is also data on 
téléphoné service. Features like distance finderand time function can readily be applied to the radio 
hobby. Distance finder works in two ways; it can reference a starting point to any other point in the 
world; secondly, it can be additive - ie: from NYC to London is x miles (or Kms), from London to 
Moscow is X miles. The time feature can be set in UTC or EST/EDT or whatever. Whenever you go 
to a map or a particular city, it displays the time. This can be controlled as well. You have the option 
of leaving it on or off. You can turn on or off the distance finder the same way. 

The maps are what's différent about this program. Sure you can get the flat map version, but you also 
have the option of topo maps. The océans are also done in topo. The resolution ofthe maps are tocities 
of 300k or more, major rivers and tributaries are also shown. 

The next option which I use is map marker. These are little icons you can place anywhere inside a 
map or océan.The markers are différent colors and shapes, so a number ofthings can be marked. ! mark 
major SW broadeast sites, one color for active, another color or shape for inactive. Maybe one more 
later for sporadic clandestine or pirates. The list goes on. One of the icon buttons is the notepad. It's 
a little like clipboard on Windows, in that it can be storage from information icon or your own notes. 
Each country has a notepad with a capacity of 512k. This is enough to put SW targets, time and 
frequency. The ham can also use it for tentative QSO's. Graphing is another function of the program. 
You can graph statistics from information by top 15, bottom 15, or 15 countries of your choice. 
Questions like who has the most radios per capita in South America can readily be answered. 

Last but certainly not least is what 1 believe to be the best function of the whole program. You can 
enter your statistics into a category of your choice. This information can then be graphed and ultimately 
routed to your printer. My first dbase was the number of S W stations in South America. You can name 
your own topics. 

Finally, since this is a Windows product,it can be minimizedonyourmonitorby draggingthemouse 
along the borders. Why hasn't someone corne up with a Windows version of scanning software or 
logging database? What a great boost to the hobby if both were to run side by side. 
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Asian 

Destinations 
Mltch Sam* 

779 Galilea Court 
Blue Sprlngs, MO 64014 

\ change of pace this issue, as 1 clean oui 
a few iniscellaneous ilems from tlie Asian 
Destinations in-basket: what Asian DX was 
like many years ago; an analysis of Asian 
DX from eastern north America; plus more. 
First, nostalgia  

Shortwave in Asia, a Look Back. Lefs 
go back to the year 1934 and see wlial was 
on llie air from Asia in those early days of 
shortwave broadcasting. Reading from an 
issue of Shortwave Crafl: The Far Hast 
Radio Station, call letlers RV15, was heard 
operating from Khabarovsk, Siberia on 
8570 and 4273 kHz. This station appears to 
liave been widely heard at the time. Among 
a handful of Indonesians active then was 
PK3AN, Surabaya, Indonesia on 6040 kHz. 
In 1938 from Macao, Portuguese China, 
CQN was being heard on 10135 kHz. 
Some things never change - VLR, 
Melbourne, Auslralia was heard on 9580 
kHz - a long time Radio Australia 
frequency slill in use today. This report 
also noled that "The opening and tesling 
record is now Waltzing Matilda instead of 
the Song of the Lyre Bird". 

Now to 1941 and a glance at war- 
time DXing through the pages of the 
RADEX magazine. Well known listener 
Arthur Cushen of New Zealand reported 
hearing ZNR, Aden on 12100 kHz, while 
another familiar DXer, Roger Legge, 
reported Radio Levant, Beirut, Lebanon on 
8030 kHz. It is surprising to note this 
report in the June, 1941 issue: "JZJ, Japan, 
on 11800 kHz with their English service to 
North America and Hawaii". Just a few 
monlhs before Pearl Harbor! 

On to 1961, and Hank Bennett's 
column, Short-Wave Report in the pages of 
Popular Electronics. Emissora de Goa 
(Portuguese India) was active on 4850 and 

9610 kHz with English and Portuguese 
programming. From Singapore one could 
hear Forces Broadcasting Service (British) 
on 5010 kHz. This transmitter is active 
today as Radio Singapore, and is stiil on 
5010. 

And finally on this jaunt through 
time, we look through the December, 1971 
NASWA FRENDX (in which the editor for 
Lislener's Notebook was Dan Ferguson!). 
In a loggings column ediled by Jerry Berg, 
the Vietnamese clandestine, Radio 
Liberation, was reported on 7393v, 9920, 
10010, and 14995 kHz. South East Asia 
Radio Voice, SEARV, in Manila, 
Philippines was heard on 17705 at 0300. 
Two Japanese low-powered outlels were 
reported; Sendai on 3259 and Hiroshima on 
6175. 

East Coasl Asian UX. Ihis tille may 
sound a bit contradictory. I mean, most 
people consider the eastern portion of North 
America, especially southward in the US, to 
be a poor location for (uning stations in 
Asia. After seeing some surprisingly good 
evening Asian DX catches made in places 
like Virginia, Peiutsylvania and Ontario, 
Canada 1 began to wonder about this more. 
How was it possible for east-coasters to log 
such great evening DX from India and 
Indonesia, while I was having hardly any 
luck here in the central US with it? 

I was not able to rationalize this 
occurrence by just grayline position data 
alone. So, I tumed to a computer 
propagation prédiction program 
MINIMUF . 1 ran the program for receiver 
locations in western, central and eastern 
North America that were atlempting 
réception front bolh western and eastern 
Asian stations. For this analysis eastem 
Asia was deftned as an average between 
Jakarta and Beijing, while western Asia 
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was defined as Baghdad and Karachi. Die 
cliarts below sumniarize these computer 
nuis and represent the minimum usable 
frequency (due to E-layer absorption) for 
the various scénarios. Both long and sliort- 
path propagation was accounted for in tiiis 
data. The graphs show that for frequencies 
and dates which fall below the graph line 
réception will be less likely, while réception 
cases which fall above the line are much 
more likely to occur. 

In summary: the occurrences of 
Asian DX in the eastern north American 
evenings is collaborated by the resulls of 
the computer simulation runs. [See the 
figures below, where E, C, & W represent 
east, central, <6 west North American 
receiver locations], 
Eastern North America. Surprisingly, a 
listener in eastem North America is equally 
likely to snare a tropical band Indian 
régional in the evening, as a moming DXer 
on the west coast is. Indonesia is open from 
Oct-Feb in the evenings, but momings are 
much more difficult. 
Central North America. Ail of Asia is open 
from mid-Oct to mid-Jan in the momings. 
Evenings are open to western Asia from 

• October to February, Indian regionals are 
better heard in the evenings rallier than 
momings. Evening Indonesian réception is 
very unlikely. 
Western North America. Momings out west 
are, as expected, the best time and place for 
DXing eastern Asia. Evenings are not good 

for Asia, although India is likely during 
December. 

Népal: Father Moran. I noted with 
sadness the passing of Father Moran, a well 
known ham operator (9N1MM) in Népal. 
Years ago the Jesuit priest was the radio 
relay operator for the American expédition 
to Mt. Everest. A few years ago 1 came in 
contact witli him through the mail by way 
of my Radio Népal QSL request. I had 
mailed my report to my company's field 
service représentative stationed in 
Kathmandu and asked if he could help. He 
had in tum forwarded it to Father Moran. 
Three months later I found a nice package 
in the mail with a signed Radio Népal QSL 
and a letter and ham QSL from Father 
Moran. His letter was friendly - the ham 
card shows the 80-some year old operator at 
his station with a child by his side. Later, 
the field service rep wrote me and said that 
in Kathmandu Father Moran was well 
respected. Many of Nepal's current leaders 
were educated at his school. 

Czechoslovakia - not Asia, but... The 
possible, and unfortunate, split of 
Czechoslovakia would resuit in an 
additional new radio country. Three 
shorlwave sites are active: Rimavska 
Sobota (20.00E/48.23N) & Velke 
Kostolany (17.44E/48.31N) are both located 
on the Slovak side, while Litomysl 
(16.10E/49.48N), is on the Czech side. 

Evening Réception From Eastem 
Asian Transmitters 

MHz 10 

Month 

Morning Réception From Eastern 
Asian Transmitters 

Evening Réception From 
Western Asian T ransmitters 

Moming Réception From 
Western Asian T ransmitters 

MHZ 10 

Monlh 
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Library 

Jerry Ervino 
P.O. Box 5204 

Hidalgo, TX 78557 

Welcome to the Library 
I used to get very upset when at school Ihe 

library was not open before classes would 
begin in the morning and after classes were 
over in the afternoon. Also, when the librarian 
was absent, a substitute was not called in. 
This was discouraging for both teachers and 
students who knew the value of a library but 
could not visit it. This library will always be 
open and if you cannot find what you need, 
please let me know and I will do my besl to 
help you. I have been with NASWAforsome 
tinte now and have noted that ils évolution 
lias been an interesting one. My interesls go 
beyond the area of broadcast band listening 
that theclub's format isbased on. I know that 
many of our members have wide and varied 
inlerests.Therefore, I am sure that they would 
appreciate the opportunity of reviewing the 
literature inthcirrespectiveareaofinteresl in 
the hobby. 

To provide as complété a library service as 
possible, I will be reviewing and presenting 
matcrial from every facct of the radio and TV 
communications world as possible. A big 
lhank you to the following individuals for 
hclping me to get slarted: Jerry Berg, John 
Carson, Jim Feeley, Harry Helms, Michael 
Murray and Marina Pappas. 1 appreciate 
your support and I hope that I can fulfill your 
needs. It's nice to be back working. Thanks 
to the guys who hold this great organization 
together. 73, Jerry 

LA DXING 

Reviewed hy Jerry Berg 

One of the drawbacks of Latin American 
DXing is that, unlessyou understand Spanish 
well, stations—at least those within a 
particular country—can start sounding alike 
after a while. One way to personalize these 
stations is to learn something about them— 
their individual historiés, facilities and 

circumslances. And the best way to do that 
is Ihrough the recenlly released 5th édition 
of "LA DXing," from the Radio Nuevo 
Mundo (RNM) listeners group in Japan. 
RNM was established in 1978 as a vehicle 
for exchanging information on LA stations. 
Ils monthly bulletin is devoted exclus! vely 
to LA DXing, and contains monitoringand 
QSL reports from RNM members, plus LA 
news reports from other DX publications 
and occasional spécial 
reports. 

"LA DXing" is a spécial publication of 
RNM. It is 182 pages long, and, like the 
last édition (published in 1987), ils 
emphasis is on detailed descriptions of the 
stations themselves. In this édition the 
focus is on Peru and Ecuador. The heart of 
the book is "Tormenta DX," a sériés of 
informative narratives by RNMer 
Hirotsugu Nabeshima about hisvisits lo22 
Peruvian stations and 16 Ecuadorians, plus, 
two Dominicans (Amanecer and Clarin). 
Each station profile is two to four pages 
long, and is accompanied by extensive 
graphies—station logos, letterheads, 
program schedules, business cards, 
pennants, and, best of ail, photos of the 
stations. The photos, alongwilh the aulhor's 
interesting descriptions of his visits, give 
you a very realislic feel for the station's 
opération. 

This and the earlier éditions of "LA DXing" 
offer a unique window on the Latin 
Americanbroadcastingscene from a hobby 
point of view, and provide insight into 
what the LA shortwave radio scene is 
really like. If you ever wanted to know 
about the rôle shortwave broadcastingplays 
in the various towns and villages of the 
area, this is where you can find out. 

In addition to the narratives, "LA DXing" 
contains a 22-page section called "Sintonia 
DX," which lists ail LA stations on the 
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shortwave bands (including Brazil). The list 
is in frequency order, wilh frequencies shown 
to one décimal point accuracy. And if that 
isn 't enough, anolher section, " Ventisca DX," 
contai ns six articles by well known LA DXcr 
Julian Anderson of Argentina on varions 
aspects of DXing Peru, Bolivia, Colombia 
and Venezuela; AND another section, 
"Terremoto DX," contains a sériés of articles 
by well known LA DXers Tetsuya Hirahara, 
Henrik Klemetz of Sweden and Juan Franco 
Crespo of Spain on a visil to Radio Casino 
(Costa Rica), pirate broadcasting in Colombia, 
radio in the Galapagos Islands, theearly days 
of Vcnezuelan shortwave broadcasting (with 
some excellent old YV QSL's provided by— 
whoelse?—the Committee to Préserve Radio 
Vérifications), and books and publications 
for LA DXers. 

"LA DXing" is an excellent book which I 
would recommend unreservedly to DXers 
who want to become more familiar wilh the 
world of LA broadcasting. It can be obtained 
for $15, cash or international postal money 
order, from Mr. Tetsuya Hirahara, 5-6-6 
Nukui-kita, Koganei-shi,Tokyo 184, Japan, 
and the price includes airmail postage. 

ALLABOUT HAM RADIO 

The recent décision by the FCC to drop a 
Morse code test for the Technician ham 
license has resulled in a sharp upsurge of 
applicants for it. The Technician class is now 
the most popular entry point into ham radio 
and the fastest growing license class. If currcnt 
(rends continue, Technician class licenses 
will be the largest single category of hams 
before the end of the decade. 

However, until now there has been no book 
available recognizing this major change in 
ham radio. Existing introductory books still 
stress learning the Morse code and obtaining 
a Novice License as a first license. They also 
assume the reader already has some 
knowledge of ham radio and is interested in 
getting a license. There has been no book 
available that tells - in a readable, accessible 
way - what ham radio is and what hams do. 

Answering this need, ALLABOUT HAM 
RADIO is an all-new introduction to ham 

radio aimed squarely at people who have 
heard that it's now possible to get a ham 
license without a code test and want to know 
more, it assumes no prior knowledge about 
ham radio or electronics. In over 300 pages, 
author Harry Helms (operalor of ham radio 
station AA6FW) uses huraor and a 
conversational, friendly writing style to 
introduce neweomers to ham radio and gently 
guide them to a Technician license. 

Uniike other books on ham radio, ALL 
ABOUT HAM RADIO devotes as much 
attention to what hams actually do and the 
culture of ham radio as it does to technical 
topics. (After ail, prospective hamsprobably 
get more excited about being able to talk to 
somebody far away with their own radio than 
they do about Ohm's Law!)The fun, exciting 
aspects of ham radio - such as contesting, 
DXing, and just ragehewing with friends - 
are stressed more than the "service" aspects 
such as traffic handling and emergency 
preparedness (although such topics are 
covered). An entire chapter is devoted to 
packet radio to entice serious computer 
hobbyists into becoming hams. To help 
neweomers cope with the often bewildering 
nomenclature of ham radio, there's a sériés of 
"Strange Ham Lingo" sidebars throughout 
the book. 

Since it'spublished independent of any ham 
radio organization or manufacturer, ALL 
ABOUT HAM RADIO straightforwardly 
covers topics without equivocation or 
"doubletalk". It évaluâtes the pros and cons 
of the Novice and Technician licenses as 
entry points into ham radio, and recommends 
going for the Technician. It discusses the 
often-controversia! rôles played by the ARRL 
and FCC in ham radio, and even reviews 
currently available ham radio magazines and 
license study materials. It even tells why 
some already-licensed hams might behostile 
to no-code neweomers. 

ALLABOUT HAM RADIO is the perfect 
introduction to today's ham radio. It has over 
300 pages in a 6x9" softeover format. Each 
page is professionally typeset and illustrated, 
with a four-colorcover. Us list price is $19.95 
plus $3.00shippingand is currently available 
from the NASWA Company Store. 
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TUVA OR BUST 

Reviewed hy Jim Feeley, Norcross, G A 

This book, subtitled "Richard Fey man's Last 
Journey", is an account of the famous 
physicist's and two friends' attempt to visit 
what they considered to be the most obscure 
country in the world. 

Their interest was tweaked during an afler- 
dinnergame inthesummerof 1977,whenDr. 
Leighton challenged the author to name the 
country which used to be known to stamp 
collectors for ils triangular and diamond- 
shaped postage stamps. This is Tannu Tuva, 
an indepcndent country nearOuter Mongolia 
in the 193()'s, but at the time of this narrative 
was included in the USSR Republic of 
Tuvinskaya. 

The three qu ickly became curious about Tu va. 
An eccentric Englishman had erected a 
monument in the capital, Kyzyl, claiming it 
to be the geographical center of Asia. Tu vans 
are noted for their unique "throatsinging". A 
record with examples is included with the 
book. The author, a highschool mathematics 
and geography teacher who uses shortwave 
radio as an aid in his classes, attempted 
unsuccessfully, to obtain a QSLfrom Radio 
Tuva. 

They decided they had to visit Tuva and 
embarked upon a decade-long odyssey to 
obtain permission from Soviet authorities. 
This included correspondence in fraclured 
"Tuvan" with individuals in Tuva and trips to 
Europe and the USSR. They even convinced 
the Los Angeles Natural History Muséum to 
sponsor a Soviet exhibit of Tuvan arlifacts 
with the hope they could travel to Tuva as 
représentatives of the muséum. Their taie is 
humorous but bittersweet as they ultimately 
loose their race when Dr. Feymansuccumbs 
in his battle with cancer. 

The author and his wife eventually received 
permission and visited Tuva, but, like most 
quests, found their joy was really more in the 
effort than in the actual accomplishment. 
This is a short book that can be read in a few 
enjoyable evenings. I recommend it highly, 

especially to those of us with the same 
fantasies of wanderlust as Dr. Feyman and 
his friends. 

TUVA OR BUST by Ralph Leighton 
Published by W.W. Norton and Company 
1991 $19.95 

THE CARTOON GUIDE TO 
PHYSICS 

Reviewed hy Jim Feeley 

While I was browsing in a bookstore in 
downtown D.C. the olher day, I picked up 
what has to be the strangest référencé book 
Fve ever seen, "The Cartoon Guide to 
Physics" by Larry Gonick and Art Huffman. 
Ail 1 could think of was, "What a perfect gift 
for a GM", The authors have broken down 
the subject into two parts: Mechanics and 
Electricity and Magnetism. The Electricity 
and Magnetism features chapters on 
capacitors, sériés and parallel circuits, AC 
and DC inductors and more. This is ail 
presented in an easy to understand style with 
plenty of cartoon illustrations to make the 
concepts more memorable.The book is 
entertaining and informative. It covers more 
than one mighl expect. 

THE CARTOON GUIDE TO PHYSICS 
by Larry Gonick and Art Huffman 
Published by HarperPerennial 
A reasonable 10 bucks 

INTERNATIONAL 
NEWSLETTER 

Reviewed hyJim Feeley 

This publication contains a wealth of 
information for the SWLer. In particular, the 
monthly list of international holidays and the 
individual country profiles are of value. The 
newsletter is available monthly at every 
Fédéral Express office and there is no charge. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER 
Published by Fédéral Express 
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Equipment 
Alan Johnson N41US 

6001 Goldsboro Road 
Bethesda, MD20817 

CompuServe 76665,1756 
GEnle A.JOHNSON64 

RF SYSTEMS MAGNETIC LONGWIRE BALUN 

N8KDV 10:1 MATCHING TRANSFORMER 

The most common antenna type used by SWL's is probably the end-fed randoin wire, also 
know as an inverted-"L", Marconi or long wire. The terni "long wire" is incorrect in most 
circumstances, as the random wire is usually less than one wavelength long, which is the 
minimum length required for a true long wire antenna — the mistake is common and Tm guilty 
of it as well. The textbook définition of the inverted-"L" is a horizontal length of wire suspended 
as high as possible in the air with a single-conductor wire connected at one end to serve as the 
lead-in to the receiver. The total length of the antenna wire and lead-in should be 1/4 wavelength 
for the lowest frequency of interest (length in feet = 234/frequency in mégahertz). This length 
turns out to be just about 70 feet for 3.3 mHz. Another part of the définition is a quality ground 
or counterpoise System at the receiver. This type of antenna System is so popular because it is 
sensitive to a wide range offrequencies, is omnidirectional in pickup and, most of ail, is simple 
and inexpensive to construct and install. 

There are several tradeoffs in performance that must be made for this simplicity. One is that 
the lead-in wire picks up signais just as well as the horizontal portion. Antennas as a général rule 
should be placed as far as possible from interférence sources, but, by necessity, the random wire 
lead-in has to run right to your home, with its powerlines,Ty computer, etc. — ail great sources 
of interférence. Also, the lead-in should be run well away from métal structures such as gutters 
and window frames. So, why not use a shielded, i.e, coaxial cable, lead-in? This brings up the 
subject of antenna impédance. Let me forego a définition, and just say that for maximum signal 
transfer, the impédance of the signal source (the antenna) should match that of its load (the 
receiver). For frequencies at which the length of the random wire is a quarter wavelength, or an 
odd multiple of it, the antenna impédance is low, on the order of60-80 ohms. For even multiples 
of a quarter wavelength, the impédance can be quite high - 600 to over 1000 ohms. Coaxial cable 
and the coaxial inputs of most receivers are designed to match a 50 to 75 ohm impédance. 
Therefore, there will be several points across the SW spectrum where there will be a severe 
mismatch between the antenna and the coaxial lead-in and the receiver's input as well. In 
transmitting applications, any mismatch over about 1.5 to 1 is undesirable. In receiving 
applications the tolérance is greater, but a less than 2:1 or 3:1 mismatch is préférable for 
maximum signal transfer. If a single wire lead-in is used, an antenna tuner (Transmatch) can be 
used to transfonn the high impédance of the antenna System to match the low input impédance 
of the receiver's input. Some receivers have a high impédance input terminal for random wire 
inputs - but there are still the problems of bringing an unshielded wire into the house. If one uses 
an antenna tuner at the receiver, but runs coax to the antenna wire, there's still a mismatch at 
the point of connection between the antenna wire and the coax, as well the inherent capacitance 
of the coaxial cable, which adds to the signal loss. So why not do the impédance transformation 
right at the point where the lead-in connects to the antenna? 

That's just what these products do, within limitations. These two products are transformers 
to reduce the wide swings of the antenna's impédance to a range that is a practical match for 
coaxial cable. Balun is a contraction of "balanced-unbalanced", as this type of transformer was 

RANDOM WIRE PROBLEMS 

ENTER THE BALUN 
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first used to transform the balanced condition of a dipole to the unbalanced configuration of a 
coaxial feedline, without any impédance transformation. However, these transformers can also 
be designed to yield an impédance transformation as well. An additional benefit of such a unit 
is that it connects the antenna to ground for DC voltages (but not for radio frequency signais), 
so static charges are bled off the antenna. This bleeding action does not occur with a single-wire 
lead-in. There are now two products available to the SW hobbyist community for the spécifie 
application of transforming the high impédance of a random wire antenna to that required to 
utilize a coaxial feedline. To be technically correct, they are "un-uns", since both the antenna 
wire and the feedline are unbalanced Systems. 

The Magnetic Longwire Balun (MLB) is a product of the Dutch firm RF Systems, Inc. It is 
distributed in the U.S. by Universal Radio, Inc. and is now available aflera long delay following 
ils announcement (production backlog, customs, etc.), It's a plastic cylinder I 3/4 inches in 
diameter and I 1/2 inches long, made from two PVC pipe caps glued togelher with a binding 
post at one end and a SO-239 coax connecter at the other. It's usable over the frequency range 
of 100 kHz to 40 mHz. It is priced at $54.95 (+ $3 shipping) for the balun alone or $69.95 (+ 
$4 shipping) for an antenna kit with 41 feet of wire, support rope and insulator (but no coaxial 
feedline). 

There is a less expensive alternative, although it has received less publicity. It is a 10:1 
broadband matching transformer built and sold by Steven Lare N8KDV. It was originally 
designed for use with Beverage antennas and required an earth ground at the connection point 
to the antenna. Steven has now redesigned the transformer so that it requires only that the coax 
shield be grounded at the receiver, making the transfonner suitable for use with random wires. 
It cornes in a 4 x 2 x 1 inch blue plastic box and has two binding posts for antenna/ground 
connections and a SO-239 coax connecter. Its price is $17.00 plus $2 for shipping. 

IN THE LABORATORY 
Aller four rainy weekends in a row, I was finally able to get out and evaluate these 

transformers. The test antenna was a 70' length of wire (at least that's how long Rad io Shack said 
it was!) suspended between trees with one end at about 30 feet and the other at about 7 feet. 
Seventy feet is equal to one wavelength at ! 3.4 mHz and equals one quarter wavelength at 3.34 
mHz. The actual measured 1/4 wavelength point was lower, at about 3.1 mHz, probably due to- 
nearby trees and foliage. I attached either of the transformers or a short wire at the low end of 
the wire and used a Heathkit antenna noise bridge to measure the antenna impédance directly 
at the feedpoint. I made measurements at 2 mHz and at the midpoints ofeach of the international 
broadeast and amateur bands. I ended up with two sets of curves - the first was just the résistance 
reading given by the bridge, ignori ng the fact that the antenna was non-resonant at many of the 
data points. The second set was of the calculated feedpoint impédance based on both the 
résistance and the reactance, I also did A-B comparisons between each transformer, between 
each transformer and a coaxial feedline and each transformer and a single-wire lead-in 
connected to the high impédance input of the Kenwood R-1000 used as the test receiver. The 
receiver's "S" meter was used to compare signal levels. 

THE RESULTS 
The "résistance" curve for the MLB was pretty well centered on 45 ohms with variation 

between 40 and 60 ohms throughout the test frequencies except for a dip to 20 ohms at 6 mHz 
(the 1/2 wavelength point which should be a high impédance point) and a peak to 75 ohms at 
11.8 mHz. The N8KDV transformer was doser to 50 ohms at the data points with the same 
variation except at 6 mHz where the reading was 190 ohms and 11.8 mHz where it was 70 ohms. 
The 70' wire alone gave readings between 60 and 80 ohms between 2 and 3.75 mHz, rose to 110 
ohms at 4 mHz and was unmeasurable (greater than 220 ohms -the limit of my bridge- between 
4 and 7.15 mHz), At 7.15 and 9,75 mHz, I got readings of200 and 190 ohms. There was another 
off-the-scale reading at 11.8 mHz and above that it varied between 140 and 220 ohms. For the 
calculated impédance values the curves were similar, but with wider variations in the figures: 
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the MLB centered about 60 ohms, the N8KDV about 70 ohms, but with more variation than the 
MLB. The random wire itself varied about a central value of 180 ohms. Remember that these 
last values also reflect the contributions of a non-resonant antenna length to overall impédance. 

A-B testing was very revealing, Comparing either transformer (with coax feeding the 50 ohm 
receiver input) to a single wire lead-in connected to the high impédance receiver input yielded 
slightly higher signal levels for the wire but sli ghtly more noise as well, I would expect the noise 
level to rise in a "real-world" situation, as I was testing out in the yard, away from the usual indoor 
interférence sources. Using the transformers versus coax feeding the random wire alone gave 
signal strengths about 10 dB higher when the MLB was used and 10-15 dB higher with the 
N8KDV unit. Comparing the MLB vs. the N8KDV showed that the N8KDV gave signais 1/2 
to 1 "S" unit higher than the MLB at most of the test points. 

RECOMMENDATION 
How essential is a perfect match? For receiving, anything less than a 3:1 match is reasonable, 

praclically speaking. For casual listening, feeding a random wire with 50 ohm coax with no 
balun will probably work just fine. For those who are sticklers for optimization, I recommend 
these baluns, although the $55 (+ $3 shipping) price for the Magnetic Longwire Balun seems 
a bit high. Based on price and performance, the N8K.DV 10:1 transformer seems to be the best 
buy. However, I must qualify my recommendation of this unit by pointing out that the quality 
of the components used might limit its useful lifespan if additional précautions are not taken 
during installation. AU components, including the enclosure, are Radio Shack quality. 1 doubt 
that the plastic enclosure is very résistant to sunlight, although I have not done any long term 
testing. The binding posts and coax connecter are plated and will quickly rust if lefl exposed. 
Also, the NStCDV balun should not be used as an end insulator for the random wire it is 
connected to, as I don't think the plastic enclosure will take much strain. Ail that said, the price 
($17 + $2 shipping) is certainly right if you don't mind expending a little creative energy in 
installing the unit. 1 think Fil install mine suspended from the antenna end insulator and enclosed 
in a plastic freezer container. The MLB definitely wins in the convenience category. 

The Magnetic Longwire Balun is available from Universal Radio, Inc., 6830 Americana 
Pkwy., Reynoldsburg, OH 43068, Orders 800-431 -3939 Info 614-866-4267. The N 8KDV 10:1 
matching transformer is available from Steven R. Lare, 824 West 25th St., Holland, MI 49423. 

THE CENTRAL OHIO SHORTWAVE CLUB 

is now forming. 

If you are inlerested in the monitoring hobby you are 
inviled to join the Central Ohio Shortwave Club. 

The club will meet the first Salurday of every month from 
1:30 to 2:30 RM at Universal Radio, Conférence Boom, 6830 
Americana Pkwy., Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068. The first 
meeting will be Salurday August 1st, 1992. Please bring 
your recenl loggings, QSLs or olher radio-related material. 

For directions to Universel call: 
Universal Radio 
614 866-4267 
800 431-3939 

For club Information contact: 
John Davis 
614 967-3481 
evenings. 
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NASWA 

Portraits 
Jerry Klinck 
43 Lein Road 

West Seneca, NY14224 

Welcome to another "PORTRAITS" 
column. As the DX season winds down it 
seems natural to reflect on what was, albeit 
abbreviated, a very rewarding year in my 
shortwave radio history. After putting my 
much anticipated new shack, complété with 
an R-8, into opération, I was fortunate 
enough to log many new stations in several 
new countries, some of whieh I never 
expected to log.QSL's bave been coming in 
nicely, too. I guess the answer to your 
question is "yes" , Vern. 

One of the first respondents to my plea for 
profiles is our guest DXer for this month. 
He is from my neighbor state to the south, 
Pennsylvania. So, off we go to the lovely 
town of Conemaugh for a visit with 
NASWAn Stephen J. Price  

"It ail began in March of 1980. As a young 
boy of 10 years, I became inlerested in elec- 
tronics and radio. I would be given a few old 
and sometimes broken radios from friends 
and relatives, to tinker with now and then. 
For as long as I can remember, my grand- 
mother had an old wooden Philco radio that 
sat in the corner of her kitchen. I would 
always beg her to give it to me during every 
weekend visit because I liked it so much. 
One weekend she finally said yes." 

"I brought the radio home and took it up- 
stairs to my room. There I connected a hunk 
of wire to the "ANT" screw on the rear of 
the châssis so I could hear more AM 
stations. I would always stay up late and 
DX the AM broadcast band on my small 
transistor radio during the long winter 
evenings. My grandmothers' radio always 
seemed to pull in the AM stations much 
better than my small transistor radio did. 
But there was always something strange 
about my grandmothers old radio that I just 
could not figure out. The radio had two 
bands! One, of course, was AM, which I was 
very familiar with, and the other was a 
band called SW which I knew nothing 
about. I could never pick anything up on 
shortwave at my grandmothers' house 
because there was nothing connected to the 
antenna screw for shortwave, just the AM 
loop inside. Therefore, I did not pay much 
attention to the shortwave band. That night 

in my room, I accidentally flipped the band 
knob over to "shortwave" and my world of 
shortwave radio was discovered! I was truly 
amazed! I could not believe what I was 
actually hearing! Stations from ail over the 
world, in many différent languages were 
pouring out of the speaker in my radio! I 
immediately ran down stairs to tell my folks 
about my discovery. That night I was up 
listening to such stations as the BBC, Radio 
Canada, Radio Moscow and many, many 
more. I was up ail night DXing on what I 
knew was the greatest radio in the world!" 

"By the âge of eleven, I began to start 
QSLing and I took a great interest in the 
shortwave radio hobby. In 1982 I saved up 
enough money enough money to buy my first 
new shortwave radio. It was a DX-66 AIR, 
SW, AM, FM radio from Radio Shack. Over 
the years I have acquired and used a great 
many other shortwave radios only to like my 
new Kenwood R-5000 the best, I also enjoy 
collecting antique tube-type radios and 
currently have 155 of them in working 
order." 

I am now 21 years old and a senior at a uni- 
versity, studying to become an elementary 
teacher. Over the past ten to twelve years I 
have QSLed 123 stations in 101 différent 
countries and continue to actively QSL. 
Shortwave has provided me with an incred- 
ible éducation of world geography and a good 
understanding of world cultures. Most 
important of ail, shortwave radio has given 
me and continues to give me many hours of 
excitement and enjoyment." 

Many thanks for the interesting profile, 
Stephen. Till next time 73 & gud DX! 
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COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE RADIO VERIFICATIONS 

JERRY BERG, Chairperson • 38 Easlern Ave, • Lexinglon, MA 02173 • (617) 861-8481 

A : r .s a l & I io s.veue:: , stock hou: 

The Jniversal Hadlo 
OX Club, 2I44Ç 
Slrch Strer-t, 
Haj-wnrd, Jillforr.ia, 
ISA. and Raiio 
Sweden take pie a sure 
In confli-ning your 
reoeptlcn report on 
our DX proçram 
dealcatad to URDXC. 
GiriSL - n-17-tS'5 

73 and beat DX, 

Parid Morgan 

9) 
Stockholm March 27 th 

1946. 
Dcar Listeoer, 

We acknowlcdge with thanks 
traiu misa ion J uly 26 th. 1944 
frequrncy of 31,46, 25,63, 19,BO and 27,S3 m 

Plcase accept thia cani a* our 
VERIFICATION OF RECEPTION 

We shai) be plad to hear from vou in the future. 

Stced 

Il A I» I <) S W F. I) F N 

i»,,, Mr. itlac1.:. 

Ii,irn«d to on &irçh?41 

.. "i; m t. on :.oc: 

V.nt. .ineer.lv. 

Swedlsh SWL's hâve always 
been among the most active 
in the world. Even in the 
eariy years of radio, 
Sweden had the largest 
number of radio 1icenses 
to population of any 
European country. Over 
the years, Sweden has been 
able to boast a large 
number of shortwave 
hobbyists, many of whom 
have been among the 
world's best. Arne Skoog 
was one of the early names 
in the SW art in Sweden, 
eventually becoming the 
editor of "Sweden Calling 
DXers" and a household 
name to DXers of the 50's. 
He is shown at the right 
in the top card, which is 
a QSL issued by the 
Universal Radio DX Club 
for a spécial URDXC 
program over Radio Sweden 
in 1956. The URDXC, which 
was founded in 1933 and 
1asted lnto the 60 ' s, 
itself had a long and 
interesting hlstory in the 
SW hobby. + + + The middle 
card, from 1946, is from 
Radiotjanst, the Swedish 
Broadcasting Corp., which 
operated on shortwave for 
two hours a day using two 
12 kw. xmtrs in Motala. 
The bottom card is from 
1954, by which time the 
station was calling itself 
Radio Sweden. +++ If you 
would like information on 
the CPRV Registered 
Collections Program and 
how you can place stickers 
on your QSL albums 
indicating your wish that 
they be donated to CPRV 
when the time cornes, send 
a business size SASE to 
Registered Collections 
Program Coordinator John 
C. Herklmer, P.O. Box 54, 
Caledonia, NY 14423, _or to 
yours truly. 73 -- 

f" 

A Commillee ol the Association ol North American Radio Clubs 
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Listener's 

Notebook 

Dan Ferguson 
P.O. Box 2604 

DaleCity, VA 22193 
CompuServe 76702,771 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE - Items credited to WBI (World Broadcasting Information) are copyright 
by the BBC Monitoring Service and may not be reproduced without BBCMS permission. 

AU times, dates, and days of the week are GMT (UTC), dates are MM/DD or MM/DD/YY. 

ALBANIA The head Radio Tirana's German service visited the German DX club KWHS, in 
Munich, recently & reported that no mail was going out because of a paper shortage. KWRS sent a 
shipment of new QSLs, which have arrived safely in Tirana. (RNMN 6/18) 

ALGERIA - R.AIgeria Int'l heard in Japan from 2000-2059 in EE on 11715 kHz with fair signais. 
News at start, headlines at end. Announced EE sked was 1700-1800 on 9535 and 17745 kHz, 
2000-2100 on 11715 kHz; also Friday 2100-2200. (Nobuaki Takahashi on RJMR 5/24) 

ARGENTINA - RAE, Buenos Aires, is testing on 26290 kHz between 2255 and 0200. (AC and 
unnamed Danish friend on RNZI 5/24) [26290? In Southern Califomia that's the Spanish language 
CB band.-mf] Three Buenos Aires stations are using military xmtrs near the 11 meter band for relays 
to Antarctica near 2200. They are R. El Mundo, 26099 kHz; R. del Plala, 26139 kHz; and Radio 
Nacional Argenlina, 26299 kHz. A military xmtr on 15780 kHz also carries sports on weekends; 
LSB is R. Conlinenlal, USB is R. Mitre. R. Nacional'& xmtr on 6060 kHz is off the air for good. 
A recent breakdown of the 30 year old xmtr has proven too costly to repair. (Gabriel Ivan Barrera on 
RNMN 6/18) 

R. Argenlina al Exterior has the following Z92 Mon Fri sked: 1000-0200 on 9690 kHz in PP 
[as heard]; 0200-0300 in EE and 0300-0400 in FF on 11710 kHz; 1000-1100 in JJ on 11710 kHz; 
1100-1200 in PP, 1200-1400 in SS on 15345 kHz; 1800-1900 in AA, 1900-2000 in EE, 2000-2100 
in Italian, 2100-2200 in FF, and 2200-2300 in GG on 15345 kHz; 2300-0200 in SS on 11710 kHz. 
The same xmtrs are used Sat/Sun local Urne to relay R. Nacional de Buenos Aires (870 kHz) home 
service in SS. (Nobuyoshi Aoi on RJMR 6/7) 

ARMENIA - R. Yerevan in Armenian & EE to NA is now at *0230 and 0250* on 15580 kHz. 
(Eric Swedberg-OR and Bruce MacGibbon-OR on RJMR 5/24) [The closing announcement in EE 
says 17, 19, 25 and 31m.-mf] 

BELARUS - R. Belarus in Byelorussian to Europe at 1830 on 7420, 2130-2200 on 5960 & 7240. 
To NA 2330-2400 on 9530, 17605, 17690, (Hans Johnson) 

Radio Minsk in German 1830-1900 Wed/Sat on 5960, 6010, 6090, 7420 kHz. (Hans Johnson) 
The German program Die Antwort is aired via R. Minsk 1930-2100 SUnday on 5960, 6010, 6090, 
and 7240 kHz. Address is Box 767, Ch-1701, Frieburg, Switzerland. (Hans Johnson) 

Radio Mahileu (ex R. Mogilev) *0330 local ID. (Finn Krone in Play DX via DXLD/Hans 
Johnson) 

BELGIUM - From 6/13 BRTN Inlemalional will broadcast to Belgian peacekeeping troops in 
Croatia at 1700-1755 on 11695 kHz. (Radio World, BRTN, via WBI 6/12) 
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BOLIVIA - R. Maria Auxiliadora, Monterio, 4975 kHz, tentative at 0045; 1D as "La Voz Catolica 
del Oriente Boliviano" (the Catliolic voice of the Bolivian East), apparently borrowed from R, Juan 
XXIII or R. Grigota. R. Juan XXIII, San Ignacio de Velasco, 4964 kHz, heard from 2300-2400 in 
SS with "Encuentro Familiar," pop music, world news. Closed with full 1D at 2400, R. Santa Ana, 
Santa Ana de Yacuma, 4648 kHz, heard around 2300 in Buenos Aires. (Daniel Camporini, Radio 
Panorama, on DXPL 5/24) Reactivated early May after several months of inactivity. (Tony Jones, 
via NU) Not to be confused with La Voz del Tropico, which is 5948,19. (Hans Johnson) 

BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA R. Bosnia-IIerzegovina, Sarajevo, has added short EE programs 
at 1900 and 2200 on 612 kHz MW, which is not a clear channel in Europe. (BBCM on RNMN 6/11) 

BOTSWANA - Since 6/4 Radio Botswana has been heard intermittently during the daytime on 
9600 kHz, which appears to be a new frequcncy for the station. (WBI 6/19) 

Current schedule for the VGA Relay at Moepeng Hill is: 6065 0300-0430 EE; 7265 0300-0500 
EE; 7280 0300-0500 EE; 9885 0300-0430 EE, 0500-0600 EE; 12080 1830-2030 FF, 2030-2100 Hausa 
(FF Sa/Su), 2100-2200 FF, 2200-2300 PP; 13675 1600-1800 EE; 13710 1800-2200 EE; 15165 1630- 
1730 (1700-1730 Sa/Su) Swahili; 15370 2200-2300 PP; 15375 0430-0500 PP, 0500-0530 Hausa, 0530- 
0700 (Mo-Fr) FF; 15445 1600-1800 EE, 1800-1900 Amharic; 15495 1900-2200 EE; 15600 0500-0700 
EE; 15625 1730-1830 PP, 1830-2030 FF; 2030-2100 Hausa (FF Sa/Su), 2100-2200 FF, 2200-2300 
PP; 17650 0430-0500 PP, 0500-0530 Hausa, 0530-0700 (Mo-Fr) FF; 17705 1630-1730 (1700-1730 
Sa/Su) Swahili, 1730-1830 PP. (VGA Frequency Division BBS) 

BOUGAINVILLE - Monitored on 6/19 from 0820-1010, Radio Free Bougainville (3880) was 
heard with fréquent IDs as "Republic of Bougainville... Radio Free Bougainville", The signal was 
very good, peaking S-7 while on DXpedition at a coastal site near Grayland, Washington. 

After the "Listeners Choice" music program at 0930, the news in English al 1000 UTC 
(repeated at 1200) was quite interesting. The anncr quoted a Radio Australia report that humanitarian 
aid destined for South Bougainville and another area was being blockaded by PNG Security Forces. 
The prime minister of PNG has confirmed that the shipping of médical supplies from the International 
Red Cross were approved weeks ago, but the items were diverted in order to service PNG's own 
Security Forces in occupied areas of Bougainville. The RFB announcer called upon church leaders 
cf Papua New Guinea and the Pacific régions to condemn Papua New Guinea govemment's continuing 
opération that will kill more innocent people on Bougainville. "Peace by the barrel of the gun will not 
solve the current crisis," according to the RFB report. (Guy Atkins, WA) 

CHINA - R. Beijing's published EE sked to NA starting 5/1 is: to ENA/WNA at 0000-0100 & 
0300-0400 on 9770 and 11715, both Mali; 0400-0500 on 11680-Guiana & 11840-Sackville. To ENA 
only at 1200-1300 on 9665 kHz. To WNA only at 1300-1500 on 11855 kHz. (Bruce MacGibbon-OR 
on RJMR 5/24) 

COLOMBIA - Caracol, Bogota, has reactivated ils 60m xmlr on 5075 kHz; heard at 1133 with 
national news. (RMV/QLB/DXPL 5/24) 

R. Buenaventura reactivated on 4833.01 at 1000. (Chuck Bolland/DXSF via Hans Johnson) 
Noted 0215, so evenings, too. (Hans Johnson) 

COSTA RICA - TIAWR, Alajuela/Cahuita, testing on 5030 kHz in SS *0300 0500. Poor. 
Nothing like R. Impacto in ils heyday, 1870 kHz is much stronger, may be 20 kw. 13750 kHz not 
heard as of 6/18. R. Caracol still dominâtes 6150; no sign of AWR here. AWR's olher 49m 
frequency, 5970 kHz, dominaled by Madrid. (RNMN 6/18) 

Adventisl World Radio, was using two transmitters in parallel in early June. Both 9722.5 and 
9725.1 were very strong & causing a het. Definitely not a spur. Heard 6/4 from 2300 in English, 
0100 Spanish, on both frequencies. Since 6/6 only 9722.5 from the new Cahuita site, which has 
replaced the old Alajuela transmitter. Also on // 5030 kHz. (Emie Behr, Kenora, Ontario) 

CROATIA - R. Zagreb is being heard widely in Europe on 5085 kHz with a rather weak signal, 
// 6210, 9830 and 21480 kHz. (Andy Sennitt on RNMN 6/11) Croatian Radio heard again on 6210 
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kHz with much stronger signal 5/31; from 0300 with Croat news & songs; //9830, but no longer on 
7240. Sounds like 100 kw now. Per WoR 6/12, transmitters are most likely in Croatia, since there 
is a transmitter factory in Zagreb. (Ernie Behr) 

Hrvatska Radio, Zagreb, now on WHR1, 7315 and 9495 kHz, from 0500-0600 because the 
Cuban American National Foundation is scbeduled in SS 0400-0500; EE news from Zagreb at 0502, 
occasional EE features after *0520*. The EE news referred lo "the Président of the so-called 
Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina." Ya gotta be careful these days, some countries are real and some 
are only so-called. (Mike Fem-CA). 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - R Czechoslovakia International bas replaced 9540 with new 9810 // 
7345 in EE to NA at 0400 since 5/5. (Bruce MacGibbon-OR on RJMR 5/24) 

A schedule from the Editor-in-Chief, English Language Broadcasting, showing only the name 
Radio Czechoslovakia (no "International"), gives this schedule of English transmissions: 0730-0800 
to the Pacific on 17725 & 21705 kHz. To Europe at 0600-0630 & 1000-1057 on 6055, 7345, 9505, 
11990; 1700-1725 on 5930, 6055, 7345 & 9605; 1830-1857 on 6055, 7345; 2000-2027 & 2100-2130 
on 5930, 6055, 7345, 9605 kHz. To North America at 0000-0027 on 7345, 9580, 11990; 0100-0130 
on 5930, 7345, 9580; 0300-0330 on 7345, 9810, 11990; 0400-0430 on 7345, 9810, 11990, 13715, 
15355 kHz, Address is Vinohradska 12, 120 99, Prague, (via Kim Andrew Elliott) 

ECUADOR - Ondas Quevedenas, Quevedo, 3325 KHz, returned in early May; heard well in 
Quito; try around 1130. One ID is "Ondas Quevedenas, estacion con alcance intemacional" (the 
station with international reach). Modulation a bit low, with some hum. (RMV/QLB/DXPL 5/24) 

R.Luzy Vida, Loja, 4851 kHz, heard at 1128 5/21 with religions notice board in SS; normally 
irregular. (RMV/QLB/DXPL 5/24) 

Ecos del Oriente, Lago Agrio, 3270 kHz heard in Quito at 1140 5/22 with good signais but 
truly awful modulation. (RMV/QLB/DXPL 5/24) 

Escuelas Radiofonicas Populares, 5010.3 kHz, opérâtes 0900-0200 (Su from 1800). (Takayuki 
Inoue Nozaki in Relampago DX) 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA - R. Bat a. 5003 kHz, was heard in NZ at 0500 5/12 during a major 
geomagnelic storm, with native music, idenlifying around 0520. (AC on RNZI 6/7) Aclually, this was 
in the aftemialh of a severe storm. [df] 

GEORGIA - R.Georgia, Tblisi, 11805.2 kHz., heard at 0600* w/EE 1D, TC & sked followed by 
national anthem. (Roland Schultz, Germany, in Fine Tuning via DXPL 5/24) 

HAÏTI - Lou Josephs vacationed in the U.S. Virgin Islands in late May and was unable to hear any 
Haiùan stations including 4VEH. (RNMN 6/4) 

Those wishing to verify the Haitian clandestine Radio 16th of December direct, instead of via 
Radio Miami International, should write to Patrick Elle, Enibassy ofHaili, 23II Massachusetts Ave., 
NW, Washington, DC 20008. Phone number is 202-332-4096. (Jeff White via Hans Johnson) 

HAWAII - World Harvest Radio plans to build a sw transmitter site on the south end of the Big 
Island of Hawaii. VOA used to have a 50-kw xmtr, KRHO, on the northem tip of the island of Oahu. 

Doug Garlinger, CE, WHR: By adding a transmitting site on the Big Island we will be able 
to reach a large part of Asia and the Central Pacific and Australia. We are talking with the equipment 
manufacturers and it looks like the xmtr will be a Harris 100 kw unit like that at WHRI. The antenna 
will be a TCI slewable curtain. We will point it due west (270 degrees). It will be slewable plus and 
minus 15 degrees or plus and minus 30 degrees, so it should cover pretty well ail the way from 
Sydney to north of Tokyo. 

JM: Programming will be fed from Indiana by satellite. LeSea Broadcasting already owns a 
TV station in Hawaii. The project is intended to commemorate two anniversaries: Dr, Lester 
Sumrall's 80th birthday in 1993, and the 60th anniversary of his visit to Asia. Sumrall founded LeSea 
Broadcasting and World Harvest Radio. 

DG: The call letters of the Hawaii station will be KWHR. Our goal is to be on the air by the 
end of 1993. (RNMN 5/28) 
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HONG KONG - Radio TV Hong Kong heard with a fair signal during relay of Radio Three in 
English on 17 April. There were occasional bursts of Chinese. It seems like there was a problem 
wilh the tapes. No wealher reports heard (Leigh Morris in OZ DX No. 71). Loop tape of "Tonight's 
highlights on Radio Three" in English and Chinese noted on 4/17. (Steve Perkins in OZ DX No. 71, 
via Rich D'Angelo) 

ICELAND - INBS noted on new 3242 usb at 2225 & 0725. (Walter Davidson, Ed Cronin, BDXC 
Communication, via DXLD) 

IRAN - IRIB, Tehran, carries SS from 0030-0130 on 15315 kHz. Station anmts say EE at 
2330-0030 is on 15315, 15260 & 9022 kHz. (Richard Urena, MA, and Andy Sennitt on RNMN 6/11) 

IRAQ - Baghdad has moved ils 60m xmtr from 4600 to 4750 kHz but did not escape nearby 
jammers. This freq carries the main AA program // 9725 kHz which is also jammed. Best réception 
in Sri Lanka is from 1500 to well past 1900. (VG on RNMN 5/21) 

Baghdad heard closing at 0400 on 15340 kHz with anmts in AA and EE. (AC on RNZI 5/24) 

ITALY - AWR broadcasts from Forli, 0600-0630 EE (Sa/Su), 0630-0700 EE, 0700-0800 Ilalian, 
ail on 7205 kHz to Europe. 0800-0830 GG, 0830-0900 FF (Sa/Su), 0900-0930 EE (Sa/Su), 
0930-1000 EE, 1000-1100 Italian, 1100-1130 GG, 1130-1200 FF (Sa/Su), 1200-1230 SS (Sa/Su), 
1230-1300 Swedish (Sa/Su), ail on 7230 kHz to Europe. (Rich D'Angelo) 

IVORY COAST - Gabon & Ivory Coast signed a protocol allowing Aftica No. I to use the 
Akouedo transmitter (15 km east of Abidjan) to broadcast its shorlwave programmes to western 
African countries. It's a 500 kw transmitter built in 1986. (WBI 6/19) 

JAPAN - Moscow apparently dropped its relay on 11735 kHz 5/1 leaving Gabon on 11735 clear for 
the Media Roundup broadcast at 2330. Heard well enougb to record and transcribe easily here 
5/17.—mf] Media Roundup will be aired al 2330 Sun UTC via the new UK relays at 
Skelton on 6025 and 6160 kHz. (RJMR 6/7) 

KASHMIR - Afler replying to an ad in DX Onlario I received an excellent quality 60 minute tape 
of Voice of Harriat (Free) Kashmir recorded in Pakistan. Contact Muhammad Munawar Naeem, 
Government Pilot Secondary School, Wahdat Colony, Lahore 54600, Pakistan. Enclose S5 to cover 
his costs. (Hans Johnson) 

KAZAKHSTAN - R. Aima Ala was heard in Japan on 15360 kHz with an international service, 
signing on at 1830. Programs were in EE until 2000, when Kazakh may have followed. 15385 kHz 
was parallel and barely audible. Other freqs were announced but unreadable. (Nobuaki Takahashi 
on RJMR 6/7) The EE service is heard at 1830-1900 on 21490 kHz with fair signais. It is part of 
the Home Service 2nd program. BBCM says this program is only broadcast Fri/Sat. A later EE 
program at 2030-2100 is aired daily. This service is carried on 21 [1] SW freqs and 3 MW freqs, 
including 17605 kHz. (Martin Sauter, Germany, on Fidonet via Andy Sennitt on RNMN 6/11) 15360 
and 17605 kHz are heard with fair signais in NZ. (AC on RNZI 6/7) 

R. Aima Ala is noî on 13620 at 1800-2100 as in June LN and I did not report this. The station 
is actually R.Kuwait in English at 1800 2100. (Ernie Behr) Sorry, looks like 1 had an errant piece 
of text 1 just plopped down in the wrong place, [df] 

KOREA (South) R. Korea began relaying the KBS home service on 4/6. Radio One can be heard 
from 2200-0400 on 9525 kHz. A Radio Korea IS at 2155 précédés the broadcast. The 1D given on 
the hour is that of HLKA, Séoul. (RJMR 5/31) 

Radio Korea sked: 
5975 ND at 1000 KK, 1100-1200 JJ, 1500 CC, 1600 EE, 1700 KK, 1900 RR, 1945 FF, 2030 KK 

news, 2100 JJ, 2300-0100 KK. 
6135 ND at 1000 KK 1100 JJ, 1300-1400 CC, 1900-2000 EE- 
6145 to ENA 1100-1130 KK news. 
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6480 toEur 1645 Italian, 1615 FF, 1700 KK, 1900 AA, 1945 GG, 2030 II, 2100 PP, 2145 EE 2245 
SS, 2330-0015 RR. 

7275 ND 0030 KK news. 0100 JJ. 0300-0400 KK: 0600 EE. 0700 KK. 0800 JJ. 1000 KK, UOOKK 
news, 1130CC, 1230 RR, 1315 U, 1400 KK news, 1430 CC, 1530 KK news, 1600 RR, 1645 
AA, 1730 GG, 1815 FF, 1900 It, 1945 SS, 2015 AA, 2100 KK, 2200 RR, 2245 CC, 2345- 
0030 Indonesian. 

7550 to Eur 0600 FF, 0645 GG, 0730 It, 0800-0900 EE: 1545 II, 1615 FF, 1700 KK, 1900 AA, 
1945 GG, 2030 It, 2100 FF, 2145-2245 EE. 2245 SS, 2330-0015 RR. 

9515 1600 RR, 1645 AA, 1730 GG, 1815 FF, 1900 It, 1930-2015 SS. 
9525 ND 2200-0400 KK. 
9570 lo SA 0900 KK, 0930 PP, 1015-1100 SS. To SEA 1115 Indonesian, 1200 KK, 1400 EE. 

1500-1545 Indonesian. 
9640 2100 KK, 2200 RR, 2245 CC, 2345-0030 Indonesian. 
9650 to ENA 1100-1130 KK news. 
9750 to ENA 1215-1315 EE. 
9870 to ME/Af 1600 EE. 1700 KK, 1730 (? says S - Spanish, but maybe it should be something 

else, like Swahili?), 1815 FF, 1900 AA, 1945 GG, 2030-2100 KK. 
11715 To tlie Americas 1000 SS, 1030-1100 EE. 
11725 To SA 0930 PP, 1015 SS, 1100-1130 KK. 
11740 ND 1100 KK, 1130CC, 1230 RR, 1315 Indonesian, 1400 KK, 1430-1530 CC. 
11810 to WNA 0600 EE. 0700-0800 KK. 
13670 to Eur 0600 FF, 0645 GG, 0730 It, 0800-0900 EE. 0900 KK, 0930 PP, 1015 SS, 1100-1145 

GG. 
15170 to WNA 0600 EE. 0700-0800 KK. 
15575 to NA 0030 EE. 0130 PP, 0215 SS, 0300-0400 KK. 

To ME/Af 0600 FF, 0645 GG, 0730-0800 Italian; 0900 KK, 1100-1200 EE. 
To Eur 1600 RR, 1645 AA, 1730 GG, 1815 FF, 1900 RR, 1945 GG, 2030 Italian, 2100 PP, 
2145 EE. 2245 SS, 2330-0030 PP. 

LATVIA - R. Riga, 5935 kHz, heard at 0604 wilh EE, news, sports, music, then Swedish at0630. 
(Roland Schultz, Germany, in Fine Tuning on DXPL 5/24) 

LESOTHO - Radio Lesotho reactivated 4800 kHz in April, but it's irregular. (Vashek Korinek, 
via Dario Monferini via DXLD, via Hans Johnson) 

LITIIUANIA - R. Vilnius' 2300 xmsn in EE to NA was monitored by BBCM 5/12 on 9710, 
11780, 13645, 15580 kHz. and 10334 kHz, USB feeder. (Bruce MacGibbon-OR, quoting Andy 
Sennitt on SWL Echo on RJMR 5/24) [15580 is the Far East relay replacing 17605 and 17690 kHz. 
It's not nearly as good, but someone in the CIS is watching the sunspot numbers.~mf] 

R.Vilnius ancd 6/8 that its broadcasts on 15485 kHz were on a transmitter in Grigoriopol, 
Moldova; that the transmitter had been seized by Dniester région séparatists, and might cease 
broadcasting at any time. Suggested listening on 13645 or 15580 if 15485 disappeared, (WBI 6/12) 

MADAGASCAR - RTV Malagasy, reported on 3232,5 kHz at *0200 by David Sharp in DXSF. 
Could be punch up error, or replacement for 3288. (Hans Johnson) 

MONTSERRAT - Radio Antilles, 930 kHz, has begun testing with 100 kw and expects to résumé 
regular broadcasting in late July or early August. It has been off the air for three years since its 
original 135 kw xmtr was destroyed by Hurricane Hugo. The BBC has helped install a 100 kw Harris 
xmtr and two phased quarter-wave vertical antennas. Reuben Mead, Montserrat's Chief Minister, says 
that seven hours a day will be local or régional programming. The rest will be sold to the likes of 
the BBC, VOA (which provided the new equipment) and DW. No manager had been named in early 
June. The address is: R, Antilles, P.O. Box 35, Montserrat, W.I. (RNMN 6/4) 

MOROCCO - Rdiff TV Marocaine on 17595 at 1600 daily in English. (Harry Riddell/DXLD via 
Hans Johnson) 
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NETIIERLANDS - Radio Nederland bas signed a contract with the U.S. based AfroSpace Corp. 
Starting about 1995, it will begin satellite Sound broadcasting round the clock to the African continent 
and the Middle East. The signais will be receivable on radios equipped for digital transmission. The 
satellite Afrostar will have three antennas on board, serving southern, western and eastern Africa plus 
the Middle East. Listeners will have to buy a new génération of radios expected to retail at about 
US$100. AfroSpace will use the new WARC satellite band at 1.5 GHZ. Most African countries will 
take up this band in 1993, a year after WARC 92's end. AfroSpace expects to have ils satellite 
operating about 1994. A spare will be launched shortly afterward, Receivers will be manufactured 
locally. Seven or eight other African countries have expressed serious interest. Kenya TV was the 
first to sign up. International sw xmtrs will remain in use for years to come. (JM on RNMN 5/28) 

The evening broadcast to Asia at 1530-1625 moved to 17610 kHz the week of 6/1 to solve a 
QRM problem. (JM on RNMN 5/28) 

R. Netherlands has moved its xmsn for South Asia from 17605 to 17610 kHz because of 
Kazakh QRM. (Andy Sennitt and JM on RNMN 6/11) 

Radio Netherlands has a free printed report on the Philips DC-777 auto SW receiver by David 
Rosenthal, N6TST. A second Rosenthal publication, Radio on the Move, a guide book to some of 
the tricks that help minimize interférence when installing radios and other sensitive electronic gear in 
cars, is also free. Available from the well known Box 222, 1200 JG Hilversum. (JM and Rosenthal 
on RNMN 6/11) 

NETIIERLANDS ANTILLES - Chuck Roswell said 5/23 that TWR Bonoire has been 
receiving reports of cw interférence, particularly to EE on 11815 kHz between 1100-1300 UTC, for 
two years. (Bonaire Wavelength 5/23) Anyone who hears this interférence when Bonaire is using 
11815 is urged to record it and send a cassette to the station hv air mail so the source can be 
identified. Bonaire island is so small that attempls to trace co channel QRM are frustrated by receiver 
overload.-mf 

Listeners who can follow Spanish should try Daniel Camporini's DX program, "Monitor DX", 
on TWR Bonaire at 0115-0130 Mon UTC on 15375 and 11930 kHz. (RMV/DXPL 5/24) 

NEW ZEALAND - The moming transmission of Radio New Zealand now closes al 1130, rather 
than 1210, because of a shorlage of water for generating electricity. This saves 65-130 kWh. The 
moming transmission now starts at 0658, one hour earlier than in the fall. (RNMN 6/18) Moming 
only if they're really trying hit Europe, which I doubt. Looks like an evening transmission to me. [df| 

NORTHERN MARIANA IS - Sked for KIIBI, Saipan, is (two hour blocks): 0000 on 17555, 
040017780, 0600 17555 & 17780, 0800 15665 & 17555, 1000 on 13625 & 17555, 1200 on 9425 & 
13625, 1400 on 9530 & 13625, 1600 on 11580 & 13625, 1800 on 13840 & 15665, 2000 on 9455 & 
13840, 2200 on 13840 & 15405 kHz. (via Vemon Hyson) 

NORWAY - Norwegian TV reported 6/16 that plans are underway for Radio Free Burma to 
broadcast over one of the 350 kw xmtrs of R. Norway International at Kvitsoy. A representahve of 
the Burmese gov't-in-exile said the xmsns could bring heavy protests from the régime in [Rangoon], 
A Foreign Office spokesman said "the gov't would be positive" to xmsns by R. Free Burma & their 
struggle to free the country from the military régime. (Bernd ?Erfjord, Norway, on RNMN 6/18) 

PALAU - Voice of Hope, 9830, still rather weak 6/10 at 1200-1500 fade out, but I heard a report 
that the power may be around 40 kw now. Only the Jasî address in June LA is correct; P. O. Box 66, 
Koror, Palau 96940. (Emie Behr) Widely by European listeners including Olle Alm in Sweden. 
Engineers on Palau tell RNMN the power is now 40 kw and full power should be achieved before 6/7. 
(RNMN 5/28) 1991 zip code book shows the U.S. standard two letter postal identifier to be PW. [mf] 
Moved from 11980 to 11900 kHz at 0300 6/20. KSDA, Guam, uses 11980 at other times. KIIBNs 
current sked is; 11900 kHz CC 2200-0300, EE 0300-0800; 9830 kHz, CC 1000-1330, Indonesian 
1330-1400, CC 1400-1430, Vietnamese 1430-1500. KHBN mail open a Hong Kong mail drop soon. 
(John Tayloe, High Adventure Ministries, via Mike Fern) 
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PERU -R. Tacna, Tacna, 9505 kHz, is back on the air; heard in Argentina at 1133 with news and 
ID; weak signais and QRM. [WRTH 92 says 0900-0100, 250w, good for your low-power HAC.-mf] 

R. Andahuaylas, Andahuaylas, 4839 kHz, heard at 2210 with local ads and ID. [WRTH 92 
says 1000-0300.—mfj (Daniel Camporini, Radio Panorama, on DXPL 5/24) 

Radio Uuanta Dos Mil, Huanta, is the station on 4752 kHz; not Hunnca or Huanca as in June 
LN. R. Horizonles on 4509 kHz - location reported elsewhere as Chiclayo or Chachapoyas, not 
Chachapuya as in June LN. (Ernie Behr) 

Radio Villa Rica, OAX5X, Huancavelica; from a QSL, sked is 1000-0400 (Su 1100-0200), 1 
kw on nominal 4805 kHz (heard on 4804.5). Address: Apartado Postal 92, Huancavelica, 
Departamento de Huancavelica. (Takayuki Inoue Nozaki/ Relampago DX) 

POLAND - Eleclrim, a Polish company acling on behalf of the stale Polish Télécommunications 
Agency recently signed a contract with the Swiss Asea Brown Boveri Inforcom, Ltd. for delivery & 
installation of a 250 kW shorlwave transmitter. Validity of the contract dépends on an agreemenl 
between Polish & Swiss governments on financing. (Polish Radio Warsaw via WB1 6/12) 

Polish Pathfinder Station Rozhglosnia Harcerska, unlisted WRTH-92, noted Sunday 1000- 
1800. (Wolfgang Bueschel/DSWCI, via DXLD, via Hans Johnson) 

PORTUGAL - Advenlisl World Radio broadcasts from Portugal are sked lo end June 30 with the 
three new relays from Russia fïlling the coverage gap in Europe. (AWR Current, via Rich D'Angelo) 

RUSSIA - Khabarovsk Radio carries Radio Rossii and the first local program at 2000-1900 (23H) 
on 153 and 215 kHz LW and 621 kHz MW; 4610, and 7210 kHz. The 216 kw xmtr at Birobidjan, 
capital of the Jewish Autonomous Republic, uses 30 kw and has its own programs in RR, Yiddish and 
Ukrainian. The first local program is broadcast at 2010-2200 Mo-Fr and Sun, Sat 2100-2400; 
2315-2400 Sun, 0200-0300 Su-Fr, 0400-0430 Sat, 0800-1100 Mo-Fr, 0800-1000 Su, 0900-1100 Sa 
and 1200-1300 Monday. R. Mayak from Moscow and the Second Local Program are broadcast on 
711, 999, and 1152 kHz MW and 4610 kHz SW, The Second Local Program is broadcast from 
0200 0800. (Feodor Brezhnikov, Irkutsk, on DXPL 5/24) 

R. Galaxy, Moscow, 9880 kHz, is being heard well in NZ from 2100-2400. The mail addreïs 
for reports is P.O. Box 7, Moscow 117618. (AC on RNZ1 5/24) R. Galaxy has moved from 9880 
to 11880 kHz; still on 1900-2200 with anmts in EE. (Shigenori Aoki and Telsuya Kondo, Tokyo, via 
Andy Sennitt on RNMN 6/11) But it's still using the old 31m jingle. (JM on RNMN 6/11) 

R. Moscow's own monitoring service was featured in a broadcast or press article picked up by 
BBCM this spring. 50 employées on one floor of the R. Moscow building listen to 27 international 
broadcasters on a regular basis. About 50 hours of broadcasts are monitored daily. The service was 
set up in 1964 by the Central Committee of the Communist Party. Since the takeover by the Russian 
Fédération, the daily digest is sold to banks in Moscow and St. Petersburg, TV channels, and some 
independent radio stations. (RNMN 6/11) 

Adventist World Radio - Three transmitters, each with a power of 200 KW, are now in use to 
carry AWR programming. The Samara (ex Kuybishev) station will be used for reaching Northern 
Europe. The Ekaterinburg transmitter will be used to broadcast into Central Europe. The third 
transmitter is based in Moscow and will be used to reach Southern Europe. 

According to Greg Hodgson, a Manager at AWR Europe in Forli, renting the Russian 
equipment is cheaper and reaches a greater audience than running the existing AWR Europe stations 
in Italy and Portugal. 

The broadcast schedule for the three new AWR sites is: 
From Ekaterinburg at 0300-0330 in Russian on 11785; 0330-0400 Croatian (MWF), Serbian 

(Tu/Th/Sa), Slovène (Su) on 11900; 0400-0430 Romanian on 11900; 1800-1900 Russian, 1900-1930 
German, 1930-2000 Polish, ail on 7310. 

From Moscow at 0230-0300 Arabie on 11785; 0600-0630 Arabie on 11775; 1400-1500 Italian, 
1500-1530 Croatian (MWF), Serbian (Tu/Th/Sa), Slovène (Su), ail on 9775; 1530-1600 Romanian on 
9775. 
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From Samara at 0430-0500 English on 15125 ; 0500-0530 German on 15125 ; 0530-0600 Polish 
on 12010; 1600-1630 English, 1630-1700 Swedish, 1700-1730 Russian, 1730-1800 Russian ail on 
15125. (AWR Current, via Rich D'Angelo) 

Advenlist World Radio, 15125, via Samara site, new name for Kuybishev, heard since 5/24 
at *0430 in English, 0500 German, 0530 Polish rel pgm. Polish neî on 12010 as reported in recent 
WoR. (Emie Behr) 

SURINAM - R. Apinite, Paramaribo, 5005 kHz, heard in NZ only at rural lislening posts when 
conditions are good, from 0400 to as laie as 0500. (AC on RNZI 6/7) QSL form letter says uses 50 
watts to 350 watt linear; but since January without Ute linear. Hopes lo have it working again soon. 
(Richard D'Angelo, in NU) 

TAJIKISTAN - Tajik Radio First Pgm, from Dushanbe, is 0000-1900 on 4635 kHz. The Second 
Pgm opérâtes 0100-0500 in Dari & Persian; 0500-1100 in Tajik, 1500-1900 in Dari & Persian, ail on 
7245 kHz, (WBI 6/19) 

TILAILAND R. Thailand remained on the air righl tlirough the May crisis over tlic prime 
minister. Ils broadcasts played down the seriousness of the crisis. Home service réception was best 
on 6070 kHz at 1100-1600. The External service was useless from 0900-1430 because R. Australia 
moved from 9475 to 9655 kHz. Réception was good afler 1430. Thai is carried at 1500-1600, which 
isn't listed in WRTH 92. Réception on 4830 kHz improved dramatically in recent weeks and provided 
the only source for EE and other languages. EE is best around 0030-0145*. 11905 kHz was 
announced but has been buried under heavy jamming for almost a year. (VG on RNMN 5/28) 

TURKEY - The Voice of Turkey sends the following schedule for English language transmissions 
effective 3/29-9/6/92: to Europe at 2000-2100 on 9445 (250 kw), 2200-2300 on 11895 (250 kw). 
To ENA 2200-2300 on 9445 (500 kw); 0300-0400 on 9445 (500 kw). To Ute Middle East 2200-2300 
on 7185 kHz (250 kw). To SW Asia 1230-1300 on 9675 kHz (250 kw). 

The Voice of Turkey essay contest features entries from 234 listeners in 27 countries using 14 
of the 15 languages in which the station broadcasts. The winners were: Dwight Horan (USA), 
Barbara Lodge (Britain), Fritz Andorf (Germany), André Leonidovich Yermashov (Russia), Nergiz 
Mehmedova (Azerbaijan), Abdulvahap Jarkas (Syria), and Chou Yuan Yuan (China). The latter could 
not go on the trip to Istanbul last September. 

The Voice of Turkey's German language Department started broadcasts in 1939. At présent 
Utere are two German transmissions: one at 1630-1730 GMT on 9795 kHz and 1930-2000 GMT on 
9445 kHz; both are beamed to Europe. Two regular staff members and eight other persons on spécial 
contract are currently working at Ute German Desk. (TRT Program sked, via Rich D'Angelo) 

UKRAINE - R. Ukraine International broadcasts to NA in EE at 0000 on 11790, 12040 and 15580 
kHz. as of 5/22. (Bruce MacGibbon-OR on RJMR 5/24) Heard on 9870 kHz at 2200 in Ukrainian; 
severe QRM from ORF Vienna. (AC on RNMN 5/24) 

UNITED KINGDOM BBC WS is to begin a soap opéra in Russian twice a week in 1993; it 
is designed to teach the Russians about a free markel economy, along the lines of a BBC home service 
sériai, "The Archers", which contained educational material for farmers just after WW2. (ITV 
Teletext via David Ward, UK, on RNMN 6/11) 

BBC's C-Fax reported 6/4 that BBC WS' Arabie language service is being heavily jammed by the 
Iraqi authorities. Bagdad has resumed the level of jamming it achieved just before the outbreak of the 
GulfWar, (RNMN 6/11) 

As of 7/1, the BBC Relay at Skelton was lo corne into regular use in the Radio Japon General 
Service, with English at 0500-0600 on 9695 & 0770 kHz, 0700-0800 on 9670 & 9770; 2300-2400 on 
6025 & 6160 kHz. The Gabon relay will carry the General Service in EE at 1500-1600 on 15335 kHz 
& 2100-2200 on 11735 kHz. The EE on 9645 at 1900 & on 11735 at 2300 were to be dropped 7/1, 
Other frequencies unchanged. (RJMR 6/14) 

USA - Updating the Radio Miami International information that appeared in June's LN... 
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Tuesday-Saturday program Musica, Buzon de Oyentes, DX, etc. is now called (or replaced by) 
"Miami en Vivo". 

The Radio 16 Décembre broadcast on 17830 bas been moved to 17835 (still at 2100-2300 
Monday through Friday). The shift up is to avoid co-channel interférence from Deutsche Welle. 

Two otlier changes to note: Rwnho a la Libenad is now 0100-0130 (change from 0100-0200); 
La Vbz del 30 de Noviemhre moves to the 0130-0200 slot (change from 0300-0330). 

Latest information in the June Radio Miami International News states tliat "WMRI is expected 
to be on the air during the second half of 1992." 

RMI is also the shortwave média buyer for the Cuban American National Foundation. During 
the month of May, Cuba began jamming their program "La Voz de la Foundacion" which is aired by 
WHRI at 0000-0500 Tu-Sa on 9495 kHz. The jamming lias occurred intermittently throughout the 
5 hour broadcast, The morning transmission on WHRI at 1000-1300 on 9850 kHz has not been 
jammed. According to RMI, "this is the first time that Cuba has jammed a shortwave transmission 
from abroad." George Jacobs confirms that as many as two or three Soviet "White Noise" jammers 
are in use. The FCC has also confirmed the jamming. (Rich D'Angelo) 

More on Radio Miami International from a Jeff White "Mémorandum" dated 6/5/92: "The FCC 
construction permit was granled in November of 1991, was received by us during the latter part of 
December 1991, and is valid until May 1993. During April of 1992, we were authorized to use the 
call letters "WMRI," and during May we were authorized to use the frequency of 9,955 kHz in the 
31 meter band for our tests and initial broadcasts. During the next two weeks, we are planning to 
register 9,955 kHz for use 24 hours per day during the W92 season, which runs from Sept. 27, 1992 
to March 27, 1993." 

Jeff also mentions tliat he met wilh the CE of WCMQ, an AM station with which WMRI will 
be sharing transmitter plant. WCMQ's consultant approved the changes made to the corner reflector 
antenna. Although the antenna will not cause interférence to WCMQ, ils consultant recommended 
shifting the location slightly. Some légal technicalities need to be worked out regarding the sublease 
of the land at the antenna/transmilter site. WCMQ's CE does not expect this to be a problem. 

Finally, in closing Jeff says, "The engineers have estimated that it will be approximately thrée 
to four months before we can actually have the facility operational." (Rich D'Angelo) 

Cuba has been jamming programs aired on WHRI, Noblesville, IN. The evening transmissions 
of The Voice of the Cuban-American National Foundation from 0000-0500 UTC Tues thru Sun on 
9495 kHz. are jammed; the morning transmissions are not. Cuba's fuel shortage may be behind the 
décision not to jam the morning program. 

George Jacobs, WHRI frequency consultant: There is no question that it's jamming. Il was 
clear until 8 o'clock [EDT], Then one noise jammer came on, very ineffective up here. A second 
one came on at 8:10. At 8:15 a tremendously high-powered unit just obliterated everything. 

JM: Jacobs says he suspects tliese are HF b.c. xmtrs which have been converted to jamming 
service. The FCC's monitoring deparlment has confirmed tliat the B/Cs are jammed. (RNMN 5/28) 

Dr. Gene Scott said 5/24 that a third US sw freq will be added shortly, beamed at Los Angeles 
radier than Europe or the Caribbean, WRM1?? This freq will corne on the air before the Anguilla 
xmtrs. Translations of Dr. Scott's sermons in JJ and FF are being printed regularly as a resuit of 
response abroad to die current broadcasts in EE. (Mike Fem-CA) 

WCSN, Scotts Corners, Maine, Z-92 sked (2 hour blocks): 0000 on 9850, 0200 on 9350, 0400 
6 0600 on 9840, 0800 on 11750; 1400 on 15665, 1600 on 17510, 1800 on 21545, 2000 & 2200 on 
15665. The sked for WSHB, Cypress Creek, SC: 0000 on 7395 & 13760, 0200 & 0400 on 9455 
& 13760, 0600 on 9455 & 9870, 0800 on 9455 & 13615, 1000 on 9455 & 9495, 1200 on 9495 & 
13760, 1400 on 13760, 1800 on 17510, 2000 on 17510 & 17555, 2200 on 9465 & 17555 kHz. (via 
Vemon Hyson) 

Voice of America was to conduct tests of a Variable Carrier Power modulation system on 6035 
& 11835 kHz, from Greenville, at 0300-00430 6/18-7/6/92. The tests alternated periods of normal 
modulation or audio compression with the VCl option. (RNMN 6/18) 
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VOA, Bethany, had a tesl of normal AM & compatible SSB on 5745 kHz at 0300 6/18-26. 
The tests lasted exactly 2 min, 40 seconds, & used 400 & 1000 Hz tones, standard frequencies for 
audio distortion tests. A company on tlie East Coast was hired to record & analyze tlie tests. Reports 
go to John Vodenik, Upper Sideband Test, VOA Bethany, P. O. Box 227, Mason, OH 45040. 
(RNMN 6/18) 

URUGUAY - La Voz de Artigas, Artigas, 6075 kHz, heard very well in Buenos Aires at 2120; also 
relays R. Integracion Americana, Montevideo, 6045 kHz, al 0100-0200; this program is in SS, PP and 
EE, lots of économie news. (Daniel Camporini, Radio Panorama, on DXPL 5/24) 

VATICAN - Vatican Radio broadeasts to Australia/New Zealand in EE at 2245-2305 on 9600, 
11830, and 15090 NE kHz. (AC on RNMN 5/24) 

VIETNAM - R. Yenbai has moved to new 6370, ex 6461 kHz. Heard in Japan witli fair signais 
1130-1215. 1100-1200 is local languages, 1200-1215 is Vietnamese. (Isao Ugusa on RJMR 5/31) 

In a recent issue of NU, David Poster has some inleresting observations: Son La II.S., 4631 
& 6343 kHz, noted 1205. Ha Giang B.S., ex Ha Tuyen B.S., at 1208 on 4817, up from Beijing on 
4815 kHz & undermodulaled. Lao Cai B.S. , ex Hoang Lien Son B.S., noted at 1216*. Lot Chai 
B.S. at 1207 w/instrumentals. Caa Bang B.S., *1200 w/IDs, spurs +/- 17 kHz. Bac Thai B.S. 
*1153 w/pre s/on mx, 1200 IDs. Also unids on 5061 at *1044-1059* in Vietnamese, and 6387 at 
*1130-1230* in Viet. (David Poster, in NU) 

CLANDESTINE - KASIIMIR - The Voice of Independenl Kashmir has moved to 6300 from 
6285 kHz. Best réception in Sri Lanka is 1630-1730. A second xmtr on 4080 kHz also heard 
1630-1730. Both xmtrs carry tlie same program but there is a noticeable delay of 10 to 60 seconds 
between them. This indicates the xmtrs are separale and may have their own studios. (VG on RNMN 
5/28) 

SRI LANKA - The Indian [sic] government's split with the Sri Lankan Liberation Tigers of Tamil 
Eelam has brought the Tigers back on SW. The Tigers were banned because tliey want to add tlie 
Indian province of Tamil Nadu to their would-be nation. The LTT has begun tests on 7030 kHz 
.around 0200 on weekends and irregularly during the week, sornetimes on SSB. The Voice of the 
Tiger normally opérâtes out of Jaffna on 94.7 MHz. PM. (VG on RNMN 5/28) 

CHINA - The Voice of Democracy, 8057 kHz, based on Taiwan, reappeared in May & June. The 
June broadeasts were 26 minutes long & concerned with Tienanmen Square 6/4/89. They were aired 
at 1300, 1600 & 1800 6/2; 1400, 1800, 2200 6/3; 1200, 1800 & 2200 6/4; and 1200, 1400 & 2200 
6/5. (Atsushi Suzuki, ABl, on RJMR 6/14) 

M1SCELLANEOUS ~ DX Prograins: Friend or Foe? 
Programs on shortwave targeted at the DX hobbyist have certainly corne a long way over the 

years. But I sornetimes wonder whelher they now conlribule to tlie général DXing malaise which sees 
people drift in and out of the hobby. Topical programs, such as Media Network, are now very quick 
to pick up on items of interest relating to new stations. But l'm starting to get the feeling that 
occasionally we might be better off without this data. The thrill of discovering something new has 
always been the big attraction for me, but tliese days most 'new' things are common knowledge hours 
after they occur, or even weeks in advance. A lot of people now get their kicks dialing up the 
frequencies quoted on DX and shortwave listener programs without needing to use the traditional 
DXing skills. (Craig Seeger in ADXN, undated, on RNMN 5/28) 

JM: I never thought of this show as designed to take the fun out of the international radio 
business. True, we often broadeast some home trulhs that ail is not well in parts of the industry. 
Mind yuo, there are plenty of challenges left that we can only touch on in a 30-min show like this. 
If you want to discover everytliing on your own, then lock the receiver on the tropical bands and rip 
the phone out of the wall. My frustration is that a lot of people go to a lot of trouble to research 
material on our behalf, and I can't squeeze ail of it in, or the program becomes incompréhensible. 
We do assume that people have a bit of background knowledge before they find this show in the first 
place. But no one wants half an hour of abbrevialions and insiders' jargon either. (RNMN 5/28) 
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A letter from Ron Cline, président of World Radio Missionary Fellowship, says, "Final 
approval is pending for an international radio station in east Africa." HCJB & other missions and 
chruch groups are working on the project, which will start as a "local station", and be built "into a 
shortwave facility." Say another African nation bas granted a permit & Ibis, too, "would begin as a 
small local station." HCJB bas permission to start a local Christian station outside Prague. Also 
working with the Evangelical Alliance of Remania & the Romanian Missionary Society on building 
a network of Christian stations there. The Ecuadorian government bas asked WRMF to start a 
network of stations in the country's eastern jungle provinces. The letter doesn't slate whether the 
stations in Czechoslovakia, Romania and Ecuador will be "local stations" or shortwave stations, or 
whether they will start as "local stations" and be developed into "international stations" later. New 
address for HCJB in USA is World Radio Missionary Fellowship, Inc., P. O. Box 39800, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80949-9800. (Marlin A. Field, MI) 

The following territories of the former U.S.S.R. have claimed lhat they are not part of any 
republic recognized by the west in late April and early May: 

Checheniya -- Former Chechen-Ingush ASSR. Also called Chechen-lngushetia. Did not sign treaty 
creating Russian Fédération, so is technically independent. (Moscow Interfax in EE 4/16 in 
FBIS-SOV-92-080 4/24) The Chechens are the guys who sent supposedly elite Soviet airborne troops 
home to Russia by bus. Lat 43 N Long 45:30 E. Capital and BC center, Groznyy. No listed SW 
xmtrs in WRTH 92. (Mike Fern-CA) [The FBIS Daily Report is lilled Central Eurasia but the old 
FBIS-SOV tag is still used, probably to simplify computerized data-base création and searching.-mf] 

Ingushetiya - bas broken away from Chechen republic, but as of 5/5 had not gained indepcndence 
from Russia; ad hoc government by local emergency committees. (ITAR-TASS in EE 5/5 in FBIS- 
SOV-92-088 5/6, via MF) No know SWBC facilities in WRTH 92. [mf] 

Tatarstan — Former Tatar ASSR. Did not sign treaty creating Russian Fédération because it 
believed super-oil-rich Bashkortostan (ex-Bashkir ASSR, capital and BC center Ufa, SW relay on 4485 
kHz. 0100-0000) got a sweetheart deal under the treaty. Président Shaimiyev said "Tatarstan is an 
independent state which is associated with Russia on the basis of agreement." (Moscow ITAR-TASS 
in EE 4/23) Set up own diplomatie service by presidential decree to serve C1S republics and abroad. 
(Radio Moscow WS in EE 4/22) Created own republican radio-TV company to be paid for witli 
merely oil-rich Tatarstan's own money, ending Russian subsidies. Programming to remain about half 
Russian, half Tatar. (Moscow Mayak in RR 4/23) Lat 55:45 N, Long 49:15 E. Capital and BC 
center and humongous RMWS SW xmtr site, Kazan; home service SW at Kazan, 6120 kHz 
0400-2000 per WRTH 92. (AU items in FBIS-SOV-92-080 4/24 via Mike Fem-CA) 

Trans-Dniestria -- That part of Moldova east of the Dneister river, mainly Russian-speaking. Also 
called Dniester Republic. Lat 46:40 N Long 29:30 E. Capital pro tem, Tiraspol. Moldova wants 
to leave C1S and rejoin Romania which it was a part of before 1946. Trans-Dniestria lost access to 
Moscow and Ukraine TV by one-sided Moldovan décision 1/1/92. Sel up own TV corporation with 
Russian help. Began relaying Russian TV by cable about 6/1, hopes to have UHF/VHF xmtrs on by 
August with cable or microwave relays. Will add Oslankino TV 1 if Moldova drops that. May add 
Ukraine TV later. (Radio Rossii in RR 5/2 in FBIS-SOV-92-086 5/4) Seized the Moldovan MW xmtr 
site in the village of Mayak in Grigoriopolskiy district about 5/6. (Chisinau Radio in RR 5/8 in FBIS- 
SOV-92-091, via mf) Began broadeasting 2 hrs daily in RR, Romanian & Ukrainian on 594, 999, 
1467 or 1548 kHz [each 300+ kw] (Moscow Radio 1 in RR 5/13 in FBIS-SOV-92-094 5/14, via mQ 

WRTH 92 lists five MW xmtrs and a big RMWS SW xmtr site, ail at Grigoriopol, Lat 47:17 
N Long 29:24 E, on the east bank of the Dneister, 40 km NW of Tiraspol. (Mike Fern -CA) 

Following are subjects of disputes between two of the présent recognized republics: 
Crimea - Krym or Crimea Oblast. Originally part of Russian Fédération, transferred to Ukraine 
about 1954, Large RR population, home of ex-USSR Black Sea Fleet. Wants back into Russia, 
declared independence from Ukraine 5/5, voled to hold référendum later tliis year. AChons 
denounced as unconstitutional by Ukrainian parliament, (Paris AFP in EE 5/6) Russian Radio 1 
replaced unilaterally by Ukrainian program 5/5. (Moscow Ostankino TV 1 in RR 5/5, both items in 
FBIS-SOV-92-088 5/6, via fm) Capital, BC center, big RMWS xmtr site at Simferopol. [mf] 
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South Ossetia - Part of Georgia, wants to rejoin North Ossetia, which is part of Russia. Intermittent 
fighling with Georgian forces. (RMWS EE 0100 6/15) Russian Parliament told South Ossetia wants 
lo enter Russian Fédération direclly. (RMWS EE 0000 6/17) Régional AM xmlr at Tshkinvali, 30 
kw on 1323 kHz, per WRTH 92. North Ossetia's capital & BC center is Vladikavkaz, formerly 
Ordzhonikidze; no sw facililies listed in WRTH 92. (Mike Fern, CA) 

FUTURE OF SHORTWAVE RADIO -- Is Shortwave Radio Dead, or Just Snoozing? 
JM: RNMN received a letter from David Wong of Singapore who asked if international radio 

isn't doomed now that international satellite TV is busy with big expensive campaigns. Dr. Graham 
Mytton heads the BBC's International Broadcasting Audience Research Department. 

GM; The problem is that international TV is only one among many things that can influence 
audiences lo inlernabonal radio broadcasting, and it's difficult to separate one oui from the other. AH 
other things being equal, if TV arrives in a particular country, international or domeshc TV, it does 
have an impact on radio listening, at least initially. 

But the biggest single impact on international radio listening is what's happening in the 
domestic média scene. Last year we did a survey in Zambia, just before the élection. During the 
élection the national broadcaster was being very much used as a party political broadcasl for the ruling 
party, and people were tuning in very large numbers to foreign radio stations, particularly Radio South 
Africa and the BBC. The BBC audience was four or five times as large as it was at the Urne when 
it was previously measured in 1986. And that was almost certainly because the BBC was providing 
a service of news independently during that élection pcriod. l'm sure the audience has fallen 
somewhat since. 1 have no doubt those listeners will corne back as and when they require something 
alternative to their own domestic média. 

Another point to make, though, is that in ail countries throughout the world you find large 
audiences for international radio broadcasts only when there is government monopoly or a very severe 
restrichon on the number of radio stations broadcasting inside the country. As soon as there is 
dcregulation, audiences to direct SW international radio fall. 

JM: Do they fall so low, for example, in Eastern Europe at the moment, I understand some 
of the figures are dropping quite dramatically, that it makes international broadcasting via shortwave 
a wasle of Urne. 

GM: No, it's not, because although it falls, two things happen: First of ail, the major western 
international broadcasters are available via local rebroadcasls of one kind or another: RFE/RL, BBC, 
VOA, DW. Most of them are available locally in varions ways. But they're not available 
everywhere, and so they're still getting audiences on shortwave. And besides, they're not always 
available locally when people want to listen to them. But audiences have undoubtedly fallen. They've 
fallen somewhat more in some countries tlian in others, and that again dépends on local média 
circumstances. 

JM: Does that mean to say that some of the international broadcasters will have to rethink their 
programming? Or is it more a question that they have to rethink their distribution? 

GM; A bit of both. They've already re-thought their programming. If you look at the output 
of most of the western broadcasters to East and Central Europe, there has been a re-thinking of the 
program output, and there has been rescheduling of services and times and so on. And also, of 
course, there's been more thought given to make programs more attractive as they go out on local 
stations. A major factor of the Russian services is that they are no longer jammed, they don't need 
to repeat things as often as they did. The whole Ihing has changed enormously over the past three 
years. [pause for truly awful pun with musical background] 

People in wireless, or radio, like you and me, Jonathan, get worried about the impact of TV. 
They think it's going to take audience away. It ail dépends on how you look at it. It may reduce the 
amount of time people spend listening to the radio. After ail, there's only 24 hours in the day, and 
you've got to sleep some of the time, so therefore, if there's more média to watch or to consume, the 
amount of time spent with any one of those média may be reduced. That's certainly true when TV 
cornes along. It reduces the amount of time that some people spend listening to the radio. But the 
actual reach of radio may not change at ail. In facl, in some ways, it may even increase. Consider 
the number of people who listen to the radio at least once a week: it may not necessarily change. 
They may listen to it for shorter periods. 
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JM: Mind you, tliere are some places in the Americas where shortwave listening bas got to 
a point where some stations are even thinking aboul shutting off, certainly the Portuguese lo Brazil, 
off altogether. 

GM: It's very patchy in Latin America. There are some countries in Latin America where 
there is slill a lot of shortwave listening. Paraguay is one example. There are other countries like 
the Argentine and Chile where shortwave listening lias fallen, Mexico is even smaller, it's very small 
indeed. So the picture is very mixed, and because it's so mixed, it's still worth broadcasting to tliose 
countries where there is still a significant amount of shortwave listening. In Brazil, it's true, 
shortwave listening has fallen considerably. I tliink it falls to a low level and then stays at tliat low 
level, and you get certain kinds of people because they have a particular inlerest in the kind of 
malerial they get on international broadcasting: world news, particular kinds of programs, like maybe 
science, or médical, or odier specialist programs. Those numbers of people will always be fairly 
small or just enthusiasts like you and me. 

JM: TV is terribly expensive. So foreign-language international TV will be a very difficult 
challenge, even for the gianls. 

GM: World Service TV is still only in English. There is talk of some developmenls in the 
direction of providing foreign-language versions, especially in Chinese and a few other languages. 
But this is still a very early date. It's still a service in English, and so therefore you eut oui 
everybody who can't understand English, and most of the world doesn't understand English. And 
most of our listening is nol in English. Most of our listening lo the BBC WS is in languages other 
than English. So those people aren't going lo be much affected. And even on the English side, I 
think you could argue that BBC WS TV enhances radio, inasmuch as it increases awareness and 
prominence of the BBC worldwide, and people may want to hear more, learn more about somelhing, 
and they can tune to BBC WS radio and fmd out. There's a much bigger range of subject material 
on radio, and things can be done in greater depth on radio than on TV, very often. 

JM: And no adverts for hôtels, Tm glad to say. (RNMN 5/28) 

The Australian pirate Radio G'day schcdulcd a two-day broadeast 6/7 and 6/8 as a non-serious 
attempt at breaking Australia's overseas broadcasting monopoly wilh 2 kw. The planned sked was: 
1100-1500 and 1800-2000 6/7 on 11400 kHz; 0000-0200 on 6/8 on 15040 kHz; and 0600-0900 on 
11400 kHz. (RNMN 6/4) 

WARC - WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE 
More than 1300 delegates from 120 countries attended the WARC in Torremolinos, Spain 

which will affect broadeast and other radio-based services for years to corne. 
Shortwave broadeasters were allocated some extra space but serious congestion in the SWBC 

bands may mean that some broadeasters may move lo a more expensive transmilling technology. It 
is feared that this [may resuit in the loss of] millions of listeners in developing countries who will not 
be able to afford new high-tech radios. The problem of sw congestion has become worse since the 
prolifération of smaller stations in Eastern Europe and Russia. Alternatives suggested include sticking 
to sw but using the speclrum more efficiently through use of SSB. However, new receivers will cost 
money. The use of SSB is not supported by big international broadeasters like the BBC and VGA. 
These organizations say the plan would render most of their listeners' radios obsolète. 

Broadeasters will receive 790 kHz of spectrum but only 200 kHz below 10 MHz. Only 50 
MHz is allocated to the 7 MHz band. Broadeasters were seeking 200 MHz in that band. The new 
extensions will be transferred to broadeasters in the year 2007. They are for SSB only and a future 
WARC will déterminé the planning for these bands. It is expected that many broadeasters will 
commence using the new spectrum space well before 2007, (Michael Stamford, Max White, Paul 
Youngs, Mike Barraclough in World DX Club's CONTACT bulletin in May). 

Thanks to ail for info supplied for use here. Submissions may be on paper or MS-DOS 
diskette, or by EMail to: CompuServe - 76702,771; Prodigy - JDBM33A; even GEnie - 
D.FERGUSON14. Don't expect a reply on the latter - the offline software's too much of a pain! 

Back next month. ... Oh, yes - opinions are still mine, not VOA's! Dan 
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Sam Barto 
47 Prospect Place 
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PLEASE NOTE: I guess I should put this in at the start of the QSL 
Column. It may get hidden if I put it anywhere else. Jim Young 
wrote to me to correct what I said on page 38 of the last bull 
etin. The Arkhangelsk site is not in the Karelo-Finnish Rep. 
Of course not. I had a good long talk with my partial index 
finger and it told me that it had made some boo-boo's at the 
keys. Hiî Thanks for keeping me awake Jim....Sam. 

ABU DHABI: UAE Radio 13605 p/d brochure cd. in 5 wks.(Howard-CA). 
11965 f/d Itr. in 53 ds. w/ schedule.(Martin-CA). Capital Radie 
13605 via UAE Radio f/d cd. in 23 ds,(Kusalik-ALB). 

AEMIRALTY ISLANDS: Radio Manus 3315 p/d Itr. in 29 ds. for $1.00. 
v/s Eliun Sereman/ Station Manager.(Durden-GA). 

ALGERIA: Radio Algérienne 17745 n/d cd. in 59 ds. for 1 IRC. (No- 
Name)....please list at the end of each submission....Sam. 

ANGOLA; Radio Nacional de Angola 11955 f/d cd. w/ personal Itr. 
and schedule in 89 ds. for a PT rpt. QSL was revd. via regis- 
tered mail, v/s Luzia Fancony, A Chefe do Gabinete.(Yamada-JPN)I 

ANTIGUA: BBC 15220 f/d Itr. in 2 mo. for 1 IRC. v/s Roy Fleet.(Pappas-SD). 
ASCENSION ISLAND: BBC Atlantic Relay Station 9600 f/d Itr. w/ station info, sheet in 

10 wks. for $1.00. v/s Andrew Marsden. (Moore-KY). 17790 same in 5 mo. for 1 IRC 
and $1.00.(Friend). 

ASIATIC RUSSIA: AWR-Novosibirsk 11855 f/d cd. w/ site and schedule in 6 wks. v/s 
Linda Lega, Secretary.(Lobdell-MA). same in 28 ds. via a rpt. to AWR-Europe.(Ri- 
   1 gas-IL). Radio Moscov 11900 via Irkutsk f/d cd. in 

3^ mo. for ms.(Wallace-CT). 
AUSTRALIA: Radio Australia 9860 via Camarvon Itr. w/ 

p/d cd. "The Wilderness Society" in 46 ds. w/ program 
schedule.(Martin-CA). 11880 via Brandon f/d Itr. in 
24 ds. for $1.00.(Kohlbrenner-PA). 9580 f/d Itr. w/ 
schedule in 40 ds. for ms.(Pappas-SD). VN3 12984 and 
8638 f/d photo cds. w/ station info, and a personal 
Itr. in 2 wks. for 3 IRCs. v/s Marion Leiba.(Pappas). 

AUSTRIA; Radio Austria International 6015 f/d "Curling" Itr. in 53 ds.(Poston). 
21490 f/d Itr.- cd., w/ schedule and sticker in 40 ds. for 1 IRC.(Pappas-SD). 

BAHRAIN; Radio Bahrain 9746 p/d "Map" cd. in 144 ds.(Yamada-JPN). p/d cd. in 128 ds. 
My 230th country QSLed. (Kusalik-ALB). p/d "Map" cd. in 108 ds. for $1.00.(Palm- 

BELGIUM; BRTV 9925 p/d "Godschuizen Hospice" cd. in 59 ds. w/ ersheim-WA). 
schedule.(Martin-CA). 21819 f/d cd. in 63 ds. w/ schedule.(Poston). 

BELORUS REPUBLIC: Radio Minsk 7140 and 5945 2 cds. in 112 ds. Schedule was revd. 0SL 
* was for the Grodno site Home Service (Kusalik-ALB). Radio Moscow 7200 f/d cd. in 

3^ mo. for ms.(Wallace-CT). 
BOLIVIA: Radio Libertad CP48 5004.8 f/d prepared cd. w/ p/d Itr. in 43 ds. for a SP 

* rpt. and $1.00. This was after a f/up rpt. Also revd. pennant and sticker. v/s 
Jaime Rivero Patino, Director.(Palmersheim-WA). Radio Santa Cruz 6135 f/d 
Itr. in 4 wks. for a COT 
SP rpt. and $1.00. ttl! SA. 
Pennant revd. v/s 
Victor Blajot S.I., 
Director General. 
(Kohlbrenner-PA). 

BONAIRE: Trans World 
Radio 15345 f/d cd. 
in 17 ds.(Gaharan). 
11815 and 15345 f/d 
"Columbus" cd. w/ 
pennant and schedule 
in 35 ds.(Pappas-SD). 

'Uht/eUvùh 

t. S-rrPv^M A. 
Thl» Il to conflrm yoix réception report »t 
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NOTES: Wick Grâce stated that after several months he was very pleased to receive a QSL 
from one of those medium-rare stations.. .BSKSA. Glad your pleased with the QSL and 
keep reporting.. .Sam. Brian Boulden says that without the Lantastic assistance from 
Dan Ferguson he would not of gotten his 12 VOA sites QSLed. Brian just added an MFJ- 
956 tuner to his radio - not sure if it helps but its not hurtinq!Marie Lamb in Brew- 
erton, NY sent in a new batch of QSLs after a months dry spell. Not too unusual. .Sam. 
Rev. Ed Poston of P.O. Box 286, Ventura, IA 50182 sent in his first report to the QSL 
Column. Hope to keep hearing from you. We have a few other members of the cloth in 
this organization. I listed your address in case they may be inclined to write...Sam. 

HOTSWANA: VOA 11910 via Selebl-Phikve f/d cd. w/ site in 7 ds. after a f/up rpt. to Ed 
Vodenik at the Methany site. (Rigas-TL) The VOA in DC did not respond to my origin- 
al rpt. 15115 f/d cd. in 11 ds. v/s Dan Ferguson.(Kusalik-ALB). 

BRAS IL: Radio Educacao Rural 5037 p/d cd. w/ personal Itr. in 1 wks. for a PT rpt. and 
* a taped rpt. Sent along $2.00. Station will accept EG rpts. v/s Fr. Joseph Henry 

Stenger C. Ss.R.(Klinck-NY). 
LiUrilARIA: Radio Sofia 11720 f/d cd. in 2^ mo. for 2 IRCs. (Hoersten-OH). 
CANADA: Radio Japan 5960 via Sackville f/d "Cherry Blossoms in Fukuoka" cd. in 72 ds. 

v/s K. Hishikawa. (Schwartz~NY). same cd. w/ site, schedule and sticker in 7 wks. for 
1 IRC. (Romeo-NY). CFRX 6070 f/d "ODXA Certificate" QSL in 3 mo. (Kusalik-ALB). f/d 
"CFRB Plane" cd. in 18 ds. for ms. v/s Stephen Cannery. (Pappas-SD). CFVP 6030 n/d 
info, sheet in 25 ds. w/ stickers.(Fanderys-OH). CBÇ 9625 p/d Itr. w/ schedule and 
sticker in 1 mo. for 1 IRC. v/s Nathalie Chamberland.(Pappas-SD). 

(.'ANADA—(Pirate) : CSIC 7113 f/d Itr. in 1 mo. (Smith-OH). f/d info, sheet in 39 ds. for 
3 IRCs.(D'Angelo-PA). CRTC 7113 f/d Itr. in 6 wks.(Terrence-NY). 

CHINA, PEOPLES REP. OF: Radio France International 15285 via Bei 1 inq f/d cd. w/ site in 
* 23 ds.(Rigas-TL). Sichuan PBS 6061.3 via Xichanq f/d "Horse Drawing" cd. w/ site in 

22 ds. after a f/up rpt.(Kusalik-ALB). Hubei PBS 3910 via Wuhan f/d "Kunming Lake / 
Suriner Palace" cd. w/ site via Beijing in 22 ds. Rcvd. issues of China Today and 
used CH stamps. (Kusalik-ALB). Jilin PBS 3310 via Changchan f/d "Velvet Ornament" cd. 
w/ site in 22 ds.(Kusalik-ALB). Fuilan PBS 1975 via Fuzhou f/d "Mother and Baby in 
Emperor's Court" cd. in 17 ds. for $2.00. (Murray). Xlniianq PBS 5060 via Changii cd. 
w/ site in 1 mo. Pôstcards and prints were rcvd.(Kusalik-ALB). Zheliang PBS 2171.8 
via Hanqzhou f/d "Tai Ho Hall" cd. w/ site in 22 ds.(Kusalik-ALB). 2115 via Wenzhou 
f/d cd. in 22 ds. w/ site.(Kusalik-ALB). Radio Beiiina 7105 f/d "Silk Figurine" cd. 
in 25 ds.(Kusalik-ALB). 

CIS: Radio Moscow 21785 f/d cd. w/o any site in 11 dE.(Gaharan) I still haven't fig- 4 
  ured out how to handle the USSR 

situation. I may still list a 
few under the USSR heading..Sam. 

CLANDESTINE : Radio Free Bouqanville 
* 3880 f/d cd. w/ Itr. and a form 

Itr. in 25 ds. for $5.00.(Yam- 
ada-JPN)...I thought $1.00 was 

* a loti 1î...Sam. La Voz de la 
Federacion Mundtal de Ex-Presos 
de Cubanos 7117 f/d prepared cd. 
in 3 wks. (0SL #007). QSL says 
"Transmitiendo desde Tampa, FL" 
(Zeller-OH). 

COSTA RICA: Radio For Peaoe Inter- 
national 7375 (USB) f/d cd. w/ 
schedule in 2 mo. for 1 IRC. 
v/s James Latham.(Pappas-SD). 

CYPRU5: BBC East Mediterranean Re- 
lay Station 6195 f/d cd. w/ 
sticker in 17 ds. for $1.00. 
(Moore-KY). 15310 f/d "Antenna 
Array" cd. w/ sticker in 15 ds. 
(Schwartz-NY). 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA : Radio Praha Inter- 
national 11990 and 7315 f/d "Tyl 
Theatre" cd. in 51 ds. w/ calen- 
dar and sticker.(Poston). 7315 
same f/d cd. in 29 ds.(Schwartz). 

ECUADOR: HCJB 11925 f/d "Child" cd. 
in 6 wks.(Boulden-CA). 15155 f/d 
"Spécial Leaping Lamas" cd. in 
50 ds■ (Kusalik-ALB)■  
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MALAWI DROADCASTING CORfORATION 
CHICHIM HOUSE. BLANITRt. IULAWl. mtGAAftflC ADOMSV HADOMALA^I mirnsNt: «1 JU 

f.O. Box JCIJJ 
CHICMIBI •LANTfW ) 

16th April, 1992 

Mr Frank F. Orcitt * Tcresa Place Buffalo, New York 14210 UNITED STATES OP AMERICA 

Dear Sir 
RECEPTION REPORT 

With regard to the above subject, we write to thank you for your letter of 18th March, 1992. 
We are glad to confirm that your report la correct and that you were llstening to the opening segment of our radio station which involves opening drums, station identification, short announcement and then news Headlines 
We appreciate your interest in our broadcasting service and we hope you will continue doing so for a long time to come. 
Yours faithfully 

T.J. Slneta FOR GENERAL MANAGER 



ECUADOR: Radio Nacional del Ecuador 15350 via 
HCJB f/d "Mountain Scene" cd. in 50 ds. for 
a taped rpt. (Kusalik-ALB). f/d cd. in nio. 
(Millard-TX). La Voz del Napo 3280 f/d cd. 
in 6 wks. for a SP rpt. and $1.00. Sticker 
and pennant rcvd.(Kohlbrenner-PA). 

EL SALVADOR: Radio Venceremos 6750 f/d cd. w/ 
wrong freq. and FMLN info, v/s Gustavo Aco- 
sta. This was via the El Salvador Media Pro- 
ject in NYC.(Grace-MA). 

EUROPEAN RUSSIA: Radio Moscov 11780 via Arma- 
vir f/d cd. in 3^ mo. for ms.(Wallace-CT). 
9760 via Tula f/d cd. in 69 ds. w/ schedule. 
(Schwartz-NY). 9875 via Kenqa f/d cd. in 69 

* ds.(Schwartz-NY). Radio Rossiva 15630 (USB) 
via Moscov 2 f/d prepared cds. both signed 
and stamped in 5^ mo. Also rcvd. info. Itr. 
(Kusalik-ALB). 15630 and 15750 same type 
prepared cd. as above in 138 ds.(D'Angelo). 

FRENCH GUIANA: Radio France International 15300 
via Montsinery f/d "Eiffel Tower" cd. in 67 
ds.(Schwartz-NY). Radio Japan 15325 via Mont- 
sinery f/d "Nagano Rice Fields" cd. in 66 ds 

 IScbyartZrNY-L  
VERIFICATION SIGMERS: Radio Rioa 5935 Miss Lena Brjantseva, Secretary. Radio Pakistan 

17900 Syed Abrar Hussain. Radio Nacional Paraguay 9735 Filemon G. Arguello M. Radio 
Eastern Hiqhlands 3395 Kiri Niae. Radio Sandaun 3205 Gabriel Deck Walen, Manager. 
Radio Cora 4915 J.M. Lazo. Radio Sentinela da Amazonia 3285 Miss Maristella Hanoy, 
Secretaria. La Voz de Sahara Libre 9640 Moharred Ramin Abdesalam. Addr: B.P. 10, El 
Mouradia, Alger. Voice of Moiahed 6225 A. Hossein. Addr: M.I.S.S. B.M. Box 9720, 
London, WC1N 3)(X, U.K. Radio Amanecer Intemacional 6024 Miss Rosa Alcantara, Secre- 
taria. Escuelas Radiofcnicas Populares 5012 Juan Ferez Sarmiento, Director. Bayeris- 
cher Rundfunk Dr. Gualtiero Guidi. RR1 Manado 3215 C.H. Gultony. RRI Ujung Pandang 
4753 Karraruddin Alkaf Yasin, Head of the Rroadcasting Department, RRI Yogyakarta 5047 
Phoenix Sudoir.o Sunaryo—.via PLAY/DX Sam. 

FRENCH GUIANA: Radio Japan 9675 f/d "Azaleas on River at Nikko" cd. in 70 ds. for 1 IRC. 
GABON; Africa No. One 17630 and 15475 f/d "Logo" cd. in 100 ds. (Pappas-SD). 

(Schwartz). Sviss Radio International 12035 via Moyabi f/d cd. w/ site in 30 ds. (Ri- 
gas-IL). Radio Japan 11735 via Moyabi f/d "Cherry Blossoms" cd. in 66 ds.(Schwartz). 
f/d "Fireworks over KanMon Bridge" cd. in 70 ds. for 1 IRC. v/s K. Hishikawa.(Pappas). 

GERMANY (West): RFE/RL 7220 f/d "Map" cd. in 2 wks.(Gold-MI). Bayerischer Rundfunk 6085 
p/d cd. w/ schedule and stickers in 3 wks. for ms.(Klinck). f/d "Observatory" cd. in 
18 ds.(Schwartz-NY). Sudvestfunk 7265 via Rohrdorf p/d cd. in 5 wks. for $1.00 (re- 
turned) Also rcvd. 4 différent stickers.(Kohlbrenner). VOA 15195 via Munich f/d cd. 
in 16 ds. w/ VOA Europe schedule and stickers.(Schwartz). 5995 via Wertachtal f/d 
cd. in 16 ds.(Schwartz-NY). Radio Canada International 15215 via Wertachtal f/d cd. 
in 23 ds. w/ pennant and sticker.(Millard-TX). 

GUAM: KSDA 11980 f/d cd. w/ rpt. form in 1 mo. for 3 IRCs.(Pappas-SD). KTWR 11650 f/d 
"Old Spanish Bridge" cd. w/ personal note, schedule and tourist info, in 28 ds. for 
$1.00. v/s Karen Zeck.(Gold-Ml). 

GUATEMALA: Radio Buenas Nuevas 4800 p/d cd. w/ pennant and station info, in 5 wks. for 
a SP rpt. and $1.00.(Kohlbrenner-PA). La Voz de Atitlan 2390 p/d Itr. in 137 ds. for 
a SP rpt. after a f/up rpt. for $1.00. v/s Juan Ajtzip Alvarado, Director. The Itr. 
said I heard their program in the Tzutuhil language.(Durden-GA). 

HONDURAS: HRPC Radio Luz y Vida 3250 f/d cd. in 2 yrs. after a f/up rpt. which was hand- 
carried by a missionary friend to the station, v/s Paul Easley, Station Manager. Very 
happy w/ this onel (Smith-OH). f/d personal Itr. in 5 wks. for a SP rpt. w/ tape, and 
$2.00. v/s Ubaldo Zaldivar Lopez.(Klinck-NY). 

HUNGARY: Radio Budapest 9835 f/d "Scenes in Szekesfehervar" cd. w/ schedule in 22 ds. 
* (SChwartz). 11910 f/d cd. in 2 mo. for 2 IRCs.(Hoersten-OH). Radio France Internat- 

ional 15460 via Diosd f/d cd. w/ site in 25 ds.(Rigas-IL). 
INDIA; Ail India Radio 9910 via Khampur and 11620 via Banqalore f/d cd. w/ schedule and 

* rpt. fonns in 93 ds.(D'Angelo-PA). 
IOTERNATIONAL WATERS: Radio Caroline 6215 p/d cd. in 38 ds. after 4 f/up rpts. Sent ms. 

* Addr: CAROLINE, VIA P.O. Box 1514, London W72LL.(Hardester-VA). 
IRAN: Voice of the Islamic Révolution 9022 p/d cd. w/ schedule and rel. magazine in 13 

wks. for a taped rpt.(Klinck). same in 30 ds. for $1.00.(Millard-TX).  

WiLU® 

WF LQVE INTE,lVAL Signals 
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_/n EMirow 

erpsuNZA 

Af /ir Temuco: Baoda Inlernaciooal 6.090 
y 49 Métros, Onda Coda 

î Ancud; 98.5- FMSlereo 

IRAN: VOIRI 9022 p/d "Aya- 
tollah Khamenei" cd. in 
109 ds. (Moore-KY). 

IRELAND: DLR-106 6220.8 
* f/d "Loqo Sheet" in 21 

ds. for a rpt. to the 
Dublin addr. v/s Paul 
Davis.(Zeller-OH). 

ISRAËL: IBA 9435 f/d cd. 
in 69 ds.(Gaharan). 

ITALY: European Christian 
Radio 6210 f/d cd. w/ 
station info, in 47 ds. 

for $1.00. My cd. was OSL # 808 from this station.(Kusalik-ALB). 
JAPAN: Radio Japan 17825 via Yamata f/d cd. w/ site in 3^ mo. for 2 IRCs.(Hoersten- 

OH). 11875 f/d "Japanese Room" cd. w/ schedule and rpt. forms in 70 ds. for 3 IRCs. 
v/s K. Hishikawa.(Pappas-SD). 

KIRIBATI : Radio Kiribati 14917.7 f/d cd. in 26 ds. for $1.00.(Howard-CA). f/d "Sunset" 
cd. in 51 ds. for $].00. v/s Miss Maile Kiritome, Engineer-in-Charge.(Yamada-JPN). 

KOREAy DDiOCRATIC PEOPLES REPi Radio Pyongyang 9977 f/d cd. w/ pennant, calendar and 
books in 63 ds. for 3 IRCs.(Pappas-SD). 

NOTES: Jason Moore checks in as a new metnber with his first report to the Coluim. He 
hope to contribute more in the future. I hope you do...Sam. I must thank Jerry 
Klinck for the very beautiful shack photo and the calendar. Just one question. Who 
is the ugly dude in the chair?..Sam. Mike Bardester says that the QSLs are starting 
to trickle in. Nothing too great but he is very pleased with the recent addition of 
Radio Caroline. Don Hosmer recently passed his no-code Tech exam and got an Icom 
25RA transceiver. Now I have to wait for my call letters before transmitting. Why 
wait Don...no one else does. Mil...Sam. Richard Wallace finally got his exterior 
longwire erected. It sure makes a big différence. 

KOREA/ REPUBLIC OF: Radio Korea 9750 f/d cd. in ^9 ds.(Gaharan). 
LATVIA: Radio Riga International 5935 f/d "Panorama of Old Riga" cd. w/ schedule in 58 

ds.(Yamada-JPN). 
LEBANON: Winqs of Hope 11530 n/d Itr. in 45 ds. v/s Pete Reilly.(Rigas-IL). 
LESSER SUNDA ISLANDS: RRI Kupanq 3385 f/d pre^ared cd. in 15 mo. after a f/up rpt. in 

* IN for SASE. v/s Alfonsus Soetarno.(Lare-MT). 
LESOTHO : BBC 3255 f/d cd. from LNBS (Flag style) in 2 mo. after a f/up rpt. to the 

station. (Smith-OH)....Did you report the BBC réception to the BBC or after a f/up 
to the LNBS?...Sam. 

LITHUANIA: Radio Centras 9710 cd. w/ Itr. in 185 ds. for 2 IRCs.(D'Anqelo-PA). Radio 
Vilnius 17690 f/d cd. in 7 wks. for 1 IRC.(Romeo-NY). 11790 f/d cd. in 30 ds. after 

a f/up rpt. to the station. My 
FM    QSL stated that the transmis- sion was from an unidentified DLR106 

YOUR LOCAL RADIO STATION 

IMrKRNATIOMAL ' FrF.PTlON VF.KIFir.AT 
RF.r F.ivf.d ny : Chris Lobdell 
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site in the USSR.(Rlgas-IL). 
mXHffiOURG: Radio Luxembourg 15350 f/d cd. 

in 5 wks. for 1 IRC.(Gold-MI). same w/ 
sticker in 17 ds. for 1 IRC.(Pappas-SD). 
f/d cd. in 23 ds.(Martin-CA). 

MALIî Radio Beiiing 11715 f/d "Kunming Lake" 
^ , cd. in 61 ds. (Yamada-JPN). Radio- 

diffusion du Mali 11960 f/d cd. 
y.;,, ^ in 24 ds. for a FR rpt. and 2 

7 V.H.F. ri'F ?'>Ow ( lO^Mhr) 
sw i ?')« (»■«?:?()) 

OIIN I AOtJIIAIRF. IOCAL RADIO is 
sr^'ion wiih r 1 n» p.c vnry 
•,"'l w«'s!.orn, Hvo b^mls proj: F. I v i s sp»»c i ?! 1 . 

ro", rnnvni i InclH'nn roui 
ssicnl pm' cvo: 

Hjc • i Fob 
ThnnSc you wo hope ynn i;(Il lient fn 

comcnced hrondrnstinp. 92 o-t 6220khz. 
r sendinn » 

i us agnin. 

IRCs.(Durden-GA). 
MOLDOVA: Radio Moscov 12070 via 

* Kishinyov f/d rMoskva River near 
Kremlin" cd. in 45 ds.(Schwartz) 

MONACO: Trans World Radio 9480 f/d 
cd. w/ schedule in 40 ds. for 1 
IRC.(Pappas-SD). 

NEW BRITAIN: Radio North Solomons 
3325 f/d fancy Itr. in 61 ds. 
v/s A.L. Rumina.(Grace-MA). 
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NOTES: Jerry Klinck says that he has photo copied and enlarged copies of the QSL Column 
for easier reference. Sounds like a good idea...Sam....Want another good idea to 
assist you in obtaining QSL? If you are tryinç for a QSL from a station that one of 
our members has just reported to the Column, xerox that particular page of the QSL 
Column and send it along with your report. Stations like to read about themselves. 
It works especially well if I have featured a copy of their vérification. Try it! 
Steve Martin of P.O. Box 525, Garden Valley, CA 95633 is a "new member" after a 20 
year absence from the hobby. Things sure have improved since the DX-160. This hobby 
is like hemorrhoids. You can forget about it for many years but it always seems to 
corne back to haunt you...Sam. Pave Tumick says that his last two reports to this 
Column were returned marked "Forwarding address unavailable"????? I haven't gone any- 
where and I believe the address at the back of the bulletin is still valid. Is any- 
one else having this problem?...Sam. 

NEW GUINEA TERRITORY: Radio Sandaun 3205 p/d form Itr. in 35 ds. for $1.00. v/s Gabriel 
Deckwalen, Station Manager.(Durden-GA). 

NEW IRELAND: Radio New Ireland 3905 p/d Itr. in 22 ds. for ms. v/s Otto A. Malatana, 
Station Manager.(Kohlbrenner-PA). 

NEW ZEALAND: Radio New Zealand International 9700 p/d cd. w/ schedule and t-shirt in 
6 wks.(Klinck-NY). 17770 p/d "Queenstown" cd. in 6 wks. for 3 IRCs.(Kohlbrenner-PA). 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Radio Northern 3345 p/d Itr. in 2 mo. for $1.00. v/s Misael Pendaia, 
Station Manager. Have now QSLed ail PNG stations! (Lare-Mi), p/d Itr. in 6 wks. for 
ms.(Kohlbrenner-PA). Radio Southern Hiqhlands 3275 2 page p/d Itr. in 34 ds. for 2 
IRCs. v/s Andrew Meles, Station Manager.(Durden-GA). 

PERU: Ondas del Rio Mayo 6803 f/d prepared cd. w/ personal Itr. in 2 mo. for a SP rpt. 
* and ms.(used). Also rcvd. a very nice red felt pennant and a photo of Nuevo Cajamar- 

ca. v/s Ediberto Poralta Lonada, Gerente General.(Orcutt-NY). p/d Itr. w/ hand sten- 
ciled pennant and a tape of music in 92 ds. via registered mail. Addr: Jr. Huallaga 
348, Nueva Cajamarca. Dpto. de San Martin. Very happy w/ this reply since T sent my 
rpt. to the wrong Dpto! (Grace-MA)....The next day I went to churchl 

PHILIPPINES : VOA Poro/Tinanq 17725 f/d cd. in 69 ds. after a f/up rpt. Also rcvd. VOA 
stickers and complété schedule.(Kusalik-ALB). 

POLAND: Polish Radio Warsav 7270 f/d "Lubien" cd. w/ personal Itr. and schedule in 110 
ds.(Moore-KY). 

PORTUGAL: VOA 9690 via Gloria f/d "Crosley Transmitter" cd. in 47 ds. (Palmorsheim-WA). 
RHODES: VOA f/d "White House" cd. in 16 ds.(Schwartz-NY). 
SAIPAN: KHBI 15665 f/d "Dipole Antenna Array" cd. in 1 mo. for ms.(Galgano-NY). 
SENEGAL: ORTS 4890 f/d cd. w/ personal Itr. and station sticker in 1 mo. for a FR rpt. 

and $1.00. v/s Namadu L. Sanb. (Kohlbrenner-PA), 
f/d cd. in 31 ds. for $1.00. Sticker was rcvd. 
(Millard-TX). 

SINGAPORE: Sinqapore Broadcastinq Corporation 5052 
f/d cd. w/ personal Itr. in 27 ds. for 1 IRC. 
v/s Lee Wai Meng.(Murray). 

S0L0M0NS: SIBC 9545 f/d cd. in 80 ds. after a f/up 
rpt. for 3 IRCs via registered mail.(Christen- 

SWEDEN: Radio Sweden International 21500 sen). 
f/d cd. in 53 ds. w/ schedule and sticker.(Pos- 
ton). f/d "Stockholm" cd. in 9 wks. for 2 IRCs. 
(Pappas-SD). 9695 f/d cd. in 44 ds. w/ sticker 
and schedule.(Martin-CA). 

SWI'i'ZhHLAND: Swiss Radio International 6135 f/d cd 
in 40 ds. (Barto-CT). Red Cross Broadcastinq 
Service 6135 f/d "Logo" cd. w/ schedule and 
sticker in 71 ds.(Schwartz). 21695 f/d cd. in 
23 ds. for 1 IRC. (Poston). 

SYRIA: Radio Damascus 15095 f/d cd. via registered 
mail in 48 ds. for 1 IRC. Also rcvd. sticker w/ 
"Syrian Times" newspaper.(Martin-CA). 

TAIWAN: Voice of Free China 11745 f/d "Art" cd. w/ 
schedule and sticker in 33 ds. for 3 IRCs. 
(Pappas-SD). 

TURKEY: Voice of Turkey 9445 f/d cd. w/ schedule 
and stickers in 24 ds. for l1 IRC.(Romeo-NY). 

UKRAINE: Radio Kiev 15180 f/d cd. in 150 ds.(Pos- 
ton). 17690 f/d cd. in 5 mo. for 1 IRC.(Boul- 
den-CA). Radio Moscow 11745 via Vinnitsa f/d 
"Railway Terminus" cd. in 69 ds.(Schwartz-NY). 
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UKRAIME; Radio Rosslya 11840 via Vinnltsa f/d prepared cd. in RS In 5^ mo. (Kusalik-ALB). 
* Radio Moscou 7105 via Slinferopol f/d cd. w/ personal Itr. and station pin in 13 wks. 

v/s Mrs. Elena Osipova.(Klinck-NY). 
USA: WURI 7315 f/d cd. w/ schednles and rpt. forms in 41 ds. (Schwartz-NY). 9465 f/d cd. 

in 57 ds. for ms. v/s loren Hol ycross. (Pappas-SD). 13760 f/rl cd. in III ds. (Schwar- 
tz-NY ). WJCR 7490 f/d "Globes and Cross" cd. w/ sticker and itr. in 10 ds.(Millard- 
TX). same in 14 ds. w/ info, packet.(Kusalik-ALB). f/d cd. in 1 mo. v/s Geri Powell 
(Boulden-CA). f/d cd. w/ sticker in 2 wks. for ras.(Pappas-SD). same in 10 ds. for 
ms. (Palmersheira-WA). WINB 15295 f/d cd. w/ schedule in 40 ds. for ms. (Pappas-SD). 
KVDH 9785 f/d cd. in 5 mo. for $1.00. (Boulden-CA). 17775 f/d "World Map" cd. w/ 
schedule and sticker for ms. in 1 mo. v/s Patrick C. Kowalic. (Pappas-SD). WRNO 7355 
f/d certificats OSL in 6 mo. after a f/up rpt. v/s Joseph M. Costello III.(Boulden). 
WYFR 7355 f/d cd. in 3 wks. for ms. (Pappas-SD). VOA Delano 9465 f/d cd. in 8 mo. after 
a f/up rpt. (Boulden-CA). 17800 via Dethanv f/d "50th Anniversary" cd. in 2 wks. for a 

* rpt. direct to the si te. (Palmersheim-WA ). Radio Miami International 7395 via WRNO 
7395 f/d blue "Caribbean" cd. in 55 ds. for $1.00 after a f/up rpt. v/s Jeff White. 

USA (Pirates): WSKY 7415 f/d w/ station info, sheets in 41 ds. for ms. (Palmersheim-KA). 
(Romeo-NY). WYMN 7414.2 f/d "Evolutionary Woman" Itr. in 9 mo. for ms. Notice the 9 
mo. answering period - very clever!(Palmersheim-WA). WVOL Voice of The Loon 7420 f/d 
cd. in 3 wks. v/s Captain Willy and J.J. Loon. (Smith-OH). Radio OHM 7417.5 f/d OSL 
#4 in 5 wks. Addr: P.O. Box 40554, Washington DC 40554.(Smith-OH)(?) WBWY 7425 Voice 
of the Rodent Révolution f/d QSL sheet in 1 mo. Same addr as above. (Smith-OH). Voice 
of Stench 7415 via WSKY f/d "Save our Queen" cd. w/ Itr. in 2^ mo.(Smith-OH). 7416 
cd. w/ short personal Itr. in 79 ds. for 3 ms.(D'Angelo-PA). Voice of Shakeraq 7415 
via R.B.G.N. f/d cd. in 12 ds. w/ info. Itr. for $1.00 (returned).(Kusalik-ALB). 

Radio USA 7420.6 f/d "Joe King Mic" Itr. 
in 3 mo. for 3 ms. v/s Mr. Blue Sky. He 
sure blue nowl(Smith-OH). 

\^'eurzeïv^> 

Chr 1 
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NOTES: Ernest Lawrence in Perry, NY hasn't 
done too much DXing lately but he says the 

mailman has treated him fairly. Thats ail we 
ask...Sam. Ross Comeau has sent along some 
good contrast reproducibles for use in the OSL 
Column. We'll get them in soon...Sam. I also 

want to thank John Sqrulletta for a nice letter. 
Good to hear from you...Sam. Jim Solyano in - 

Seneca Falls, NY says his new Drake R8 is a 
vast improvement over the Grundig SAT500. 
Jim says Radio Tirana sounds like it is in 
the same room with him. I couldn't think 
of anything more horrible...Sam. Thanks for 

your comments guys. 

of Larynqitis 13800 f/d cd. 

WLIS 7413 f/d cd. in 65 ds. for 3 ms. v/s 
Charles Poltz (Moore-KY). f/d "Tan McFarland" 

cd. in 38 ds. for 3 ms.(D1Angelo-PA). same cd. 
w/ form Itr. in 6 wks. from the BRS addr.(Lobdell). 

RFM 12055 f/d cd. w/ Itr. in 3 wks. (Smith-OH). Voice 
10 wks. from the Wellsville addr.Card is a photo print 

of an OM w/ lips taped shut w/ masking tape, with the name of the station written on 
the tape. Full data on the back. Also sent along a letter called "The Laryngitis Si- 
lence Monitor" personalized with my name. Very Imaginative! Next to the Radio Blandex 
"DX Condom" this is my favorite pirate QSL!(Lobdell-MA). (Martin-CA). 

VATICAN CITY; Radio Vatican 15090 f/d "1931 Microphone " cd. in 43 ds. w/ schedule. 
VPJEZUELA: Radio Nacional de Venezuela 9540 green "Logo" cd. w/ Itr. and info, sheet in 7 wks.v/s Martin G. Delfin, EG News Director. He has been a DXer since 1976 with lots 

of QSLs.(Berg-MA). Ecos del Torbes 4980 f/d cd. in 18 wks. for a SP rpt. and $1.00. 
v/s G. Gonzalez Lovera.(Lawrence-NY). 

WEST BERLIN: RIAS 6005 p/d "RIAS Building" cd. in 13 ds. w/ stickers.(Schv/artz-NY). 
WEST IRIAN: RRI FakFak 4789.7 f/d prepared cd. in 15 mo. after a f/up rpt in IN for SASE. 

v/s Aloys Ngotra.(Lare-MI). 

Hope everyone enjoyed this QSL Column. Until next time.. .73s Sam. 
«Sam 
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Contributors 

Page 

Vornon Hyson 
5410 Camp Stewart Road 

Charlotte, NC 28215 
CompuServe 76516,1531 

LOGGINGS CONTRIBUTORS-JULY 1992 - DEADLINE IQlh ofMONTIl 

The following members conlributed loggings: 

Brian ALEXANDER, Mechanicsburg, PA 
Guy ATKINS, Bonner Lake, WA 
Jerry BERG, Lexington, MA 
BOSTON AREA DXERS, Boston, MA 
John BRYANT, Orcas Island, WA 
John CARSON, Norman, OK 

Jim CLAR, Rochester, NY 
David CLARK, Newmarket, ONT 
Mary Jane COLE, Jasper, TX 
Patrick CRUMHORN, Austin, TX 
Richard D'ANGELO, Wyomissing, PA 
Adie DURDEN, Albany, GA 
William FLYNN, Cave Junction, OR 
Harold FRODGE, Midland, MI 

Nick GRACE, Harvard, MA 
Richard HANKISON, Prairie Falls, KS 
Chris JACKSON, St. Louis, MO 
Hans JOHNSON, Columbia, MD 
Rufus JORDAN, Pittsburgh, PA 
W. KARCHESKJ, Holden, MA 
Jerry KL1NCK, West Seneca, NY 

Marie LAMB, Brewerton, NY 
Harold LEVISON, Philadelphia, PA 
Kevin MURRAY, West Linn, OR 
Sheryl PASZKIEWICZ, Manitowoc, W1 
Cari O. RADTKE, Vancouver, WA 
Doug ROBERTSON, Oxnard, CA 
Robert TUCKER, Savannah, GA 
Dan UNRUH, Ellensburg, WA 
Juichi YAMADA, Nara, JAPAN 

NRD525 various Longwires 
R390A R8T2FD 380' Mini Beverage 
R8 HQ180A R390A 150' Longwire 

NRD525 
NRD525 Sony2010 ATS803A SPR4 NCI83D 
AD Sloper Beverag 
FRG8800 ATS803A Eavesdropper 
R7 (2) HQ1 SOC Collins 51 S-1 Antenna Farm 
Sony 2010 20' Random 
NRD525 Random Wire 
R70 AD Sloper 
NRD515 SE3 InvertedV 
R2000 TUN3 Sony 2010 R7A 140' LW 85' Dipole 
R71A AP4 DX302 Sony 2002 Trap Dipole 185' 
Random Wire 
TS440S 800' LW 
R5000 AD Sloper 
R5000 
R8 AD Sloper 50' LW 
DX302 Transoceanic 
R5000 AD Sloper 
R8 R5000 HQ180A Sony 2010 350'Mini Bcv 2 
60mDipole 
R600 20m Longwire 400' Beverage 
R70D2999 
R8 Eavesdropper 
NRD515 NRD525 Eavesdropper Random Wire 
NRD535D 
DX302 FRG8800 FRA7700 Longwire 
ATS 803 A 
R71AS107RandomWire 
NRD525 50m Dipole 

Welcome back some familiar names and welcome to our new reporters! And thanks to ail who 
reported the past year and made the Loggings Sections so enriching for our hobby! We are 
enjoying one of the benefits of a local group of DXERs & SWLs with some of the loggings from 
the Boston Area DXers, 

Ah, the summer static! ! A good time forantenna maintenance and préparation for the DX season 
weknowiscoming. Becareful tho...ladders, lightningand wiresaresometimesnotcompatible. 

Enjoyable listening & good DX - 

FOR SALE; ICOM R-71fi. Customized by Gilfer. Has 1.0 kHz filter and 
Pre-amp effective into AU band. A-l ohape. $625.OO including shipping. 
Aleo Customized Beam Headings (from/to) and Distances (MI/KM) to over 
475 UJRTH-92 transmitter sites including new Russian Republics. ITU 
Country Codes included. Send your location or coordinates. $6.95. 
WRTH-91, $10.95. Complété "Passport to World Band Radio" '89, $6.95. 
Ail items include shipping. Cashiers check or money order, please. Ai 
Drehmann, Route 2, Box 3—B, Tryon, NC 28782. Phone (704) 894—3398, not 
collect. 
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Itopical 

Band Loggings 

2000-5900 kHz 

Sheryl Paszkiewicz 
1015 Green Street 

Manitowoc, Wl 54220 

T f* m* 

2410t 

3220 

3259.7 

3275 

3280 

3316 

5320 

3325 

5355 

5355 

3376.7 

5577.5 

3385 

5595 

5500 

3905 

3955 

3980 
3995 

4050U 

4405 

4409.2 
4449.9 

4509.3 

4600 

4679 

4765 

4770 

GUIMEA R Enga 5/30, 1133-1219 choral singing, humming, 
drum Ib, ment Melhourne R. No ID-my 50th try at thxs (Hurray) 
MEV GUIHEA R Morobe 5/9, 1222-1300* variety mx pgm incl 
Simon 8-, Garfunlcel, 1256 Kundu ID, MA (Murray-ORJ 
SUMDAS RRI Kupang 5/10, 1603-1701 Jak nx, EZL mx, 1659 IS, 
1700 Jak nx, 310=242 (Yamada-JAPAN) 
FAPUA r Southern Highlands 5/24 1202-1301* choral singing, "This is tiuruk," jazz, "Karai bilong liuruk" C&V/, EG ID (Murray) 
CHINA Vo Pujiang 5/4 1155-1240 CH class mx, 1229 Pujiang ID, 
W read nx to 1240 f/o, lots of CW QRIi (Murray-OR) 
SIERRA LEONE SLBS 5/29 2302-2330 sev EG IDs, "This is 
Freetown," poor sig (BAD) = Boston Area DXers 
SOUTH AFRIGA R Orion 6/1 0010 î'Ioody Blues, ID, anmts in EG 
& AK, very strong sig (Durden-GA) 5/9 0257 ex 4810 I présumé 
for their winter, pop mx, EG/AK anmts (Johnson-MD) 
GUATEhALA R Maya 5/23 1030-1115 s/on anmts in SP, then Indian 
lang (.Uanjovan?) Bible reading, greet, Christian mx (Durden-GA) 

GUINEA H East Sepik 5/1 1055 FD tlk, Cliristopher Cross mx 
ID 1059, provincial nx, weak & fading (Durden-GA) 5/23 1229- 
1 irVi* r. Il T-r»_   A™ , IDs, many ment PNG, oldies, 1304* choral singing, "Sepik R. 
chorals, no NA (Murray-OR) 

GUIHEA R Simbu 5/7 1010 island mx, ID 1012, ute not a 
problem in LSB (Johnson-MD) 
ANGOLA SU 5/10 0050-0154 PT tlk, lite instls, ID 0100, nx, 
Afr. & FT/US pops incl. Anita Baker //4950.8 (Alexander-PA) " 
5/10 2344 nice sig //4950.8 (Johnson-MD) 
JAPAN NHK Osaka 5/6 1253-1300* Jp/?? lang lesson, strong for 
500 w! 3+1 TP 1500, S5, some splash from PNG 3375 (Flynn-OR) 
NEW BRITAIN RENB 5/50 1256-1300* choral sing, PD tlks, 
1239 "ïavuvar" ID, C&V/, chanting, EG ID 1258 (Murray-OR) 
NEW GUIHEA E Eastern Highlands, 4/30 1100-1125 ID, prov. 
nx ment candidates in upcoming élection (Durden-GA) 
COLOMBIA LV Guainia 5/21 0941—1015 campesino mx, anncr 
explaming how to obtain citizenship card, ID (Durden-GA) 
NEW IRELAND R New Ireland 5/9, 1155-1216 C&V/ mx, 1501 ID, 
ment PNG, Kavieng, "Earth Angel" oldies, C&W (Murray-OR) 
KAZAKHSTAN R Aima Ata 6/2, 1835-1859 EG nx, local mx, cmtry, 
closing anmt, 1847 "You are listening to E Aima Ata" (Yamada) 
GERMANY VOA Eelay, 6/7, *0329 CZ IS, ID, nx (Lamb-NY) 
GEHliANY DW 6/4 0243 GM class mx, tlk abt orch, IS, ID, nx 
(Lamb-NY) 
ASIATIC EUSSIA unid feeder, 5/6 1312-1331 RS tlk, EG rock 
mx, S5-7 (Flynn-OR) 
NSA WWCR 5/9 0400-0430 spur from 7435. 7435-5920=1515; 
7435-(2x1515)=4405 (Alexander-PA) 
BOLIVIA R Eco, 5/25, 0145-0200 SP ballads, ID (Alexander-PA) 
B0LIV1A R Frontera, 5/23, 0053-0058* echo anmts, ballads, 
ID at s/off, harp or guitar fanfare & off (Alexander-PA) 
FERU E Las Palmas 5/10, 0235 Andean mx, TC & ID, much QHN 
310=222 (Grace-MA) 
BOLIVIA R Perla del Acre, 5/23, 0205-0240 ballads, DJ 
chatter, ID (Alexander-PA) 
ECUADOR RN Espejo, 6/l0 0125-0215, real tops n pops format, 
2 big IDs, promo, ad strings w/echo, skit (Jordan-PA) 
CONGO R Congo (name change?) 5/30 2524-2359* FR hilife, 
2356 ID, sked, NA, 310=454 (D'Angelo-PA) 
NXGERIA R. Nigeria 6/7 0456 Commodores, George Benson mx, 
drums, ID, TC, Brian Muhammad w/"Hx Nationwide" (Lamb-NY; 
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47951 CAHEROON RTVC Douala 6/7, *0449 NA, Sunday ohuroh svc, 
Afr. choral mx in FR (Lamb-NY) 

4795 ECUADOR LV de los Caras, 5/9, 0416-0453 "musica romantica" 
pgm, long tlks, occasional XDs, 310=444 (D'Angelo-PA) 
5/9 0550-0611* on late w/ballads, tlks, ID, abruptly pulled 
plug in mid-song (Alexander-PA) 

4804.5 PERU R ? Huancavelica 5/2, 0236 huaynos w/XD 0238 as Radio 
(1 or 2 words indistinct) HuancaveXica, tnx Valko (Johnson) 

4805 BRAZI1 Rdf. Amazonas, 6/X 0950 ID, anmts, XcX mx (KXinck-NY) 
4809.9 B01IVIA Rdf, Libertad, 5/8 0953 s/on anmts, ID, anthem 0955 

(Johnson-MD) 
4840 PERU H Andahuaylas 5/22, 0037-0050 sev. XDs, "la emisora mas 

potente de la région," anmts, messages (Durden-GA) 
4845 BOLIYIA R Fides, 5/22 0113-0505 speeches from près, candidate 

convention, ID 0200, nx, CP mx (Durden-GA) 
4865 COLOMBIA LV del Cinaruco, 5/26 0859 ID, sev ment Caracol, 

brief tlk, Ici mx (Klinck-NY) 
4871.2 ECUADOR R Centinela del Sur, 5/8 mx to 0405* anncd 1210 MW 

& 4850 SV, addr as in WRTH, gave s/on as 0600 local (Berg-MA) 
4875 BOLIvTA La Cruz del Sur, 5/20 0005 call-in pgm to priest, 

short segments of CP mx, ID, much QRN (Durden-GA) 
4875 CHINA Vo Jinling, 5/2, 1355-1410 CH songs, 1400 5+0 TP, 

Jinling ID, nx, ment Shanghai, instls (Murray-OR) 
4881.2 IRIAN JAYA R Saura Kasih Agung, 5/2, 1157-1200* EZL mx, 

1158 lïT^ closing anmt w/mx, SIO=333 (Yamada-JAPAM) 
4890 GABON RFI, 6/7. 0407 world nx, IDs, Afr. nx, Afr. & FR pops 

(Lamb-NY) 
4890 PAPUA NBC 5/17» 0919 EG discussion of political situation in 

PNG, ID 0950, very good sig (Klinck-NY) 
4890.3 PERU R Chota, 5/25, 0240-0500 tlk w/ID, LA pops (Alexander) 
4914.9 BKAZIL R Anhanguera, 5/19, 0019-0035 anmts, pops/ballads, 

ads, jipgles, IDs //6080, 11830 (Alexander-PA) 5/11 0215- 
0232 long tlks, mx, clear ID w/freq, S7 but 2 hets & 
much statio (Flynn-OR) 

4915 PERU R Cora 6/7, 0350 non-stop tangos, Oli anncr, ID drop in 
during song (Lamb-NY) 5/9, 1035 ID, nx-"Radioperiodico 
de Cora," denounôing in-country terrorism (Durden-GA) 

4930 CIS liayak site? 5/8, 0057 instls, Mayak IS, 5 TP 0100, ID 
by W, site could be Tbilisi or Ashkhabad (Johnson-MD) 

4934 KENYA KBC 4/20, 0250-0345 EG ID, "This is KBC, Nairobi," 
nx, rock mx (BAD) 

4945 SOUTH AFRICA R. RSA 5/20, *0357 IS, IDs in EG/PT, NA, nx, 
Afr.mx (Lamb-NY) 

4950 CHINA Xilingol PBS, Xilinhot, 6/2, 1225-1555 CH opéra, no 
anmts till 1519, 1555 ID, QRM from Pu^iang (Murray-OR) 

4955 PERU R Cultural Amauta, 5/9, 1025 tlk in lang, ID 1030 ment 
Huanta, into OA mx, weak (Durden-GA) 

4960 INDIA AIR 5/25, *0023-0030 IS, subcont mx, tlks, too weak 
to IL lang (Alexander-PA) 

4960.7 ECUADOR R Federacion, 5/19, 0035-0059* tlk in Indien lang, 
rustic mx, pops, ballads, marching band tune (Alexander-PA) 

4965 BRAZIL R Alvorada, 5/9, 0920-0945 Bras, pops, ID 0958 
"Alvorada 1580 AM," full ID w/QTH 0945 (Durden-GA) 

*4970 SABAH, HTM Kota Kinabalu 5/22, 1228-1315 Malaysian, Muslim 
tlk, ment Islam, Malaysia, 1241 ID, instls, annmt, prayer, 
chants past 1310 (Murray-OR) 

4970 VENEZUELA R Rumbos, 5/30, 0151-0235 sports, tone before & 
after ID, ad strings, spot IDs, jingles (Jordan-PA) 

4980 VENEZUELA Ecos del Torbes, 5/20 0342 Ici mx pgm, clear 
IDs, best ever réception! (Klinck-NY) 

4985 BRAZIL R Brasil Central, 5/5, 2545-0024 sertaneja mx, 
ID & "Aqui Quem Manda e 0 Povo," nx, wx 0000 (Durden-GA) 

4990 CHINA Hunan PBS 1250-1551 CH opéra, instls, drums, anmts, 
ment Hunan, Changsha (Murray-OR) 5/11, 1340 CH/EG lesson, 
too weak to copy so presumed, ionospheric storm (Flynn-OR) 
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4990 

5003. 

5005 

5015 

5020 

5020 

5020 

5025 
5030il 

5034 
5040 

5040£ 

5041. 

5047v 

5050. 

5055 

5062 

5070 

5075 

508511 

5097 

5156.; 

52562 

5260 

5670 

5700 

5729.' 

IHDIA AIE Madras, 5/24 *2358-0045* XS, Tamil anmts, 
suboont mx, tlks, //9950 (Alexander-PA) 
RIO MURI EN 6/9, 0519 SP w/hilife mx, ID as R. Bata, 
under ute & \MV but strong (Grace-HA) 
EQLIVIA R Libortad decent on 5/5, 0156 a].l pop SP vcls w/ 
occas. IDs, nx 0200, 0230, usual OPll absent (Berg-MA) 
tent on 5/3, 23/^9-0002* i^ustic vcls to s/off routine, no 
HA, SP tlk but no chance for ID, 310=252 (D'Angelo-FA) 
BRjlZII R Copacabana, 5/21, 0742 Ici rax, clear IDs, many 
ment Brazil (Klinck-lfï) 
GOLOI'IBIA Ecos del Atrato, 5/25, 0225-0239* anmts, ballads, 
Caracol promo, quick ID, abruptly pulled plug (Alexander-PA) 
ECUADOR LV del Upano, 5/13, 0255-0506* rel tlk, 0302 organ 
mx, ID, s/olf anmt, no anthem, "R. Difusora Oatolica 
Cultural" 310=355 (D1Angelo—PA) 
EjOER IV du Sahel, 5/7 0511 PH w/reggae & Air. pops, ID 
0514 (Lamb-NY) 
OÉBA R Rebelde, 6/7 0340 salsa mx, ID, promos, nx (Lamb-HÏ) 
oOS'i'A RIGA TIAV/E 5/50 0028-0100 EG IDs, Bible story, rel 
pgms, rel mx, bad ETTY tJRH //9725, into SP 0100, ancd only 
9725, 11870. Dater hrd ail 3, olosing anmts & HA to 0501* 
Tnx Hauser (Alexander-PA) 6/7, 0334 ID, echo anints, rel 
tlk over instls (Lamb-Kï) 
GEHT. AFR. REF. R Centafricaine, 4/20 *0428 IS, NA (BAD) 
ECUADOR LV del Upano, 5/20 0240-0315* ads, ID, freq, HA, 
marginally fair sig (Jordan-PA) 
GEORGIA R. Georgia 5/3, 2233 guitar mx, taoky RS-like mx, 
tent ID, het &, QSB (Grace-HA) 
AHGQLA ÉP de Benguela, 5/10, 0510—0545 echo anmts, hilife 
mx, SÏÏ ID 0535 //5154 (Alexander-PA) 
'l'OGO Rdf. Togolaise, 4/20, 2220-2330 FR tlks, Allman Bros, 
George Harrison (BAD) 
TAI1ZAHIA HT Hatl Svc 5/8 , 0248 hilife & gospel mx, SH IDs 
0300 & more mx, no other tlk (Johnson-MD) 5/24, 0355-0420 
Afr. folk mx, TP, IDs, fade out by W20 (Alexander-PA) 
3V/AZILAIID Tl® 5/19, 0401 GH/EG choral mx, rel mx, IS, EG 
0432 w/"0ur Daily Bread." (Lamb-HT) 
ECUADOR HIT Progroso, 5/20 0230-0305* ballads, loud s/off 
w/lD string, NA (.Jordan-PA) 5/30 0300-0320* HG mx, s/off 
anmts, ID, NA, good (Alexander-PA) 5/13, 0307-0321* vcls, 
ID 0316, choral HA (D'Angelo—PA) 5/1, 1050 ID, M answering 
letters (Ûurden-GA) 
OAAHD Vo Oeda-y-Iiojahed, 3/25, 0040-0105 Koran, AH mx 
//6530 (BAD) 
COLOIIBIA Caracol, 6/4, 0418-0457 OM tlk abt E. Patria Libre, 
nx 0425, IDs, ads, jingles, interview, nx (Jordan-PA) 
5/31î 0425-0446 net nx, jingles, IDs //6150, ads, mx pgm, 
310=454 (D'Angelo-PA) 6/7 0502 Caracol promos, nx, YL in FR 
w/oall Itrs & promo, jazz, big band mx (Lamb-HY) 5/31, 
0709 nx, Latin mx, ID 0714, fair (Robertson-CA) 
GROATIA Groatian R, 5/50, 0320-0540 lite vcls, instls, 
Abba, IDed thru //6210, very weak, tnx Hauser (Alexander-PA) 

R Eco» 5/24, 0030 romantio mx, sev IDs, ads for Cerveza 
Cristal & Campeonato Musical de los Barrios (Durden—GA) 
EQLIVIA R Galaxia 5/9, 0157 tlks, YL vcls, weak & drifting 
down, pulled plug 0226 w/o HA (Johnson-IID) 
oUMATRA RRI Sibolga 5/1, 1335-1350 IN YL armer, subcont/ 
Muslim vcls, gamelan mx, peaked S9 (Flynn-OR) 
RRRP 6/5, 2319 guitar mx & OM but deteriorating sig made 
ID or spéculation impossible (Grace-MA) 
BOHAIRE R. Hederland, 5/24, 0100-0125* EG spur. 11855- 
6165=5670. 5670 off when 11855 signs off (Alexander-PA) 
RERR E Frecuencia San Ignacio 5/2, 0228 huaynos, TO, ID 
0230 & later. Tnx Dave Valko (Johnson-MD) 
UNID GLAND 6/2 0Lr4-0210 AR? ON S: march mx, bubble jammer, 
ID xncl Irana" 30 maybe Holy Medina or to Iran? Switched 
freq often (Grace-MA) 
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5850 CLAHD R Patria litre, 5/50, *0025-0103''' s/on v//LA mx, 
tlks, trief mx treaks, Ils, couldn't find the 15 MHz 
freq. ex-150/l-9'? (Alexander-PA) 5/22, 0030 ID, salsa mx 
(Durden-GA) 

5882 VATXCAH Vatican R, A/23, OOOO-OOW EZL mx, multilingual 
ÏI)s (ËAD) 

5882 UMID 6/5 , 2245-00A5 quite ref-ular here, solid class mx, 
011 & YL in lang. Clandestine? (Grace-ilA) 8ee atove—sp. 

JOHN BRYAHT supplies us with this month's spécial feature. Here 
are some tandscans while he vias DXing at Oi'cas Island, l/ashington 
State. Thanks to DAVE CLARK for forwarding these: 

PNG Bandscan May 28 and 50 w/NRD-525: 

Ail 120 & 90mb stations noted v/ith exception of following: 

5245 E. Gulf missing toth AMs; 5290 R. Central hrd vj/territle sig 
quality & poor level on 28th, missing on 30th; 5325 R- North Solomons 
(via Rataul) missing 1200-1300 on 28th, same 0930-1130 on 30th so 
présumé off the air. 

3905 E. New Ireland good at S7 hoth Ails; the reoently reactivated 
3925 Port Iloreshy v;as off hoth AMs. 

3880 E. Free Bougainville presumed at 0937-1000 v;/pop/rock records & 
maie DJ. Quite weak w/long, deep fades S-, left the air or faded out 
at 1000. Strength: Ail stations on North Coast or Outer Islands 
running S9+ with exo. signal quality. Highland stations & those on 
South Coast running ahout 37, again with excellent quality. 

Other Notes: 5305 R* Western relatively stronger on 3306; 3545 R* 
Northern at ahout equal strength with Rlîl Ternate; 3355 R> Simhu 
noted at S7 hut LGB only due to normal ute on high side; 3365 R* 
Milne Bay was tough copy under ute 1 JiM on 28th, undetectahle thru 
even worse QRM on 50th; 3585 R. East Hevf Britain domiruvnt hut with 
muddy quality over fairly strong RRI Kupang. 

INDO Observations May 28 and 30: 

3224.8 REI Tanjung Pinang presumed here at 1214 w/Jakarta nx 
at 1214 on 28th. This one hrd hy Dave Clark longpath in NAm 
evenings this past winter. 

3934.8 possibly first NAm logging in several years of REI Semarang 
noted v/ith het & some audio on 28th. 

3959-S RRI Palu hrd at 1030 with lagu pops & Ici pgm (ments of Palu) 
on 50th. 

3975.9 REI Surahaya fair at 1300 w/Jakarta nx on 28th 

5987.1 REI Manokwari presumed with lagu pops & maie announcer 
hoth AMs. 

The following also noted in passing on 28th: 4000.2 REI Kendari; 
4003.3 REI Padang; 5325 REI Palangkaraya; 3214.8 REI Manado; 
3264.6 REI Gorontalo. 

I really appreciate everyone's loggings and other news this month. 
KEVIN MUREAY says he'.s heen focusing on PNG and Chinese regionals 
and hopes to get into Indonesians too. Thanks for the kind comments 
ahout the column. In case anyone's wondering, the comment "thanks 
Hauser" refers to tips heard on Glenn Hauser's World of Radio program. 
You can catch this program on WWCE 7435 kHz Sunday 0305 UTC before 
Signais. If you catch the 0030 hx of DX Party Line (HCJB), you have 
5 DX programs on Saturday nights!—sp. 
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International 

Band 

5901-30000 kHz 

Wallace C. Treibel 
357 N.E. 149th Street 

Seattle, WA 98155 

5935 IATVIA R Riga Int in LAT? 0324, Ici mx, ID, nx? on half hr (Klinck NY 5/20) 
5950 CHINA Heilongjiang PBS in CH 0845, pop mx, ID's, cmntry, 1S, f-p (Clar NY 5/13) 
5975 COLOMBIA R Macarena in SP 1025, ID's, ads, local nx (Durden GA 5/8) 
5995 AUSTRAL1A RA in EG 0815-1054, pops, ID's, nx, stocks, TC (Lamb NY 6/3, Clar NY) 
5995 PERD R Melodia in SP 0507, L Am & reggae mx, annants, ID's, f (Lamb NY 5/11) 
6010 MEXICO R Mil in SP 0256, interview, ID, ads, prano, rock, g (Flynn OR 5/15) 
6020 AUSTRALIA RA in EG 0737, cmntry, ID, promo, mx, sked (Lamb NY, Robertson CA 6/1) 
6025 NIGERIA Fed Radio Corp in EG/Vern 2130, pop mx, pips, EG nx (Alexander PA 5/9) 
60297 CHILE R Santa Maria in SP 0018, tlk, ID 0030, into mx pgm, g (Johnson MD 5/11) 
60499 NIGERIA R Nigeria in EG/Vern 2308*, BG nx, ID, AF pops/folk mx (Alexander 5/9) 
6070 CANADA CFRX Toronto in EG 0610, Wayne MeLain Shcw, cmntry (Boulden CA 5/20) 
6085 GERMANY Bayer Rundfunk in GM 2315, lite GM & CW mx, ID's (Clar NY 5/5, BADX) 
6085 CANADA Deut Welle relay in GM 0538, varied mx, operetta excerpts (Robertson CA) 
60886 CHILE R Esperanza in SP 2349, ID, mx, tlk, heavy QRM (Johnson MD 5/10) 
61149 MEXICO R Universidad Hermosillo in SP 0510, L Am mx, ID, g (Robertson CA 5/31) 
6130 CANADA CHNX Halifax in BG 2236, relay CHNS, oldies, ID's, ads, wx (Clar NY 5/26) 
6135 BOLIV1A R Santa Cruz in SP 0938, folk mx, L Am pops, ID's, ads, f (Lanb NY 5/16) 
6135 BRAZIL R Aparecida in PT 2345, L Am pops, IS, //5035, 11854, 9630 (Alexander PA) 
6165 SWITZERLAND SRI in EG/FR 0426, "Switzerland in Focus", ID (Carson OK 4/17) 
61724nf PHILIPPINES Phil Best Svce in lang 1002, non-stop mx, tlk, ID (Yamada JP 5/10) 
6210nf CROATIA Croatian R Zagreb in CR? 0036, non-stop pop mx, TC, nx headlines, ID? 

// 6210, 9830 (Clar NY 5/17, Alexander PA 5/16) 
62816 PERU R Huancàbamba in SP 0033, US pop mx, ID's (Johnson MD 5/9) 
6300 EL SALVADOR R Venceremos in SP 0317*, LA mx, ID, slogans (D'Angelo PA, Clar NY) 
63296 PERU Estacion C in SP 0041, tlk re futbol assn, ID? (Johnson MD) Only 800 watts! 
67243 PERU R Satelite in SP 0336*, ancmts, ballads, ID, NA (Alexander PA 5/23) 
69401 CHINA Yunnan PBS Kunming in CH/EG 1140, tlk, ID's, instl mx, p (Murray OR 6/5) 
7110 CHINA Xizang PBS Lhasa in CH/TB 1156*, lang lessons, ID, f (Murray OR 6/5) 
7160 SARAWAK RIM Kuching in CH 2307, nx?, anmts, chines, ID, p (Clar NY) 
71899 YEMEN Yemen R in AR *0300, NA, tlk, Koran, AR mx, p w/QRM (Alexander PA 5/25) 
71903v BQUATORIAL GU1NEA R Africa in EG 2301*, ID, relig pgm, ad, g (Alexander 5/23) 

in EG 2212, Bible study, mx, ID, fqy/sked, US addresses, f/CW^RM (Clar NY 5/19) 
7205 CYPRUS CBCC in GK *2215-2245*, GK mx, weekends only, //9770 (Alexander 5/24) 
7215 UNKNCWN hrd in EG 0430-0500, African Bible Collège, ID as TWR? (Westdal CA 5/20) 
7255 NIGERIA VoN in EG 0500+, "Morning Flight", ID, sports. Ici nx, political cmntry, 

news magazine pgm (Carson OK 6/1, Tucker GA 5/20, Radtke WA 5/18, BADX 4/18) 
7260nf? GKHMANY Sudwestfunk in GM 0122, ezl mx, ham QRM canplaining re mx (Frodge MI) 
7265 BOTSWANA VOA relay in EG *0300-0500*, IS, ID, nx, polit tlks (Jordan PA 5/24) 
7270 SOUTH AFRICA RSA in EG *0156, IS, ID, NA, rooster crcw, nx, f (Lamb NY 5/14) 
7345 CZECHQSLOVAKIA RC in EG 0320, ID, rock mx, nx (Carson OK 5/2, Cole TX 5/25) 
7365 ALASKA KNLS in EG 0852, pops, ID, slogan/prano, relig tlk, fqy, p (Clar NY 5/29) 
7370 RUSSIA R Ala in RS 2329, guitar IS, ID's, tlk, folk nx (Clar NY 5/24) 
9022 IRAN VOIR! in BG 0005, Islam history, Ici mx, ID, mailbag, nx, muffled audio, 

7715260, 15315 (Jordan PA 6/8, Tucker GA 5/20, Alexander PA 5/16) 
9345 NO KOREA R Pyongyang in EG 1300, nx, ID, //9325, 9640, 9740 (Radtke WA 5/17) 
9420 GREECE VoG in GK 0306, dramatic reading, nice mx, //9395, 11645 (Flynn OR 5/15) 
9425nf? NO MARIANAS KHBI Saipan in EG 1300, ID, Monitor nx, exc (Hankison KS 5/17) 
9480 MONACO TWR Monte Carlo in EG 0632, IS, s/on into "Wake Up", g (Carson OK 6/2) 
9505 BRAZIL R Record in PT 2310, soccer play-by-play, ID's, ads, f (Clar NY 5/11) 
9540 VENEZUELA R Nacional in EG 0334, ID, fqy, nx, LBX, address, IS, f (Lamb NY 5/14) 
9540 BRAZIL R Educadora da Bahia in PT 0925, sambas, ID, Ici anmts, f (Durden GA 6/3) 
9545 SQLQMON IS SIBC in EG/Pdgn 0705-0900, island mx, Pacific nx, connodities rpts, 

features, TC's, pop mx, sports, Ici nessages (Lamb NY 5/14, Clar NY 5/29) 
9560 JORDAN RJ in AR 2150-2230, AR mx, prayers, ID, nx, chorals, p (Jordan PA 5/28) 
9565nf? SQ AFRICA RSA in EG 1640, live show, list of pen pals, p (Park HI 5/21) 
9580 AUSTRALIA RA in EG 0800-1700, features, ID (Carson OK, Robertson CA, Radtke WA) 
9580 ALBAN1A R Tirana in EG 0230-0357*, nx, ID's, tlks (Lamb NY, Cole TX, Unruh WA) 
9590 USA BBC relay Delano in EG 0140, tlk re single families, f-g (Jackson MO 6/17) 
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9605 VATICAN STATE VR in SP 0144, IS, relig pgm (Carson OK) in BG 0230 (Radtke WA) 
9615 BRAZIL R Cultura in PT 2334, tlk, ID's, slogan, pop rax, f-p (Clar NY 5/11) 
9620 CUBA RHC in EG 2200, ID, "Close Up" on world problems, g (Radtke WA 5/22) 
9625 CANADA RCI Qaebec Svc in EG 0204, CBC nx/sports (Carson OK) 1305 (Hankison KS) 
9630 BRAZIL R Aparecida in PT 2340, rosary rectitation, ID, fqy, mx, tlk (Clar 5/11) 
9650nf? GERMANY Deutschlandfunk via Deut Welle in CZ *0430-0500*, ID, IS, nx, fqys, f 

//11905 (Jordan PA 6/1) Ref G. Hauser's DXLD #16, p. 7) 
9655nf? AUSTRALIA RA in EG 0925, variety mx, ID, fqys on half hr (Klinck NY 6/1) 
9660 AUSTRALIA ABC Brisbane in BG 0912, pops, tlk, promos, ID, TC (Clar NY 5/13) 
9665 CHINA R Beijinq in EG 1216, pgm on May Day activities in China (Tucker GA 5/1) 
9670 ANTIGUA Deut Welle relay in EG 0535, Larry Wayne's Diary, exc (Carson OK 6/1) 
9690 ROMANLA RRI in EG 1934, "Youth Club" pgm, ID's, disco, rock, f-p (Larab NY 5/19) 
9690 SPAIN R Beijing relay in EG 0326, "Carrent Affairs", ID, contest, g (Lamb 5/13) 
9695 SOUTH AFRICA RSA in EG 0457, Henry Mancini rax, ID, nx, f w/QRM (Lamb 5/10) 
9700 GERMANY D Welle in EG 0300, "Nickelodeon", mail, mx, ID (Tucker GA, Radtke WA) 
9705 PORTUGAL rpi in EG 0259*, ID, nx, sports rpt, wx, travel into, f (Lamb NY 5/26) 
9710 AUSTRALIA RA in EG *0757, IS, ID, nx, rax, features (Tucker GA 5/29, Lamb NY 6/3 
9725 COSTA RICA AW( in EG 2343, childrens' relig pgm, story hour, g (Carson OK 5/9) 
9750 SO KOREA RK in EG 1211, IS, ID, fqys, sked, nx, anntry, g (Murray OR 5/12) 
9760 PHILIPPINES VOA relay in BG 1335, nx, ID, jazz mx, pgm re past présidents, fqys 

(Lamb NY 5/30, Robertson CA 5/14, Hankison KS 5/17) 
9770 MALI R Beijing relay in EG 0002, nx, cmntry on sports for aged (Levison PA 5/1) 
97797 YEMEN RYR Sana in AR *0301, NA, tlk, Koran 0305, AR mx, g (Alexander PA 5/25) 
9830nf PALAU VoHope Asia in EG/CH 1050-1415, continuons relig vocals, ID in EG, reques 

for letters, messages to listeners in Asia, f-p (D'Angelo PA 5/26, Flynn OR 5/( 
98777 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC R Santiago in SP *2333-0356*, ID in EG, vocals non-stop, tl) 

SP pops/ballads, NA at s/off (Alexander PA 5/15, Flynn OR 5/15, Jordan PA 6/111 
9885 SWITZERLAND SRI in BG 0159, IS, ID, nx, "Sunday Supplément" (Tucker GA 5/18) 
9890 MADAGASCAR R Nederl'd relay in EG 1530, nx, features, ID (Park HI, Robertson Ci 
9905 BELGIUM BRT in EG 0857, mx, ID, fqys, "Brussells Calling", f (Lamb NY 6/4) 
9930 BELGIUM BRT in EG 2330-2355*, nx, wx, press review, ID (Cole TX, Tucker GA) 
9977 NO KOREA R Pyongyang in EG 1715, martial mx, chorus, //9640, p (Unruh WA 5/7) 
10059 VIETNAM VoV in VT 1340, oriental songs, tent w/no clear ID (Hankison KS 5/17) 
11520nf UKRAINE R Ukraine in EG 0021, "Ukraine Diary", ID's, fqys, IS, cmntry, martial 

mx, nx (Lamb NY 5/13, Frodge MI 5/2, Levison PA 5/5) 
11530 LEBANON King of Hope in EG 0000*, s/off annants then Leban NA (D'Angelo PA 5/1' 
11588 ISRAËL Kol Israël in EG 0400, world nx, J Carson's farewell perf, f (Radtke WA 
11645 GREECE VoGreece in EG 0150, GK rax, //9420 (Boulden CA 5/18, Unruh WA 5/18) 
il650 GUAM KTWR in EG 1500, "The Résurrection", relig songs, ID, g (Radtke WA 5/18) 
11650 NO MARIANAS KFBS in RS 1350, pgm of RS folk mx, //11665 (Hankison KS 5/17) 
11675nf RUSSIA R ftoscow WS in EG *2000, IS, ID, world nx, cmntry, mx (Jordan PA 5/17) 
11690 PHILIPPINES FEBC in EG 0938, world nx, ID, slogan/prcmo, TC, f-p (Clar NY 5/22 
11705 SWEDEN RS in EG 0202, tlk on SW neutrality, rpt on EBC/Denmark (Unruh WA 5/27) 
11710 ARGENTINA RAE in EG *0200, IS, raulti-lang ID, fqys, folk mx, nx (Lamb NY 5/19 
11715 CANADA R Korea relay in EG 1037, "History of Korea", p (Park HI 6/4) 
11735 GABON R Japan relay in EG 2344, cmntry, JP pops, ID (Robertson CA, Clar NY) 
11735nf? NEW ZEALAND RNZ in EG 1930, ID, TC, mailbag, local S. Cook Is mx (Park HI 5/29) 
11745 BRAZIL Radiobras in EG 1202, ID's, fqys, "Sunday Spécial", pops (Clar NY 5/10) 
11755 FINLAND RF in EG 0139, "Northern Report", wx, ID, IS, press rpts (Lamb NY 5/14 
11760 AUSTRALIA RA in BG 2320, sports rpts, ID's, skeds, f w/QRM (Clar NY 5/6) 
11780 UTHUANIA R Vilnius in EG 2315, "The Way We Live" (Clar NY 5/17, Carson OK 6/6 
11795 NORWAY R Denmark relay in EG/DN 2320, ID, nx, feature story, g (Cole TX 5/2) 
11805 GUAM KTWR in EG 0946, "Insight for Living", Bible study, ID's, IS (Clar NY 5/2 
11830 ROMANIA RRI in EG *0158, IS, ID, nx, harp mx, rpts, //6155, 9570 (Lamb NY 5/26 
11835 SRI LANKA SLBC in EG 1045, nx, ID 1055, QRM frcm WYFR (BADX MA 4/22) 
11850nf7 MDROCCO VOA relay in EG 0507, nx, "VOA Saturday Morning", //9885 (Lamb 5/30) 
11855 CHINA R Beijing in BG 1300, régulation of prescription drugs, ID (Radtke 5/26) 
11875 JAPAN RJ Tokyo in JP 0830, coverage of Sumo wrestling tournament (Park HI 5/17 
11910 HUNGARY R Budapest in EG 0200, nx, ID (Carson OK, Unruh WA, Cole TX, Radtke WS 
11920 SINGAPORE BBC relay in IN 1300, Big Ben, ID, nx (Durden GA 5/8) 
11930 NETHERLAND ANTTr.r.FH TWR Bonaire in SP 0120-0230*, relig tlks, nx, ID (Jordan P 
11940 RCMANIA RRI in EG 2157*, sports rpts, mx, fqy/sked, IS, f (Clar NY 5/18) 
11955 ÇMAN BBC relay in EG 0140, "South Asia Survey", folk mx (Tucker GA 5/5) 
11970 CUBA R Havana in EG 0135, "DX'ers Unlimited", cmntry on riots in LA, mx, ID, 

(Carson OK 5/17, Unruh WA 5/1, Jackson MO 6/7) 
11980 GUAM KSDA in EG 1650, anntry, mx, "Christ is Risen", exc (Unruh WA 5/21)z 
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L2000 UKRAINE R Ukraine in EG 0040, rpt re Ukran econcmy, ID, sked, f (Clar NY 5/6) 
L2015 MONGOL1A R Ulan Bator in EG/lang? 1200, IS, mx, nx?, ID in EG (Murray OR 6/1) 
L2095 UNITED KINGDQM BBCWS in EG 0610, "Letter fran America", nx, p (Park HI 5/31) 
13610 GERMANY D Welle in EG 0433, mx, rpt on Sierra Leone coup, g (Tucker GA 5/1) 
L3666nf ITALY VoEurope in EG 0020-0150, nonstop pops, ID, f (Alexander PA, Clar NY 5/17) 
13855 ICELAND INBS in IC 1400-1441*, IS, ID, choral, nx, //15770 (Jordan PA 6/4) 
15095 SYRIA R Damascus in EG 2110-2207*, nx, ME mx, NA (Unruh WA 5/8, Radtke WA 5/25) 
15125nf RUSSIA AWR Kuybishev in SW/EG/RS 1657, chorus, ID in EG, f (D'Angelo PA 5/25) 
15125 OMAN BBC relay in IN 1310, world nx, ID (Durden GA 5/16) 
15170 CHINA R Beijing in EG 2200, ID, nx (Durden 5/16) ED: Who knows xmsn site? 
15210nf IRAQ RII in BG/lang *1801-1952*, NA, Koran, EG pgmg til 1929 then into lang? 

(Alexander PA) in AR 2100+, vocals, chorus, AR mx, nx, ID (Jordan PA, Tucker GA) 
15210nf CHINA R Beijing in EG 1215-1255*, CH anthology, CH mx, mail, g (Jordan PA 5/24) 
L5220 SOUTH AFRICA RSA in EG 0558, ID, reggae, nx, g (Boulden CA 5/25, Lamb NY 5/8) 
15250 PORTUGAL RPI in EG 2007, nx, wx, ID, fqys/sked, feature, f-p (Clar NY 5/15) 
15265 BRAZIL Radiobras in EG *1759, IS, ID, tlk re Earth Sumnit, Ici mx (Lamb NY 5/31) 
15300 FRANCE RFI in FR 0505, int'l nx, ID, into mx 0517, f (Robertson CA 5/25) 
L5340nf IRAQ RII in AR/EG *0100-0353*, NA, anants, Ici mx, pgmg in EG 0243-0256, cmntry, 

nx, chants, ID's, muffled audio & weak jam'ng (Alexander PA 5/17, Jordan PA 6/1) 
15350 ECUADOR RN dei Ecuador via HCJB in SP 1800*, vocals, ID, tlks (D'Angelo PA 5/25) 
15355nf UKRAINE R Ukraine in EG 0012, nx, ethnie mx, ID (Lamb NY 6/1, Levison PA 5/26) 
15420 SEYCHET.T.ES BBC relay in EG 0400, ID, nx, nice signal (Tucker GA 5/1) 
15425 SRI LANKA SLBC in EG *2326, drums IS, subcont mx, ID, p (Alexander PA 5/25) 
15445nf BRAZIL Radiobras in EG *1159, IS, ID, "Sunday Spécial" (Lamb NY, Jordan PA 6/9) 
15450 PHILIPPINES FEBC in EG 2359, IS, ID's, mx, pranos, addrs, p (Clar NY 5/14) 
15475 GABON Africa #1 in FR 1551, Afr instrmls, ID, sports pgm, g (D'Angelo PA 5/31) 
15560 RUSSIA D Welle relay Novosibirsk in GM *1200, nx, cmntry, mx (Jordan PA 6/1) 
15585nf ISRAËL Kol Israël in EG 2135-2200*, polit tlk, Top 40 mx, nx, f (Jordan PA 5/17) 
15600nf? BOTSWANA VOA relay in EG 0533, Billy Joël mx, "VOA Saturday Morning" (Lamb 5/30) 
15770 ICETAND INBS in IC 1209-1245*, tlks, ID, nx, xmsn to Europe, g (Jordan PA 6/4) 
17605 NETHERLANDS RN in EG 1555, "Media Network" w/tlk on Volga R, p (Carson OK 5/14) 
17650nf? CHINA R France relay in EG 1430, ID, "Report on Asia", f-p (Lamb NY 5/30) 
17705 GREECE VOA relay in AR 0351, B.B. King mx, ID, nx, f (Lamb 5/18) 
17715 AUSTRALIA RAln EG 0652, interview, ID, tlk on solar flares, nx (Lamb 5/14) 
17730 BRAZIL Swiss R relay in EG 0200, nx, "Dateline" (Unruh WA 5/1, Flynn OR 5/9) 
17730nf? MOZAMBIQUE Bimisao Nacional in EG/PT 2358, IS, nx, ID, fqys (Robertson CA 5/12) 
17740nf IRAQ RII in AR/EG *2306-0147*, tlk. Ici mx, ID, EG pgming 0042-0056, nx, cmntry 

re Arab nationalism, //15150, NA at s/off (Alexander PA 5/16, Lamb NY 5/27) 
17740 YUGOSLAVIA RY in EG 1140, ID, cmntry re UN sanctions, exc (Durden GA 6/2) 
17746v ALGERIA R Algiers in EG 1744-1758*, tlk on environm't, ID, IS, p (Jordan 5/19) 
17760 SAUDI ARABLA BSKSA in SH(p) 0504, Qu'ran, Islande relig tlk, ID's (Lamb NY 5/17) 
17770 NEW ZEALAND RNZI in EG 013(, story hr, "Travel Pacific" (Flynn OR, Unruh WA) 
17810 SRI LANKA D Welle relay in SG *1857, IS, site ID, fqys, nx, cmntry (Lamb 5/23) 
17815 BRASIL R Cultura de Sao Paulo in PT 2355, ID, nx, wx, sambas (Durden GA 5/13) 
17820 SRI LANKA D Welle relay in EG 0907, nx, ID, guitar mx, feature, p (Lamb 5/16) 
17855nf UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Abu Dhabi in EG *2200, ID, sked, Koran, skit (Jordan 5/17) 
17890nf UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Dubai in AR/EG *0213, IS, IDs, chants, nx, vg (Lamb 5/24) 
21455usb ECUADOR HCJB in EG 1750, relig pgm, ID, fqys, mx (Robertson CA, Levison PA) 
21775 AUSTRALIA RA in EG 0630, sgorts event - Melbourne v. Collingswood (Boulden CA) 
26299 ARGENTINA RN Buenos Aires in SP 1917-2330+, futbol match to 2245, ID's, premo, 

skeds, time pips (Alexander PA 5/24, Jordan PA 5/24) ED: Spécial 1 day channel? ♦A**************************************************************************************** 

CLANDESTINE STATIONS 

7100 A Voz de Resistencia do Galo Negro in PT 2215-2316*, mix of Afr folk/pop mx, 
FR ballads, USA lite mx, NA, strong w/Ham QRM (Alexander PA 5/9) 

71517 EP do Lobito - Angola in PT 0510, lite mx, Afr hi-life mx, wk sig wiped out 
by BBC s/on 0558 on 7150 (Alexander PA 5/10) Tentative since no ID heard. 

15040v R Patria Libre de Colotnbia in SP 0030-0104*, tlks, ID's, mx breaks, Mother's Day 
poem (Alexander PA 5/22, F' odge MI 5/7, BADX 4/24) 

***************************************************************************************** 

Sans good stuff this nonth. Thanks to ail of you who contributed logging material for this 
issue. What with the fine weather, vacation and ail, X've only managed 5 loggings during 
June. Shame on me! I hope ycc ail do better than that. 73's 
****************************************************************************************** 
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English 

Schedules 

Tom Sundstrom 
P.O. Box 2275 

Vincentown, NJ 08088-2275 
MCI Mail 244-6376 

Fax 609-859-3226 
Pinelands RBBS 609-859-1910 

GEnie T.SUNDSTROM 

Prepared 6/27/92 at 7:35 AM. 

Thanks to John 
Carson (OK), 
Arnie Coro 
(RHC), Ed Evans 
(CSM), Bob 
German (EWTN), 
Tetsuya Kondo 
(Japan) and Adam 
Lock (WWCR). 

Notes 

Radio for Feace 
Intl.'s Mailbag 
aired June 2 yields 
information that the 
30-kw transmitter 
will be ready in 
August. Ail 
transmitters are 
now in the AM mode, and the interférence on 
7375 has been "bealen back." Adam Lock 
tells me WWCR's third transmitter should bc 
in place by year-end. Radio Nacional de 
Brasil is on a new frequency of 15445 with 
English to NA at 1200-1320 UT. It is the first 
time since 1990 thaï I can actually listen to a 
good signal from this station (Glenn Hauser). 
A new mailing address (compared to the 
1992 WRTH) is announced: PO Box 08840, 
Brasilia, Fédéral District. Radio Havana's 20 
UT CIS relay to Africa on new 17815 does 
quite well here. If ail went as planned, RIIC's 
Worldwide SSB Service began June 27. The 
schedule is Sa-Su 00-02 UT on 13660 kHz, 
using a refurbished 30-kw Siemans 
transmitter. Jeff White of Radio Miami Intl. 
was assigned WRMI and upcoming 3Q tests 
will be on 9955 kHz. EWTN's Bob German 
says the call is WEWN. Construction is 
running on a very tight schedule with a target 
date of first quarter 1993 and on-air lests 
possibly as early as November 1992. Bob 

passes along rumors: the Baptist and 
Methodists are 
thinking about 
doing something 
similar to 
Birmingham. 
Also, CNN- 
Turner is a 
possibilily for a 
US SW station. 
Tetsuya Kondo 
posted on the 
Pinelands RBBS 
the June test 
schedule of R 
Japan to 
Europe via the 
UK and the 
complété new 
schedule 
effective July 1. 

I listened to a few of the evening test 
broadcasts, and réception (nol surprisingly) 
was not very good. R Japan did not add 
Media Roundup to the 01 UT Canadian relay. 
Effective July 1 ai 23 UT 11735 via Gabon 
will be dropped in favor of the UK 49m 
relays. Ed Evans tells us thaï until further 
notice Radio New Zealand Intl. will be 
closing at 1130 (rallier than 1206) UT to 
conserve electricity. New Zealand is in the 
midst of a seven-month drought, and is 
dépendent upon hydroelectric power. WJCR 
should have a second 50-kw transmitter on 
the air soon. 7460 kHz will be beamed to SA. 
Ken MacHarg of HCJB recenlly paid a visit 
to the station, located on a farm 9 miles easl 
of Upton, KY (DXPL June 20). 

We Get Calls... 

Chris Hembly from outside Melbourne 
called to say he likes the column, and shared 
the May Journal with Arthur Cushen. Good 
to talk with you, Chris. 

m 

With ail these US stations coming on the air, 
do you think there is a chance for this one? 

Tired of cutting and pasting the schedules in this column? Want to look up a schedule by 
country or by frequency? Have an IBM PC compatible computer with a fixed disk and a 
modem? The English Language SWBC Schedules program retrieves data by country or 
transmission start time, and loads frequencies into JRC or Kenwood receivers. A 
subscription to the data files through a téléphoné BBS keeps you updated, or you can keep 
up the data files yourself. A catalog is available for an business-size SASE to TRS 
Consultants, PO Box 2275-NA, Vincentown, NJ 08088-2275, or download the 
catalog from the Pinelands RBBS at 609-859-1910.      
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English Language Schedules 
By Start Time, Changes Entered Between 

5/28/92 and 6/25/92 
Compiled by Thomas R. Sundstrom, W2XQ 

Start 
Time 
(UTC) 

End 
Time 
(UTC) 

Country Station Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

Freq. 
#7 

Freq. Target Area 
#8 

Notes Record Last 
Updated 

0000 0200 Cuba R Havana 13660 11970 e&cNA #1 SSB SaSu eff 6-27 6/20/92 
0000 0100 Ukraine R Ukraine Int'l 15580 15570 15355 12060 12040 12000 11790 9770 NA/Eu 11520 prob mix prod 6/1/92 
0200 0250 Germany R Deutsche Welle 17620 15235 11965 11945 9690 9615 7285 sAs 6/5/92 
0330 0400 United Arab Emirates R Dubai 17890 15400 13675 11945 NA 6/21/92 
0500 0600 Japan R Japan 21610 17860 17825 17810 17765 15230 9770 9695 GOS/As/Oc/NA/Eu/ME #7&8 v UK 6/21/92 
0600 0630 Latvia R Riga 5930 6/6/92 
0700 0800 Japan R Japan 21575 17860 17810 17765 15250 9770 9670 GOS/As/Oc/Eu/ME #1 v Gabon|#5&6 v UK 6/21/92 
0700 1130 New Zealand R New Zealand Int'l 9700 Pacific 6/18/92 
0840 0848 Greece V of Greece 15650 Aus News/Eng 6/20/92 
0900 1000 Japan R Japan 21610 17860 17810 15270 11840 11815 GOS/As/Oc/Eu 6/21/92 
1030 1125 Iran V of Islamic Rep of Iran 11930 11910 11790 11715 9525 e As/ME 5/31/92 
1040 1048 Greece V of Greece 17525 15630 Japan News/Eng 6/20/92 
1200 1320 Brazil R Nacional de Brasil 15445 NA/CA 6/6/92 
1200 1255 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 11815 9525 7145 6135 Eu 6/1/92 
1200 1225 Uzbekistan R Tashkent 17815 15460 9750 7325 As 6/13/92 
1300 1325 Israël Kol Israël 17590 17575 1 5650 15640 11605 11587 wEu/eEu/NA Su-Th 6/14/92 
1330 1425 Netherlands R Netherlands 21655 17610 sAs 5/29/92 
1330 1355 Uzbekistan R Tashkent 17815 15460 9750 7325 As 6/13/92 
1430 1525 Netherlands R Netherlands 21665 17610 15150 9890 sAs #3&4 v Madagascar 5/29/92 
1500 1600 Japan R Japan 15355 11865 GOS/Eu/MEMf/NA #1 v Gabon 6/21/92 
1500 1550 North Korea R Pyongyang 13740 9977 9640 9325 Eu/ME/Af 5/31/92 
1500 1555 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 11840 9525 7285 Eu 6/1/92 
1530 1625 Netherlands R Netherlands 21665 17610 15150 9890 sAs #3&4 v Madagascar 5/29/92 
1600 1630 Pakistan R Pakistan 17555 15550 13665 11570 ME/e&sAf Stow-speed news 1615 5/29/92 
1700 1750 North Korea R Pyongyang 13740 9977 9640 9345 Eu/ME/Af 5/31/92 
1700 1755 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 9525 7270 Eu 6/1/92 
1730 1800 Latvia R Riga 5935 Su 6/6/92 
1800 2000 N Mariana Is KHBI 17725 15665 ME/NZ 325/165 deg 6/6/92 
1840 1848 Greece V of Greece 17525 15630 c&sAf News/Eng ex Su 6/6/92 
1930 2025 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 9525 7270 7145 6135 6095 Eu 6/1/92 
2000 2100 Cuba R Havana 17815 17705 Eu/Af/ME #1 v Russia 6/6/92 
2030 2035 Latvia R Riga 5935 M-Sa 6/6/92 



2100 2200 Japan R Japan 17890 17840 17810 15430 11615 11735 GOS/Oc/As/Eu/ME/Af #6 v Gabon 6/21/92 
2130 2200 Kazakhstan R Aima Ata 5035 6/6/92 
2140 0700 New Zealand R New Zealand Int'l 17770 Pacific 6/18/92 
2300 2400 Japan R Japan 17810 15430 15195 11815 6160 6025 GOS/As/Eu/M E/Af #5&6 v UK 6/21/92 

English Language DX Shows 
By Day of Week 

Changes Entered between 5/29/92 and 6/25/92 
Compiled by Thomas R. Sundstrom, W2XQ 

Day Program Xmsn Show Country Station Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Program Notes Record 
Start Start #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 La si 
Time Time Updated 

Sunday World of Radio 2300 0200 USA WRNO 7355 6/21/92 
Sunday World of Radio 0000 0200 Costa Rica R for Peace Int'l 21465 15030 13630 7375 6/21/92 
Sunday Signais 1000 2135 USA WWCR/1 15690 add'l temp time slot 6/21/92 
Tuesday DX Program 1200 1235 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 11815 9525 7145 6135 if not hrd, chk Wed 6/1/92 
Tuesday DX Program 1500 1505 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 11840 9525 7285 if not hrd. chk Wed 6/7/92 
Tuesday DX Program 1700 1730 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 9525 7270 if not hrd. chk Wed 6/1/92 
Tuesday Mailbag 0000 1930 Costa Rica R for Peace Int'l 21465 15030 13630 7375 6/2/92 
Tuesday DX Program 1930 1935 Roland Polish Radio Warsaw 9525 7270 7145 6135 6095 if not hrd, chk Wed 6/1/92 
Saturday World of Radio 0000 1800 Costa Rica R for Peace Int'l 21465 15030 13630 7375 6/21/92 
Saturday World of Radio 1400 2200 USA WRNO 15420 6/21/92 rD 

ON 
FOR SALE: Mint condition Drako R-8, matching MS-Q speaker, and Yaesu 
YN-77 headset. New in 1/92 and used less than ten hours. Box and 
manual included. I paid $1060.00, you pay $850.00 plus shipping- Also 
hav© a Sony AN-1 active antenna. I paid $90.00, you pay $55.00. Greg 
L. Limeberry. P.O. Box 123. Paoli, IN 47454. Phone (812) 723-4919 day. 
night, or weekends and ask for Greg. 

FOR SALE: Azimuth "World Radio Sphero" 12-inch se© through acrylic 
world globe with ham cail préfixés, zones, latitude, longitude, etc. 
Advertised at $119.00. Prie© $75.00 including UPS shipping. G. L. 
Dexter, RR 4, Box 110, Lak© Geneva, UI 53147. Phone (414) 248-4845. 

WANTED: Drak© SSR—1 générai coverag© receiver. Rick Sitz, 5210 14th 
Street, Bradenton, FL 34207. Send "asking info." 

FOR TRADE: Grove Minitunor Plus Tun-4 w/ps in mint condition for a 
Grov© Minituner Tun—3 in mint condition only. Stanley Cabrai, 2254 62 
Avenue, Oakiand, CA 94605. Phone (510) 562—2486. 



The Best Shortwave You Can Buy 

Cornes From Drake 

The Drake R8 Communications Receiver..,simply the best shortwave clarity 
and fidelity you'll find, outperforming receivers costing much, much more. 

Famous Drake technology gives you wide frequency coverage of 
ail world bands and excellent dynamic range...in an uncluttered package 
with an ergonomie front panel, featuring keypad entry of functions. 

For the best access to world events as they happen, buy yourself a Drake R8 
shortwave receiver. Ask your dealer for more information, or contact a 
Drake sales office today at 1-800-568-3426 (l-SOO-LOVE-HAM). 

DRAKE 

R. L. Drake Company, P.O. Box 3006, Miamisburg, OH 45343, tISA Tel: 513-H66.2421 
Drake Canada, 655 The Queensway #16, Peterborough, Ontario K9J 7M1, Canada 
Tel: 705-742-5122 

* 1-800-568-3426 (1-800-LOVE-HAM) ©1991 The R.L Drake Co. 
We Bring the World doser 
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